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Preface

Ocean Engineering is a developing field where existing engineering
technologies are being extended to effectively develop the resources of
the marine environment. To promote greater understanding of Ocean Engi-
neering techniques and to identify areas of needed research, a series of
weekly lectures was arranged during the Winter Quarter of 1971 on the
Oregon State University Campus.

Speakers were invited to give addresses to a wide range of technical
and legal subjects dealing with problems involving the ocean and coastal

environment. Students attending the seminars participated in exchanges
with the speakers to hear about ocean engineering challenges and oppor-
tunities. It is hoped the reader will find the following papers inter-
esting while reading of the efforts of leading professionals who have suc-
cessfully dealt with marine and coastal problems.

The cooperative and enthusiastic support given by the speakers to the
Ocean Engineering Seminar is gratefully acknowledged.

Larry S. Slotta
Director





Ocean Engineering Program

Oregon State University

Graduate study in ocean engineering is offered at Oregon State Uni-
versity through the School of Engineering. This program of study leads
to the degree of Master of Ocean Engineering or Master of Science and
Doctor of Philosophy degrees in Engineering with an emphasis on ocean en-
gineering. These interdisciplinary programs are offered in cooperation
with the Oceanography Department and other academic faculties with special
interests in ocean science.

A student in ocean engineering, depending on his specific interests,
is admitted to the Department of Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Industrial,
or Mechanical Engineering. A program of study is then designed to fit
the individual's professional objectives and to achieve a high degree of
engineering competence applied to the ocean environment.

Some of the study and research areas in ocean engineering emphasized
for development under the "Sea Grant" program are: Coastal and estuarine
hydrodynamics and hydraulics, Marine water pollution control, Marine geo-
technique, Coastal structures, Engineering materials and electrochemical
processes, Marine systems design, Instrumentation, Simulation, Fluid meas-
urements, Underwater acoustics, Biochemical engineering, and Marine bio-
acoustics.

Extensive facilities available to the ocean engineering program in-
clude numerous laboratories including: hydraulic, sanitary, photogrammetry,
soil mechanics, structural engineering, engineering material, instrumen-
tation, simulation, electrochemical, underwater acoustics, mechanical en-
gineering, computing center, technical libraries, and oceanographic lab-
oratories. In addition, Oregon State maintains field laboratories and has
access to the facilities of several federal laboratories. These include
the following: OSU Marine Science Center at Newport, Oregon; OSU ocean-
ographic research vessels; OSU Netarts Bay research area; OSU Port Orford
marine station; OSU Seafoods Laboratory, Astoria; and the Pacific Northwest
Water Laboratory, EPA, in Corvallis.

Traineeships, research and teaching assistantships in Ocean Engineering
are available for qualified students. Individuals involved in Ocean Engi-
neering programs at Oregon State University work closely with industry and
organizations off campus to help solve problems associated with the marine
environment.

This information is published by Oregon State University as part of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Sea Grant program.
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Presented January 26, 1971, by Dr. William J. McNeil, Head of Pacific
Fisheries Laboratory at Newport, Oregon, Department of Fisheries and
Wildlife, Oregon State University.

Ocean Food Resources

Future of Mariculture

The resources of the earth are finite, and man must find the

means to arrest the growth of his population if catastrophe is to

be avoided. Man technically can control his population without

resort to fratricide, but social acceptance of population control

will emerge slowly. For the immediate future it appears that man

must face the prospect of a continued. geometric population growth

which presently doubles the number of humans in about 35 years.

The provision of an adequate food supply for a rapidly rowin

population has focused attention on the "green revolution" in ag-

riculture and on ocean fisheries. These two developments can com-

plement one another if applied wisely to assist man to "buy time'

which can be used to seek solutions to the pedicament of uncon-

trolled, population growth.



The "Green Revolution"

Ny refence to "green revolution" relates to the high-yielding

varieties of cereal grains recently developed by agriculturists.

The new varieties have boosted yields per acre by 2 to L times,

but the increased yields have certain associated "costs." Perhaps

the most evident immediate drawback is a pronounced. drop in protein

content of the high-yielding grains. The protein content of certain

high-yielding varieties of corn and wheat is, for example, only 62%

to 63 of the protein content of the low-yielding varieties. Swine

can be raised on low-yielding, high protein corn without protein

supplements; but their diet must be supplemented with protein con-

centrates when they are fed the high-yielding varieties. ?luch of

the supplemental protein found in farm animal feeds comes from ocean

fish which are processed into meal and oil.

The nutritional requirements of man are similar to those of

swine and other farm animals. Hence, the "green revolution" will

not solve man's food problem without supplemental sources of protein.

The critical dietary need of man today and into the immediate future

is for additional protein.

The Need for Animal Protein

"Malnut-ition" is not necessarily synonymous with "starvation."

Cereal grains might supply the caloric needs of the human body to

avoid hunger and. starvation but a diet deficient in protein inevitably

leads to malnutrition even in the absence of hunger. Furthermore,

plant potein alone does not provide a nutritionally adequate diet

for humans since plants typically lack certain amino acids which
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are the determinants for growth and repair

to 50% of the human population may he affe

today. Problems of protein deficiency are

under_developed countries where popuLation

The need of animal protein has placed.

of body tissues1. Up

ted by protein deficiency

especially critical in

growth is moet rapid.

greater demands upon

global marine fisheries resources, About 70% of the earth is covered

by marine waters, and many people believe that the ocean is capable

of feeding mankind. We should consider the reasonableness of this

assumption.

Outlook for Ocean Fisheries

Landins of food fish and. shellfish have increased, about four-

fold. since the end of World War II. If we were to pvoject recent

annual geometric growth of ocean fisheries into the future, we

would predict another doubling of landings by the early or mid 1980's

(an eight-fold increase since World War II).

These projections are a source of comfort, because they suggest

that the annual harvest of protein from the ocean is increasing three

times faster than the human population. If we can sustain this

difference for another two decades or longer, perhaps we will achieve

a reasonable balance between the number of humans and their supply

of protein. But can we sustain a continued rapid arowth of ocean

fisheries?

Fisheries analysts who have examined this question seem to

agree in general that we might anticipate somewhere between a two-

and a four-fold increase of today's ocean harvest. The calculations

1) Ten amino acids are essential for normal growth and development--
arginine, histidine, isoleucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine,
threonine, tryptophan, and valine.
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are based on the assumption that technology will continue to place

emphasis on the capture of wild stocks. This means that we may

exheust i;he major opportunities for increased harvest of food fish

and shellfish in the 1980's. One then wonders about the possibilities

fo beak-th-'oup'hs in sea farming technology which would place food

production in the ocean more under the control of man and make

stocks of food fish and shellfish less dependent upon the vagaries

of nature and less vulnerable to over exploitation.

Nariculture

r':a--'icultue (marine aquiculture or sea farming) has been

practiced foT- at least 4,000 years in Asia and 2,000 years in urope.

However, it has only been in recent times that man has been forced

by exigency of population growth to consider the application of

advanced, methods for farming the oceans.

Production of wild fish stocks in the 'more productive marine

wate' compares favorably with cattle on pasturelands (20 to 300

poundS pe ae'e per year). By contrast, the culture of oysters in

Japan has poduced 46,000 pounds of meat per acre per year and of

mussels in Lpain 240,000 pounds. Such high yields are made possible

by suspend inc shellfish from rafts and growing them in vertical

columns where currents deliver a continuous supply of algae to the

feed ing animals.

High yields have also been obtained by raising fresh water

fish in ponds and raceways on artificial diets. iaceways with flow-

inc water ac the most productive, with yield.s up to one million

pounds pc' ac-e per year reported for carp and 70,000 pounds for

trout. The yield of catfish raised in static ponds may he 2,000

pound.s pe acre per year, but this can be increased 50 percent or
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more by introducing small volumes of flowing water, Possibly the

use of' floating or submerged pens in the ocean or estuaries or the

circulation of heated sea water from coastal steam electric stations

through raceways will someday provide similar opportunities in

inariculture.

One premise of mariculture is that higher levels of animal

production are possible in water than on land. There are a number

of reasons fo- this:

(1) Aquatic animals require less skeletal support than

terrestrial animals since they live in a medium of

approximately their own density. A higher percentage

of their assimilated energy can therefore be devoted

to production of edible musculature.

(2) Fish and shellfish are cold-blooded and do not expend

a sienificant portion of their caloric intake to main-

tan a constant body temperature.

(3) When reared in brackish water approximately isotonic

to their body fluids, fish and shellfish expend relatively

little energy in osmoregulation.

(L) Sessile forms, such as oysters, expend relatively little

energy in searching for food.

The more advanced systems in maiculture employ hatcheries

to provide seed stock; whereas, the least advanced systems rely

upon natural populations to supply juveniles to be raised under

semi-controlled conditions. Before a food fish or shellfish can

he raised successfully under the more advanced systems, the animal

must exhibit certain characteristics:
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(1) Adults should reproduce in captivity or seini.-confinement

or yield easily to manipulations that result in

the pvoduction of their offspring;

(2) eggs and larvae should, be hardy and capable of being

hatched o'r 'reared under artificial conditions;

() food. habits of larvae and. young should be satisfied.

by operations which can increase natural food, or they

should. be able to tae prepared feeds begirin.ing with

their early stages; and

(Li) juveniles should, gain weight rapidly and show a high

conversion efficiency.

I'Ia'iculture 'equires substantial investments in equipment and

facilities and much labor must be expended to maintain healthy

stocks of fish or shellfish and to harvest and process animals.

In the United States, the market value of products of mariculture

must compare with the better cuts of beef if the producer is to

realize a profit with present technology. Because mariculture

is still in an early stage of technological advancement, we can

anticipate innovations which will reduce the cost of production

as science and technology begin to attack the problems.

Somr of us can recall when broilers were a high-cost luxury

food. favored primarily for an occasional Sunday dinner. This

chanr:ed in the 1950's and, 1960's--the average price of broilers

dropped 50 percent in the 15-year period l949_614. The break in

price was made possible only after serious disease problems and

nutritional deficiencies were understood and methods of control

we"e devised.. Fast growing breeds of chickens were developed

through selective breeding, and "factory" method.s of production
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were adopted. The outcome is obvious in the market today where

poultry ranks among the least expensive of our meats.

Fishery science is beginning to lay the biological ground-

work in mariculture which someday might provide the foundation

for technological innovations necessary for low-cost production

of food, fish and shellfish. The important biological problems have

been categorized by a British scientist (Dr. J.D. Shelbourne) as

primary and secondary limiting factors.

(1) Primary limiting factors

(a) The provision of high-quality "seed stock"

(b) Food supplies for captive stock at different stages

of development

(2) Secondary limiting factors

(a) Physico-chemical conditions

(b) Stock-space relationships

(c) Disease

(d.) Competition

Research in Mariculture at Oregon State University

The Oregon State University program currently places emphasis

on Pacific salmon and oysters. Salmon and oysters enjoy a strong

market demand and bring high prices. Knowledge of their life histories

and ecological -requirementg is fairly complete. Both have been

raised successfully in hatcheries.

Pacific Salmon

Of the five species of salmon which spawn in Northwest sbreams,

three species (Chinook, cbho, and sockeye) feed in fresh water as

juveniles for several months before entering the ocean and two
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species (pink and chum) typically enter the ocean immediately as

unfed fry. ifhen young salmon enter the sea, they must maintain

a proper balance of water and salts in their body I luid.s and tissues.

To avoid dehydration while at sea, salmon drink water and. excrete

excess salts. Pink and chum salmon are able to excrete excess salts

as youn fry, but the other species must grow to a larger size he-

foe they are prepared. physiologically to live in the ocean.

Oregon State University has constructed an experimental hatch-

cry at etarts Bay, Tillamook County, to produce young salmon for

release directly into salt water. Land for the hatchery was donated

by Mr. and Mrs. Victor A. Swanson. The Fish Commission of Oregon,

the National Marine Fisheries Service, and the Sea Grant Program

of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration have provided

financial support for the project.

Three groups of salmon (393,000 pink; 220,000 chum; and 75,000

Chinook salmon) were released. from the hatchery in winter and spring

1970 in an effort to develop a source of seed. stock for future

salmon aquiculture. Releases of additional groups of fish (225,000

pink; L?5,O00 chum; and Li0,000 Chinook salmon) are scheduled for

completion in Nay 1971. Success of these releases will be judged

by the number of spawners returning in later years.

Othe experiments on salmon culture are underway at Port Orford,

Cu-ry County, where we have converted a former Coast Guard Station

into a ma-rifle research laboratory. Young Chinook and hybrid salmon

can he acclimated to live in ocean water by first raising them for

several weeks in water of low (16%) salinity. Chinook salmon

released into Netarts Bay in spring 1970 were acclimated to live



in ocean water by this method.

Further studies are being planned to determine the effects of

temperature and ration on growth of juvenile salmon in salt water.

Under favorable conditions in nature, salmon will increase their
body weight by two percent per day. A growth of percent of

body weight per day has been achieved, in a Canadian Laboratory.

If we knew how to achieve this rate of growth in heated sea water

from coastal steam electric stations, we could produce a one-pound

fish in 21 weeks.

Our immediate goals with salmon, then are:

(1) To develop a source of salmon seed stock to serve

a future maricultu.re industry.

(2) To understand the role of temperature and ration

on growth of salmon in thermally-regulated sea water.

Oysters

Oyster seed is usually collected from natural waters and raised

under semi-controlled conditions. Considerable attention has been

given in recent years to the production of oyster seed in hatch-

eries, and the Oregon State University pilot oyster hatchery is the

first major facility designed for this purpose in the Pacific North-
west.

The pilot oyster hatchery was constructed with funds from the

University, the Oregon Cooperative Oyster Marketing Association,

and the Lincoln Development Corporation. The Association was or-

ganized with the help of the Ljncoln Development Corporation to

work cooperatively with Oregon State University to determine the
feasibility of constructing a commercial hatchery on the Oregon



coast. We are now in our second year of production of oyster seed

from the hatchery. Several operational problems have been identified,

and some have been solved. We hope soon to approach our target

production of about 20 bushels of oyster seed per week (one bushel

contains about 10,000 juvenile oysters attached to shell).

The hatchery has already proven to be a valuable asset to

other research. Our study of oyster genetics, financed by the Hill

Foundation, is mad.e possible by the fact that we can crossbreed

selected, adult oysters with reasonable assurance that a substantial

quantity of juvenile oysters will result. We also have Sea Grant

supported work underway on physiology, feeding behavior, and. settle-

ment of oyster larvae. These experiments require substantial

quantities of oyster larvae which are readily available from the

hatche--y throughout the year.

Juvenile oysters from a hatchery need to obtain early growth

befo--e they are transferred to growing grounds. This is especially

impo'tant in autumn, winter, and spring, when the environmental

conditions are apt to be most severe. The operation of a commercial

oyster hatchery will equire that juvenile oysters be held for several

weeks in water having a temperature suitable for rapid growth.

Heated. discharge water from coastal steam-electric stations might

be used, for this purpose.

There might also be opportunities to link together the growing

of salmon and, oysters in a srnibiotic "factory type" aquafarming

system to enrich water for phytoplankton production. Other trace

elements might be added. along with an thnoculum of plant cells to

stimulate a -'apid. "bloom." Water would then be ufilteredH through
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a bee of oyst s which would convcrt the phytoplankton into valuable

nme 1 protr' in.

Concirs ions

Development of hiih-yieldinc varities of cereals and increased

utilization of marine fisheries can provide only temporary relief

fo food shortaes if man fails to arrest population growth. Major

benefIts will come from oceanic food, resources because they supply

citicaily needed animal protein.

stocks of wild food fish and. shellfish probably can sustain

a substantial inceesed harvest for another decade or two. Najor

hrak-throur:hs in technoloy leadinR to larpe-scale mariculture

will o obably become necessary if man is to sustain increased pro-

duction of animal protein from the ocean for lon'er than two more

decades.

es-nch in maicultu- e at Oregon State University is presently

empbasizinr Pacific salmon and oysters. The projects involve the

drioment of hatchny systems for prod.ucin seed stock and the

aisin of animals for maket.
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Presented March 9, 1971 by Professor Jon L. Jacobson, Oregon School
of Law, University of Oregon.

&in 1Sti4fISIa I isii I T$ RI i[

An old joke has a couple on their first ocean voyage. she,

looking out across the moonlit sea, sighs, "Oh, Henry, the ocean

is so big." He: "Yeah, and that's just the top of it."

To an ocean scientist, at least, the joke is not so funny.

To the extent that it contains any humor at all, it depends on the

two dimensional view of the sea held by land-lubbers and ship-ravel-

ers. The oceanographer, however, is trained to look at the ocean

as a vast living mass with great depth as well as length and breadth.

Henry is simply recognizing a basic truism.

This truism is coming to be recognized today by more and more

people. Man's technology will soon make it possible for him to

exploit much of the sea's natural resources and may, within the

not-too-distant future, allow him actually to live for long periods

of time within the ocean. As man increasingly descends into the

sea and continues to travel its surface, he takes more and more

of his society with him -- sort of like the early settlers of the

Old West. -12-



The extension of man's society outward from land and., now,

into the depths of the ocean necessarily carries with it the laws

and regulations which form the organization of that society. For

example, consider that recent technological developments are en-

abling us to extract oil and other resources from the sea-bed

farther out from dry land and deeper than ever before. The re-

sulting ocean activities have shown an acute need for regulatory

systems (sets of laws) for the exploration and exploitation of

the ocean bottom. Various regulatory schemes for just this pur-

pose are now being proposed. and enacted.

It must be remembered, when considering legal rules for ocean

activiities, that civilized man has traditionally placed the prime

responsibility for the formal organization of his society in

various sovereigns or governmental authorities. It therefore is

very important to know or to decide which governmental authority,

if any, has the power to regulate ocean activities in any given area.

It is not uncomplicated..

S1JRFAC. ZONES: BACK TO TWO DIMENSIONS (MORE OR LESS

Actually, of course, man has been using the ocean for a good

many centuries for transportation of himself, his goods and his

messages, for fishing, and for carrying out his interminable wars.

During this time, he has found it necessary to delineate certain

oceanic zones of authority. Because marine activities were for

so long limited almost entirely to the surface, these established.

zones of authority tended, and still tend to "float" on the waves

and show little more than a technical concern with the sub-surface.

The traditional surface zones are essentially three: (1) In-

ternal waters, (2) territorial seas, and (3) high seas. Another
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surface zone of more recent creation will also be discussed:

(LiZ) the contiguous zone.

Internal Waters

The term "internal waters" refers not only to certain oceanic

waters but also, and even more clearly, to lakes and rivers and

streams. As the term implies, internal waters are those watery

areas recognized to be entirely within the boundaries of a nation

and completely subject to the nation's control. For example,

Lake Tahoe - which straddles the border between California and.

Nevada - is subject to the control of no nation other than the

United. States. (Of course, there are some conflicts between the

states of California and Nevada, but this is a non-international

matter. Nevertheless, keep in mind the added complexities which

our federal system of government presents.)

But Lake Tahoe is by no reasonable definition an "ocean"

and we are supposed to be discussing ocean zones. So let's look

at bays. Is a bay a lake or part of the ocean, or something dif-

ferent? Whatever a bay is physically, and whether you call it a

Sound., an inlet, estuary, or anything else, if it occupies a suf-

ficiently deep indentation into a nation's coastline and presents

a sufficiently narrow mouth to the open sea, it is legally internal

waters. That is, it is subject to the exclusive control of the

nation, like a lake. San Francisco Bay is a good example. A map

of the California coast will show immediately that the Bay makes

an exceptionally deep gouge into the coastline and meets the open

sea at a very narrow mouth which we know as the Golden Gate. San

Francisco Bay is, therefore, internal waters of the United States
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and, as to other nations, subject to the complete sovereignty of

the U.S. Ships of other nations can enter the Golden Gate only

with the permission of the U.S. arid under any conditions the U.S.

wishes to impose.

So internal waters are, in regard to the extent of governmental

authority exercised over them, identical to the land territory of

a nation: subject to complete sovereignty.

Territorial Seas

How do territorial seas differ from internal waters? Doesn't

a coastal nation exercise complete sovereignty over its territorial

sea? In a word, no.

The territorial sea is a belt of ocean bordering a nation's

coastline. Its width (distance from shore to outer edge) varies

amonr, coastal nations; the U.S. territorial sea is three nautical

miles. Many people are used to thinking of the territorial sea

as the edre of a nation's existance - that the outer edge of the

territorial sea is the outer boundary of the nation. To a large

extent, this is true; but to the extent that this conception of

the territorial sea leads one to believe that the waters within

the territorial sea are subject to the same scope of governmental

contT-ol as the nation's land or internal waters, it is not quite

ac,eurate. !ctually, the only real difference between internal

waters and territorial sea is tFt ships of other nations have

the rieht of "innocent passage" through territorial seas. This

basically means that a ship of one nation may "leRally't (in the

international-law sense) pass, in a non-hostile manner and for a

non-hostile Purpose, through the territorial sea of another nation
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without having first to ask permission or put up with any hut

minimal and, reasonable conditions of passage. :xcept for this

right of innocent passage, a nation's territorial sea is just

like internal waters: the water and everything in, on, above,

or beneath it is subject to the nation's complete sovereignty.

rlthe historical development of the territorial sea concept

(along with the concept of freedom of the high seas) is fasci-

nating, if sometimes obscure. Unfortunately, there is hardly

space here to go into it. Let us just say the territorial sea

probably emerged originally to serve one or both of two purposes:

(1) To assert the exclusive right of the nation claiming the

territorial sea to fish in the claimed area; (2) To define in

wartime the extent of a neutral country's neutrality. Especially

with regard to this latter purpose, it is no doubt true that the

range of the eighteenth-century land-based cannon (about three

nautical miles) had something to d.o with establishing the width

of the early territorial seas. This was the maximum width a

nation could claim with any real authority. In fact, Thomas

Jefferson, in asserting the young United States' claim to a

three-mile territorial sea, referred to the "cannon-shot rule".

However, it is clear that in this day of intercontinental

ballistics 'missiles the cannon-shot rule no longer serves as the

justification for a nation's territorial-sea width. If it did,,

the U.S. 's territorial sea would., of course, encompass all border-

ing seas - and then some. Today the breadth of any iation's

territorial sea depends on many complex factors, some more im-

portant to certain coastal nations than t;o o1h'rs. i'or n'xample,

the U.S. continues to claim a rather narrow three-mile territorial
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1ar:n1y rcauP it is a sea and air power: it wants to dis-

eoiir all roast;al nations from claiming wider areas of the oceans

so 1;hat; the IJ.S. Iavy and Air Force will have more non-territorial

ocean space in which to maneuver. On the other hand., a nation

which has great economic dependence on its coastal fisheries will

want to claim a broad territorial sea for the purpose of excluding

other nations from fishing off its shores. An extreme example is

Peru, which claims sovereignty out to 200 miles (but this claim

is renera11y not officially recognized as "legal" by the inter-

national community).

Thou-h there is today no established agreement among nations

on what the width should. be, the definite trend is toward wider

territorial seas. To conferences of nations, one in 1958 and one

in 1960, were called, to attempt to establish some agreement on

this problem; hut in both cases, the delegates failed to reach

any consensus on territorial-sea width. It was agreed, however,

that any claims beyond twelve miles should not be recognized as

valid. Partly as a result, more and more nations are claiming

the maximum twelve miles as the breadth of their territorial seas.

The United States itself may be well down the road, to such a claim.

.2ut, as of this moment the official claim of the U.S. is that

put forth by Thomas Jefferson: three miles.

The Contiguous Zone

The term 'tcontir"uous zone" has got to one of the least

descriptive ts in the English language. "Contiguous," of

course 1iral1y means "adjoining" or "next to" - so we here have

n oeean zone which is "next to" something. As 'might be guessed.
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from the organization of this discussion, the contiguous zone is

a zone next to or adjoining the territorial sea on the ocean side.

The contiguous zone pretty much originated in the agreement

of coastal nations at an international conference on the Law of

the Sea held in Geneva in 1958 (the same 1958 conference referred

to above in the discussion of the width of the territorial sea).

There were earlier similar concepts of international law, but the

1958 conference was responsible for both the name of the zone and

its present accepted meaning.

A contiguous zone, according to the 1958 treaty, is a zone

of the high seas,contiguous to a coastal nation's territorial sea,

in which the coastal nation may excercise the control necessary to

(a) Prevent infringement of its customs, fiscal immigration or

sanitary regulations within its territory or territorial sea;

(b) Punish infringement of these regulations committed within

its territory or territorial sea.

Thus, a coastal nation has a recognized right to exercise its

governmental authority to a limited extent outside its land territory

or territorial sea. Remember that the territorial sea is, except

for the right of innocent passage, subject to the complete sover-

einty of the coastal nation and is therefore properly viewed as

being within the nation's boundaries. On the other hand the con-

tiguous zone lies outside these boundaries but is an area in which

the coastal nation may exercise certain limited riehts for special

purposes. For example, a coastal nation could "legally" (under

international law) carry out anti-smnggling operations outside

its territorial sea and within the contiguous zone.
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Ihich rn.i:es the next question: How wide is the contiguous

zonc? 'h l)5.3 treaty specifically states that a nation's contiguous

zone may not extend more than twelve miles from the nation's coast-

line. 'herefore, the United State's contiguous zone occupies a

belt nine miles wide along the outer border of the three-mile ter-

ritorial sea. It should he noted that nations which claim a twelve-

mile territorial sea would of course have no riht to claim a

coni;iguous zone.

The High Seas

The hich seas are all waters beyond the outer limit of the

territorial seas. This again is a definition supplied by a treaty

arising from the 1958 Geneva Conference of nations, although it

is simply a restatement of a long-recognized concept. Notice that

the definitions of both the high seas and the contiguous zone

contemplate that the contiguous zone overlaps and, is part of the

high seas.

The high seas encompasses the vast majority of the waters of

the world ocean. These are the waters outside the exclusive con-

trol of any nation and, therefore not part of any nation's ter-

ritory. For centuries, a concept called "freedom of the seas"

has been recoenized on the high seas. While freedom of the seas

has many meanings in many contexts, it basically guarantees to all

nations certain important rights to the use of the high seas with-

out restriction or control by any other nation or authority. These

rights include the rights to surface and air navigation; the right

to ish; and the right to lay submarine cables and pipelines.

Of course, sea-faring nations may agree or.g themselves to
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certain restrictions and. regulatien concerning their own use of

the high seas. Fishing treaties are a good illustration of these

"contracts" between nations. For example, the borth Pacific Fish-

cries Convention is a 1952 fishing treaty among Japan, Canada and

the United. States. Part of the agreement amon' these nations, all

of whom fish extensively in the North Pacific, was that where one

member-nation manages and. fully utilizes a certain species of

fish, the other members will abstain from fishing that particular

stock of fish. Thus, the American salmon, spawned. and. developed

in the U.S., could be fished only by U.S. fishermen if the salmon

stock were "fully utilized" by the U.S. It must be noted., how-

ever, that such international apreements on the use of the hir-h

seas are binding only on the nations which are parties to the

agreements. All other nations have the right to freedom of' the

seas, includ.inp' the freedom to fish.

Today, as territorial seas tend to widen and, as developed

nations look increasingly to the deep sea and. sea-bed, as sources

of food and mineral wealth, the concept of freedom of the seas is

in jeopardy. Nanr of us will probably live to see the day when

what we now refer to as the High Seas is subject to the control

of a few nations or to the regulatory power of an intcrnat:.ional

organization.

THd NW "RESOURCb" ZONSS

One of the many recent by-products of the pos-dorld 1ar II

technological explosion has been the expanded. capabilIty of de-

veloped. nations to exploit the sea's natural resources. Japan

and Russia now have fishing fleets which roam the world, freezing
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and canning their catches in huge factory vessels. American companies

drill For oil and gas on the world's continental shelves at depths

unoreamo(1 of a few years ago. The relatively near future will

see man begin to recover the vast mineral wealth from the deep

sea bed itself, and he will gradually change from a hunter of wild

fishes to a raiser and. herder of' domestic sea animals. Growing

and farming microscopic plankton will someday become an economic

reality.

Present and. potential conflicts among nations over the control

of the sea's natural resources have led to the rather recent creation

of two ocean zones. These are (1) the continental shelf zone,

and (2) the exclusive fishing zone.

The Continental Shelf Zone

A geologist would define the continental shelf as that ex-

tension of the continental land mass which underlies the sea from

the shoreline out to the point where the land mass breaks sharply

and. plunges to the deep sea bed. This sharp break occurs at an

average depth of about 200 meters (about 600 feet or 100 fathoms).

An international lawyer, when asked to define the continental

shelf, would. refer to yet another 1958 Geneva treaty and come up

with a slightly different definition:

"[The seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to

the coast hut outsid.e the area of the territorial sea, to a

depth of 200 meters or, beyond that limit, to where the depth

of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the

natural resources of the said. areas."

.wo important points, which might tend to be obscured by the
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"legalese'1 of this treaty language, should be noted:

(1) This legal definition of the continental shelf has

nothing to do with the geologist's definition, except that it

borrows the average depth of all physical continental shelves

to establish the initial 200-meter line probably seldom coincides

with the actual edge of the geological shelf.

(2) There is no definite outer boundary of the continental

shelf; the minimum 200-meter boundary is supposed to be pushed

outward as man's capabilities for resource exploitation lead

him deeper than 200 meters.

There are many complicated reasons - too many to go into

here - why these two factors were built into the lep:al definition

of the continental shelf. Both were the result of compromise,

which seems to be the guiding principle for law-making on any level.

One more point should be made before we ask why the continental

shelf zone exists: It is very important to realize that almost

everywhere the continental shelf, as legally defined (that is,

200 meters), projects beyond the outer limits of the territorial

sea. The 200-meter depth line may be anywhere from 0 to 800 miles

from shore; the average distance is 42 miles. IViost territorial

seas are, as previously noted, 12 miles or less in width.

Now, to show why this is important, let's ask the crucial

question: What is the continental shelf zone good for: It's not

good for much of anything unless you happen to be a coastal nation --

if you are, it may be worth quite a bit. Again in the lanuage

of the 1958 treaty, the coastal nation " exercises over the contin-

ental shelf sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring it and

exploiting its natural What this means is that a
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coastal nation owns the natural resources of its continental shelf

to the exclusion of all other nations. It may sell those resources

to others or sell the right to extract the resources from the sea-

bed or SUbsOil of the shelf. The government of the United States

does this by leasing sections of the shelf to developers for the

purpose of taking oil and. other minerals. Note that the right

granted by the 1958 treaty encompasses all resources - living as

well as mineral - which exist on or under the shelf itself.

The 1958 continental-shelf treaty does not effect the status

of the waters above the shelf which are high seas and outside the

boundaries of any nation. This is so because the treaty defines

Jtcontinental.shelf " as the seabed and subsoil outside the area of

the territorial sea, while the high seas are, as noted, all waters

beyond the territorial sea, So we have the rather anomalous sit-

uation on the continental shelf where nations exclusively own and

control valuable resources beyond the limits of their boundaries.

.'Jith the great increase in ability to recover these re-

sources and the growing demand for them,the continental shelf zone

is today taking on greater significance. However, 'mainly because

of the fuzzy definition of the shelf's outer boundary, the 1958

treaty may soon be superseded by new, more specific language better

suited to this ocean age.

The Exclusive Fishing Zone

The exclusive fishing zone is the most recently established

U.S. ocean zone. It is also unique in at least one respect: it

was not created or specifically authorized by any of the Geneva

treaties.
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The U.S. exclusive fishing zone and the contiguous zone are

exactly co-extensive - they both occupy a nine-mile belt along

the outer edge of the three-mile territorial sea. So the outer

boundary of the exclusive fishing zone is twelve miles from the

coastline.

Also, like the contiguous zone, the exclusive fishing zone

is a "special purpose" extension of U.S. national authority into

the high seas That is, the fishing zone is not a claimed area

of total U.S. sovereignty, as is the territorial sea (except, of

course, for innocent passage).

The exclusive fishing zone was established by a 1966 act of

the United States Congress which asserts to the world that the U.S.

has the exclusive right to the living resources of the waters out

to twelve miles from shore. According to the Congressional act,

then, no other nation has a right to fish closer than twelve miles

from the U.S. coast without U.S. permission. (There are exceptions

for these nations who had traditiona1ly fished. in the new nine-mile

zone prior to its establishment.)

The exclusive fishing zone is, along with the contiguous

zone and the continental shelf zone, an extension of U.S. authority

beyond the traditionally recognized sea boundary.

THE SPECIAL ROLE OF THE STAT;S

Several years ago, the U.S. Supreme Court caused quite a stir

when it announced that all submerged. lands under the territorial

sea were owned by the federal government and not the states. Con-

gress' response was the Submerged. Lands Act of 193, which deeded
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outright to the coastal states title to all submerged lands within

three miles of their respective coastlines. (For historical reasons,

Texas' and Gulf-side Florida's ownership extend nine miles from

shore.)

Therefore, it is clear that each state has the exclusIve

right (as against the federal government) to sel the natural re-

sources or sell the right to extract the resources of its offshore

land areas, while the federal government has these rights as to

the resources of the outer continental shelf. Naturally, this sit-

uation sometimes gives rise to boundary disputes between the fed.-

eral government and. the states. This kind of friction is not likely

to decrease in the future.

S UN MARY

iow that each ocean zone has been outlined, let's put it to-

gather in diagram form:

INTERNAL WATERS

MILES

/TERRITORIAL SEA 3 MILES
;,r_____ ____ ____,

1_ / // / CONTIGUOUS ZONE & EXCLUSIVE
FISHING ZONE I

/ -

--iI
HIGH SEAS

CONTINENTAL SHELF

200
EDGE OF
CONTINENTAL SHELF

(on the average, about 200 meter
depth,42 miles from baseine)DEPTHS IN METERS
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Presented January 19, 1971, by Mr. Ogden Beeman, Department Manager,
Marine and Industrial Development, The Port of Portland, Portland, Oregon.

Use of Estuaries for
Navigation and Port Development

In an editorial entitled "Reconciling Progress with the Quality of

Life" in Fortune magazine, the editors stated:

"In a high technology society, the single-minded
pursuit of any goal--even such a worthy one as
feeding the hungry--is almost always bound to pro-
duce undesirable side effects on the environment.
Unless we learn to watch for and prevent the side
effects, all of our past and future efforts toward
material progress and social justice will be futile."

That goal for the Port industry and navigation interests has been improve-

ment of water transportation systems. There were some very significant

reasons for pursuit of this goal.

Water transportation was the first of the systems to move people and

goods in quantities. Its development preceded roads and railrojds. It

resulted in efforts to make the maximum possible inland penetration for

deep draft ships; inland ports such as Portland, New Orleans and Philadel-

phia are examples of this inland penetration. Navigation was considered

too important in early years that it was given special legislative and

statutory privileges, without consideration that its single-minded ex-

pansion could, in time encroach on (see the next page for rest)
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other interests. Ironically, some of the special legislation written to

protect navigation is now being used to prevent pollution of waterways.

Secondly, because water transportation is so cheap, especially for bulk, low-

priced commodities, tremendous pressure was exerted to extend inland water-

ways systems to break railroad monopolies, exploit natural resources and

bring about industrial expansion. Studies by the Tennessee Valley Authority

show that a single waterfront industry can generate up to 18 complementary non-

waterfront adjacent plants.

Thirdly, the waterways system became, in time, a key part of the transporta-

tion infrastructure of a nation. The railroads terminate at the major ports.

Population grows at these key transportation points and waterways expansion

becomes necessary to protect the tremendous investments of industry and

transportation interests.

In order to realize the benefits of water transportation, the system must

have channels capable of floating the ships, and docks and facilities capable

of handling the commodities moving on the system. When waterways are developed

to serve local markets or export resources indigenous to the region, it is,

in my definition, a transportation system, and there is a ceiling on the

growth of this system limited by the local market or the local exportable

resources.

When the system is expanded to encourage industrial growth and expansion, it

moves from the category of transportation to the category of industrial

development. There is no limitation on the growth of this type of system --

except perhaps the availability of waterfront land. Often development of the
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transportation system makes possible (or inevitable) the industrial system

that follows. The Lower Columbia River may be a case in point. The Houston

Ship Channel is definitely an example of an industrial system surpassing the

transportation requirements on the system.

The benefits to the community are different from these two levels of waterway

development. The transportation system generally puts low demands on

resources such as waterfront land. The industrial system, in theory, is

infinitely expandable and can put tremendous demands on all resources.

With this background in mind, it is interesting to look at several examples of

waterfront land use. In general, on the West Coast of the United States, the

water frontage actually used for docks and wharves comprises an aLnost

insignificant amount of total waterfront land. Our rough calculations show the

following:

Figure 1
WATERFRONT LAND USE AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL

Port Related Industrial Combined

Columbia River Estuary to Mile 23 5% 1% 6%

Columbia River Mile 23 to 106 (Vancouver) 2.5% 3.5% 6%

Columbia County, Oregon less than 1% 5.5% 6%

Portland Harbor D/S Broadway Bridge (7 miles) 70%

Houston, Texas, Ship Canal (U/S 8 miles) 100%

The numbers in Figure 1 would change considerably if log storage areas were

added. I have not included them, because they are interim land uses and do

not preclude other land uses either simultaneously or at a later date. Also,

I suspect the waterfront land use for highway and railroad right-of-way

equals or exceeds that for navigation and Port interests.
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Loulc ing at Figure 1, ii should not be difficult to understand why the citizen

of Portland is more concerned about the uses of waterfront land than the

citizen of Columbia County. The development coordinator of Aberdeen, Washington,

was reported to have said recently:

"Actually, only about 5 per cent of the private citizens

who make up the Washington Environmental Council are

aligned for battle on the seacoast issue. This 5 per cent

seems to hail mainly from King County (Seattle), a fact

which adds more kindling to the conflagration. There is

that uneasy feeling that the cities, having smogged up

their own environment, may be trying to take over the

boondocks, whether the feeling is justified or not."

It :Ls a serious mistake to overlook the difference between urban and rural,

*
or small town, attitudes toward development. We cannot expect the people

in Columbia County, who have the opportunity to add 50% to the assessed

valuation of the county with the addition of a single nuclear power plant, to

be overly concerned abotit raising from 6 percent to 6.5 percent the county's

(level opeJ waterfront

In the competition for land and resources, the dredging necessary for navi-

gation may consume more land and water resources than the terminals, docks or

industrial land. Channel dredging and its problems vary with the waterway

and the location along the waterway. On the Columbia River, it presents

almost no problems. The material is clean sand; there are no pollutants in it;

Sec also "Time Pub1 c's View of Environmental. Problems in the State of Oregon,"
d Icr Pacific Northwest Bell by Harris, Lewis Associates, March 1970.
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it can be discharged along the river banks to make recreation areas or Port-

related sites. On the Columbia and Lower Willamette Rivers, most port

facilities and industries are built on lands created or reclaimed during

dredging operations for channel improvement. The area of the Columbia River

estuary filled by channel spoils in the last 50 years is nearly insignificant.

However, the picture is considerably different In a coastal estuary where

the material is silt, not sand, mixed with pollutants from years of uncontrolled

disposal of industrial or municipal wastes. Spoil areas from channel dredging

can gradually decrease the size of the estuary.

Even these problems are insignificant compared to harbors on the Great Lakes.

Dredging problems, compounded by the existence of industrial wastes and the

lack of upland disposal areas, are staggering.

It would be incomplete not to mention future ship size trends which will

certainly influence future channel requirements. I refer you specifically to

the excellent publication, "Merchant Vessel Sizes in U. S. Offshore Trades by

the Year 2000," published by AAPA, in 1969. The following information is of

interest.

1. Figure 2 shows the cost curve for hauling oil various distances 111

various size ships. Note the steep drop at the left-hand side

indicating the tremendous economies of scale possible when vessel

sizes are increased, say, from 15,000 to 80,000 dwt. Of greater

interest, however, is that the curves tend to flatten out as the

haul is shorter or as the vessel reaches a certain size. For the

short trips the largest vessels are not practical. In fact,

research shows that even by 1983 most of the world's tanker fleet
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could use channels of from 40' - 45' deep. Certainly, the vessels

in the coast-wise trade could use channels of 35' - 40'. The

super tankr for the long international runs will require tremendous

depths -- up to 75'. This quantam leap in vessel size is fortunate

for many harbors such as Portland. We can simply decide never to be

a crude oil importing area. However, areas such as Puget Sound

must recognize the pressure to bring these vessels into the protected

deep water and plan accordingly.

2. For dry bulk carriers (grain and ore), the economies of scale are

not so available and only now are we seeing a few vessels drawing

in excess of 40'. The world fleet will gradually increase in size

to vessels of around 80,000 dwt, but established ports with depths

of 40' - 45' should have no trouble handling nearly all of this

fleet. Some ore carriers designed for special runs will draw more

than 40' - 45', and, consequently, there will be pressure for land

on extremely deep water areas, either for the processing plants or

transfer of this ore to shore-side transportation systems.

3. It shou1i be some comfort to know that all research indicates that

the general cargo vessel has reached its maximum draft at around

35'. Break bulk, container, barge-carrying and special carriers

for logs and puips are, with few exceptions, being built with drafts

of between 30' and 35' with no real change foreseeable in the future.

4. Ocean barging is also a very real factor in the future of ocean

shipping. Present barges are generally of around 15' draft, although

off-shore barging of bulk products will see development of barges
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with over 20' draft. The advancement of barging technology will

probably have the greatest impact on transportation uses in the

numerous smaller estuaries on the Oregon Coast.

We have reached the end of the massive channel deepening projects of past

years. Ports with 30' - 35' of water available will need little improvement

to take the general cargo vessels of today and the future. Ports with 40' 45'

will be able to retain competitive position in dry bulks, but will lose certain

commodities to other ports and to manufacturing facilities on very deep

water. Naturally deep inlets will have land use pressures to provide facilities

for the transfer and processing of liquid bulks such as crude oil and chemicals.

Small coastal barge ports will try to increase depths to take advantage of

somewhat larger barges, but the economies of the increased scale may be hard

to prove when measured against the high cost and physical difficulties of

deepening these channels and entrances.

In summary, future transportation requirements will not exert unusual demands

on estuary resources. The industrial and population expansion which follows

the transportation development has the potential of exerting tremendous re-

quirements on all resources. How are we to deal with this problem? Let me

discuss some of my thoughts about planning.

It has been said that if the population curves of the United States and the

number of PhD degrees granted were both extrapolated, by the year 2035 every

person in the United States would be a PhD. This story points up several very

real problems for the planner.

1. Extrapolation of past events indicates that either we will be faced

with some intolerable situations in the future or we will be faced
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with some major discontinuities as the trend of past events is

changed. Peter Drucker, in his book The Age of Discontinuity, says

that discontinuities are the only things worth considering. He

maintains that any fool can extrapolate past events Into the future.

2. As professionals responsible for resource use and allocation, we

must keep two things in mind.

a. Where continuity or extrapolation indicates we will have serious

problems, we must act decisively to break that continuity. A

classic example is the work of the Bay Conservation and

Development Commission in San Francisco. Continued land

filling would destroy San Francisco Bay. BCDC was formed to

break the continuity of that trend.

b. Because we are unable to foresee the discontinuities of the

future -- new life styles, new forms of transportation, new

demands for resources -- we must plan for discontinuity by

preserving options. Preservation of options for future dis-

continuities or unknowns is basic to survival. However, this

can be used as an excuse for what I call "anti-planning". That

is, preserve all future options by doing nothing with the

resources. I cannot recommend this approach.

Using the concept of continuity as a framework for our thinking, the role of

the planner (or technician) must be separated from the role of the politician.

As planners and technicians dealing with estuarine uses, we have two major roles.

(See Figure 3 which is a graphic presentation of the development of an estuary.)
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1. The first is to define survival requirements for all elements in-

volved in the system. The ultimate loss of future options is the

loss of survival. This is true whether we consider man, plant

life, ducks, salmon or oysters. Man's survival may make great

demands on the survival of other things. He must be fed, clothed,

housed, educated, and employed to survive. He must also have

challenge and the possibilities of leisure.

2. Definition of survival conditions must be made by the professional.

Beyond that, the planner must define and compare choices.

Realizing that optimizing one use in a closed system will be at

the expense of another use, the planner must provide an array of

choices. The economic, aesthetic, ecological and environmental

benefits and tradeoffs of each plan must be identified. The

planner (or technician) must be a great advocate when survival

Issues are at stake. When we have satisfied the survival requirements,

however, we must contribute choices with facts on alternatives and

test our own motives when advocating a position.

At that point, we move into the political arena. In the past, we have made it.

hard on our political leaders by presenting very difficult choices for them.

This is particularly true of action for coastal zone preservation on the

Oregon and Washington coasts. I think we have failed in presenting politicians

with hard choices at the project level, not the conceptual level. If we

could get the political leaders to go through the agonies on the concept (and

do it only once), we could save them and ourselves the agonies of endless

repetition of the classical arguments endlessly repeated as each project is

examined.
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After we, the plauners and technicians, have done our job, the politician has

several roles to play. They are:

1. Take action on the survival issues to assure the continued

existence of all species and deal with the continuities that show

we are going to be in trouble at some time in the future.

2. Select among the array of options presented by the planners and

initiate action to achieve the selected goal. The option chosen

should have ample allowance for future options and unknown

requirements.

3. Give the planners feedback that allows them to do their job

properly. An example of this is population. Land use, zoning,

transportation, education, economic development and all other

planning is based on population projections. A politican who

suggested a population growth (or non-growth) plan for the next

30 years and then bent every legislative and administrative ef-

fort to achieve it would do more for proper planning than the sum

total of planning legislation now being considered.

Estuary and coastal zone management is no different from resource management

of other types. It has certain unique features. Survival problems are

easier to identify. In a sense, guidelines should be easier to develop,

because some of the survival issues are so clear.

We must distinguish between survival issues and amenities. When I say

survival, I mean it in the broadest sense. There are economic survival

issues just as there are species or ecological survival issues.
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At the other end of the spectrum, we cannot use "economic survival" as an

excuse. Industrial expansion is not necessary for survival it can be an

amenity or a luxury we may or may not be able to afford. It is our job to

define the measurements and preserve all resources required for survival

and then help to allocate those resources left over for the best advantage

of all the people in the United States.

Those of us gathered here today must identify the survival requirements, be

they economic, agricultural, ecological, educational, or medical. We then

must integrate all of this to define survival of the estuarine system.

We must remember that safeguarding future options is a survival issue. To

that point, we must be advocates. Beyond that point, we must help the

political process to work being ever careful of our own motives when our

advocacy transcends our role in the political process.

In closing, let me quote again from Fortune magazine:

"We know that isolated societies with very low levels of

technology do not greatly damage their natural environments.

We also know that our high-technology society is handling

our environment in a way that will be lethal for us. What

we don't know--and had better make haste to test--is

whether a high-technology society can achieve a safe, durable,

and improving relationship with its environment. This--and

not a return to the pre-technological womb--is the only

possibility worth investigating.It*

*IReconciling Progress with the Quality of Life"; Fortune, February 1970.
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Figure 1

WATERFRONT LAND USE

AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL

PORT
RELATED INDUSTRIAL COMBINED

COLUMBIA RIVER
ESTUARY TO MILE 23 5% 1% 6%

COLUMBIA RIVER MILE
23 TO 106 (VANCOUVER) 2.5% 3.5% 6%

PORTLAND HARBOR D/S
BROADWAY BRIDGE (7 MILES) 70%

COLUMBIA COUNTY <1% 5.5% 6%

HOUSTON, TEXAS,
SHIP CANAL (U/S 8 MILES) 100%



Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Presented March 16, 1971, by Robert J. Hopman, Portland District,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Engineering in Navigable Waters

Before I begin on our subject matter I want to talk to
you about a new ethic that is developing in American Science.
I hope it is not a fad and will persist in future years.
Primitive man took what he could from nature to stay alive,
and he stood in awe at natural phenomena he could not under-
stand. From this precarious beginning evolved a complex society
which still takes from nature to fulfill its needs. In some
quarters, man is now indicted for all his environmental ills;
and yet in others, it is held that nature must be shaped as
man requires it.

The ability to maintain an acceptable environment, however,
can be hindered by failure to recognize fundamental earth
processes. Environmental degradation is a natural procedure
on earth; but man is beginning to contribute to that degradation
in large measures in certain areas. Not all modification of
our environment is degrading. Some alteration is acceptable.
Hazardous changes must certainly be avoided. It is inexcusable
that we should fail to predict responses of nature consequent
to our own actions. Man has begun to develop an awareness
that better housekeeping of the earth must be practiced as he
continues to take from the earth the things he needs and uses.
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Man is earth-bound. For some five billion years, the
planet earth has revolved about the sun; and there is good
reason to believe its journey will extend beyond another five
billion years. Throughout this period, the earth has under-
gone constant change - mountains have risen where oceans form-
erly existed; animal and plant species have flourished and
become extinct; earthquakes and volcanoes have always been
with us; rivers and plains have appeared and reappeared; and
glaciers have covered large segments of the planet many times.
Although on earth but a few million years at the most, man
has in the past 200 years unraveled a great deal of earth
history and learned how to use the planet to meet his growing
needs for survival.

As earth-bound residents, we look constantly, neverthe-
less, to other planets. The moon, satellite of the earth,
has already been visited and found to be totally hostile to
man. The surface of Venus is too hot for us, and Mars offers
little, if any hope. The other planets are out of the question.
Man, indeed, is earthbound and we must learn to accept this
inescapable circumstance however great our expectations.

Resource needs of the United States. Let's take a look
at the mineral resource needs of the society that makes up the
United States of America. Within the life span of 200 million
people now living in the United States, this nation will use
from the earth:

6 quadrillion gallons of water
7 billion tons of iron ore
l billion tons of aluminum ore
1 billion tons of phosphate rock
100 million tons of copper

and so forth......... also, do not forget that a
large share of these resources can and will be re-cycled again
and again into usable goods.

In 40 years, our population will double. Just think of
the added requirements of the next generation!

Water usage will triple by the year 2000.
Energy requirements will triple by the year 2000.
By the year 2000 we will have to construct as many houses
and other facilities as now exist in the United States.

This staggering amount of natural mineral resources upon
which the sustenance of the nation depends imposes a tremendous
task of new discovery, and new development. How can we do this
without changing the character of our environment; for society
must also provide against excessive noise, excessive pollution,
and excessive degradation of the landscape, water-scape, and
sea-scape.
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If this be the situation for the United States, certain-
ly resource needs for the rest of the world command even great-
er attention. Developing nations seek fulfillment in health
and economic betterment. The crust of the earth which provides
these resources is worldwide and knowledge about it gained in
one country can be used to good advantage by scientists and
engineers in others. Does the crust of the earth hav the
potential to provide for man's needs? The problem for mankind
is universal - planetary - not national. Wars must cease and
man's society must one day be planetized if the species, horno
sapiens, shall persist on earth.

If we must therefore take from the earth to provide for
ourselves, we must employ value judgment and trade-off concepts
iii deciding how much to take from our environment, where to
take it, and how to leave it in the taking and using. Take
and use we must or we cannot survive as a species on earth.

Some myths about our environment. It is believed by many
people in this country that it is man who is degrading and
polluting his environment because of our modern industrial
society. Some myths, however, need to be destroyed. Let me
cite a few to demonstrate that natural processes are oy far
the principal agents in modifying our environment. T ose indi-
viduals who speak about restoring our inherited envii nment of
pure air, pure rain, pure rivers, pure lakes, and pul coast
lines never had a course in geology.

It has been calculated that more than 100 million tons
of fixed nitrogen in the form of ammonia and nitrates is an-
nually transferred from the atmosphere to the surface of the
earth as part of a natural precipitation process. In the
United States alone, there falls upon the face of our land
annually more than 4 million tons of calcium compounds -

all in rain water. A recent news article stated that the
waters flowing down from Mt. Fuji in Japan are so alakaline
that photographs can be developed in it.

So nature itself pollutes the waters. We have long been
led to believe that water issuing from natural springs is pure
and beneficial to health because of its purity. The springs
issuing into the Arkansas and Red Rivers carry 17 tons of salt
per minute. In the Lower Colorado River, salt springs carry
1,500 tons of salt per day. The Lemonade Springs in New Mexico
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carry 900 pounds of sulphuric acid per million pounds of water
(900 PPM) which is 10 times the acid concentration of most
acid mine streams in the country. Hot Springs in Yellow-
stone Park is likewise many times more acidic than the typical
acid stream in a coal-mining district. The Azure Yampah
Spring in Colorado contains eight times the radium that the
PubI.jc Health Service sets as a safe limit.

The lakes and ponds throughout geologic history have gone
through a ilfe cycle of birth, maturity, old age, and disap-
pearance. No lake is truly permanent. The Great Salt Lake
is nearing its dying stages. Once 20,000 sq. mi. in area, it
is now only 950 sq. mi. in area. Many thousands of years ago
it was essentially a fresh water lake, fed during the Pluvial
Period of the Great Ice Age, and now is about 10 times as
salty as sea water.

We frequently hear that Lake Erie is dead. This is pure
rubbish. Lake Erie is the shallowest of the Great Lakes, was
created 10,000 to 20,000 years ago and, barring another ice
age, has several thousands of years yet to go before senility.
The western part of the lake is an extremely shallow shelf and
receives a large amount of natural organic material transported
from the surrounding terrain. Here is where the algae growth
has always been present. Lake Erie, according to J.E. Kinney,
has continually produced about 50 percent of the fish catch
of the entire Great Lakes system, consistently over the past
100 years. This is not a mark of a dead lake.

Green Bay, of Lake Michigan, so named by the first settlers
because of the algae so prevalent on the bay is, like the
western shallow part of Lake Erie, the source of a great amount
of organic matter - and fish. The food supply for aquatic
life is high in these environments. The oxygen supply, unfor-
tunately, diminishes as algae growth increases, as this portion
of the lake becomes more and more shallow and as organic ma-
terial is swept into the water, whether natural or man-made,
faces a similar life history. Shallow estuaries - likewise.
This is the natural law.

The rivers of our nation are being called dirty because
of the works of man. We must understand that rivers are the
natural transport systems for sediment and humus (organic
matter) washed downhill by the rains that fall upon the land.
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It is estimated that the Mississippi River carries into the
gulf a load of more than 2 million tons of sediment per day.
This is equivalent to a daily load of 40,000 freight cars.
The Paria River in Arizona is probably the dirtiest river in
the world. It carries 500 times as much sediment as the Mis-
sissippi River per unit volume of water. This is a continuing
condition year after year. Chemicals are also transported by
streams in phenomenal amounts. The Brazos River of Texas, for
example, transports 25,000 tons of disolved salt per day.
Peace Creek in Florida carries twice the concentration of fluor-
ide that is harmful to teeth. Many rivers and streams through-
out the nation have natural qualities that do not meet the
Public Health standards for drinking water.

A look to the future. It must be quite evident that al-
though natural earth processes dwarf the actions of man in a
total context, man can become a major geologic agent in a spe-
cific or local context. This inter-reaction of man with nature
is without question a most important issue of future years.
In a society that has reached maturity in the industrial sense,
the issue of environmental alteration becomes more and more
acute. It is within this framework that certain actions 100
or 200 years ago are now considered sinful. What are some
solutions to our dilemma?

We find ourselves in the midst of a conflict between the
need to develop the earth's resources and the desire to pre-
serve the earth's environment - both, presumably, for the sal-
vation of mankind. Industrial development has become synonymous
with Wall Street: and American industry, envied around the
world, is in trouble within its own country because of past
abuses to the environment in the name of lowest cost. Profit
has become an ugly word and the concept of science and engineer-
ing, once honored as a service to mankind, is now being rid-
iculed in many places.

Must one choose betweenthe two concepts or can one seek
balance as we move into the future? The first judgment must
distinguish between danger and aesthetics; because change is
inevitable in any developing society. The pace of change is
a function of the choice of people as it should be, if the
people will speak out.

I would like to begin by talking a little on the engineer-
ing and maintenance problems that we are confronted with in
trying to provide the Columbia River as an open waterway.

The lower Columbia River navigation channel from the
mouth of the Willamette River in the Portland-Vancouver area
to the mouth of the Columbia River at the Pacific Uceiri L; an
authorized project 40 feet deep by 600 feet wide.
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The channel is 98.5 miles long and dredging of approx-
imately 7,000,000 cubic yards of river sediment is required
annually through 26 river bars whose total length approximates
50 miles. In addition to this an average of 2,200,000 cubic
yards are dredged from the Columbia River entrance bar each
year. However, the term river sediment is slightly misleading
as the material dredged from the lower Columbia River consists
almost entirely of fine to medium sand with very little silt
to no clay. Absolute density of the material averages 2700
grams per liter. The average length of the 26 river bars is
8,200 feet; the shortest is 2,000 feet, while the longest is
14,000 feet. The other 48.5 miles of the channel under dis-
cussion is self-maintaining to river depths greater than 40
feet for a width of at least 600 feet. The river in its nat-
ural state had a controlling depth of 12 feet at St. Helens
bar (mile 86) in 1885.

26 million tons of cargo move over this project annually
and through MCR with more than 5000 vessel trips per year. I
believe the prediction for 1990 is over 10,000 vessels and
50,000,000 tons of cargo.

Each year we remove about 9.2 million cubic yards of sed-
iment from the Columbia River between the mouth and its con-
fluence with the Willamette for about 3 million dollars.

This is quite small when one considers the maritime indus-
try is the leading employer in Portland. Annual payroll
directly attributable to Portland's maritime commerce is over
$52 million. There are over 15,000 jobs that ultimately depend
upon the activities of the port.

Portland district provides and maintains a channel in
the Columbia River in many ways:

1. surveying and dredging.
2. channel constrictions - building of islands and pile

dikes.
3. multiple purpose dams.
4. using existing channel alignment - bends in the river.
5. studying and learning the engineering and natural

characteristics of its freshet and shoaling patterns.

Dredging - as mentioned earlier we remove about 9.2 million
yards from Columbia - about 18 million yds. in the
district for about 40$/yd.
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1. a. A bad shoal occurs - immediately mobilize p/i or hopper.
b. If not too severe - wait to regularly planned time or

if a small severe shoal occurs use a hopper dredge enroute from
repairs, etc.

(1) When a hopper dredge is used, spoil areas generally
are only temporary. However, they may last many years contrary
to some belief that as material is being dumped it instinctively
rushes back to its original location in the channel. I might
add we make a good effort to get material out of channel.
Spoils are placed in:

(a) Areas where we feel material won't too readily get
back into the stream - natural deeps in cross-overs - but not
energy holes

- distance - economics, time
- identifiability
- safely - dump

(b) Sumps - what do we do with the millions of yards of
sand each year removed from the Columbia River? The objective
is to place the material by the most economical means to the
government.

a. The Use of River Sediment Below Ordinary High Water.
We tend to lose sight of the fact that river sediment can be
and in many places is a most valuable natural resource. Ef-

fective usage of dredged sand depends upon the locatii n and the
foresight and planning of the engineers dealing with i.he sed-
imentation problem. In the Columbia River, dredge spoils are
utilized for river control and constriction works, and develop-
ment of recreational areas.

The use of sand f or river control and constriction works
certainly represents the highest and best use of sediment
on the Columbia River project. The use of sand for constric-
tion works has generally been in conjunction with the permeable
groin building program.

Because of the permeability of these groins, it is almost
always desirable to fill between the groins with dredge spoils
to supplement natural accretion. The ultimate effect is like
that of a long training groin following the desired curvature
of the river and moving the bank line channelward. This is
believed to be the most economical solution to the problem of
dredge spoil disposal. However, when the spur groin method is
used on sharp bends, excessive scouring and erosion of the toe
of the slope of the sand fill presents a problem.
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Constricting the river by placing sand fill without the
benefit of spur groins has been fairly successful in some areas.
However, to be fully effective, sufficient sand must be avail-
able to bring the fill to flood-free elevation and must be
placed continuously channeiward from normal high water line.
Even then the toe of slope and the side of slope is endangered
dux.Lng subsequent freshets. What other uses are there for the
spoils.

b. Government Agencies - these have a priority such as
a highway department for road building or a county for road
sanding in ice conditions.

c. Fish & Game Commissions. The Corps of Engineers has
built every mile of beach along lower Columbia River by its
spoil disposal practices.

d. Local Diking Districts. Sand is used to beef up flood
control levees.

e. Recreation Beaches. Hundreds of thousands use the
beaches each year.

f. Pressures - bank erosions.
g. Local People.

Local spoil disposal problems along the lower Columbia and
Willamette Rivers fall generally into the following categories:

a. Disposal Below Ordinary High Water. Material placed
below ordinary high water would not involve locai. costs or
charges.

b. Disposal On-Shore Above Ordinary High Water. Disposal
in this manner presents two different types of problems. One
problem arises in areas where material cannot be retained below
ordinary high water and it is necessary to utilize the closest
on-shore disposal area available. There are cases where the
property owners do not want the spoil as the land use is damaged
rather than improved. In other cases, where the land is im-
proved, property owners are not willing to absorb the filling
charges. In these latter cases, the disposal area provides
an economical location for placing dredge spoil and results in
savings of cost to the government. It is therefore believed
that, in these instances, the dredge spoil should be placed
on these areas with no fill charges assessed against the
property owners.

c. The other problem arises in areas where property owners
desire the dredge spoil but an alternative area is also avail-
able for spoil disposal. In cases of this nature the govern-
ment assesses a fill charge in recognition of the resulting
improvement of land use. Such a charge can be determined.
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I would like to talk now on

Advance Maintenance Dredging

Experience indicates that nearly all of the shoaling on
the Columbia River takes place during the several weeks of the
spring runoff. This means that after the river level returns
to normal, there are parts of nearly 50 miles of river shoaled
above project depth. This sometimes can present a critical
situation from the standpoint of navigation as the deeper draft
ships are forced to delay arrival and sailing times so high
tides can be utilized. During low river stages tides affect
the project channel approximately 8 feet at the seaward end
2.5 feet at Portland. Dredging capacity of the district is
taxed immediately following the freshet in order to deepen the
channel in the shortest possible time.

In the past it had been customary to dredge project depth
plus 2 feet allowable overdepth or, let's say, to 42-foot depth
on the lower Columbia River. Normal maximum shoaling during
the average freshet is 6 feet, leaving a controlling depth of
approximately 36 feet on some bars; this would require dredging
every year. So that the channel may be at project depth the
year around and in order that dredging may be schedulE' on a
year around basis, we, during the past several years, have been
performing advance maintenance dredging. This means that
rather than dredging to 42 feet, the channel is excavated to
a depth of 45 feet to 47 feet and sometimes 49 feet which I
will later explain i.E., Project depth, plus five to seven
feet of advance maintenance dredging, plus two feet or allow-
able overdepth dredging to allow for the inaccuracies of the
dredging process.

It can be seen under this plan that after six feet of
infill, there would still be left the project depth of 40 feet
or better, and all shoaling would have taken place below
project depth. The advantages of this plan are obvious. It
is our ultimate intention of always providing a channel of
at least 40 feet.

There is an advantage to advance maintenance dredging in
addition to the benefits to navigation and economics. I won't
mention B-C ratio. A large pipeline dredge requires a relatively
deep infill bank for efficient dredging to assure an effecient
dredging program. One means of doing this is to dredge advance
maintenance and allow bars to shoal for one or more years. That
is, a bar which normally shoals 2-3 feet per year could be
dredged to 6 feet of overdepth every other year. The cross
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section would be slightly increased which would in turn increase
the tendency of the bar to infill the following year. How-
ever, dredge production has been increased enough to more than
offset this increased shoaling.

From the standpoint of dredging efficiency, it is unfor-
tunate that shoaling does not take place by consistent and
level build-up on river bars. The shoaling is mostly in sand
waves and, therefore, a 37-foot sounding may be followed
closely by one of 47 feet. It is obvious that this situation
does not lend itself to pipeline dredging because P/L either
has to dredge through the 47' sounding or fleet over it. The
hopper dredge is one method of eliminating these waves. It
is believed that, if available, trailing suction hopper dredges
could be utilized to great advantage to remove the scattered
high spots in a channel. This allows the remainder of the bar
to build up towards a heavier bank which in turn assures greater
efficiency in pipeline dredging.

The 49' Advanced Depth

A. We are testing a new depth of 49' now
1. 40' project depth
2. 7' advance maintenance dredging
3. 2' for inaccuracies of dredging

B. We only dredge extra deep to 49' where there are plenty
of spoil areas such as where a highway department or private
concern will haul the material away. We also go extra wide
50-100' to assure that the project width will remain so over
a longer period of time.
C. We over-dredge in unusually fast and heavy shoaling areas
for protective purposes, such as the fingers that occur at
bifurcations.
D. Example of heavy shoaling or test area:

1st year dredge to 49' - 6' shoal = 43' control
2 nd year no dredging 43' - 6' shoal = 37' not critical but
requires dredging
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E. Test:

49'

TEST

47,

5-6 Bar Lengths

(Area of Easy Disposa

The Portland district has made great strides in improving
and maintaining the navigability of the Columbia River during
the past years. River constriction structures and the use of
dredge spoils as well as advance maintenance dredging have
brought about a marked improvement to the ship channel during
the past several years.

There are several major problems remaining whose solution
is not readily apparent, but sooner or later must be accomplished
to insure continued improvement of the Columbia River navigation
channel. These problems are:

1. Determination of a low-cost method for removing the
peaks from the sand waves that develop in the ship channel and
interfere with navigation.

2. A sound, harmless method of determining percentages
of material which re-enters the navigation channel under
various dredging disposal methods to allow logical derivation
of costs of various dredging disposal procedures.

3. Determination of how much shoaling increases when a
channel is over-dredged in depth but river width remains constant.

Solution of these problems will enable the Portland Dis-
trict to continue improvement in the navigability of the lower
Columbia River.

Now, let's talk about other means of maintaining the
coastal inlets. It seems at times we cannot provide a channel
to deep draft traffic by the conventional operation of hopper
dredging. Other schools of thought are available and one is
the coastal inlet sediment bypassing approach to the problem
of shoaling.

As wind-generated ocean waves approach the shoreline at
an angle, break, and run up the beach face, they generate a
longshore current. The wave crests bend (known as refraction)
in an attempt to parallel the shoreline, never quite becoming
parallel to the shore. The breaking action causes sand to
become suspended and this sand is carried alongshore by the
longshore current. Some sand is also dragged along the bottom
by this current. In addition, after breaking, the wave runs
up the beach face at an angle and back down the face in the
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steepest direction causing a "zig-zag" type motion of beach
sand in the same direction as the movement caused by the
current. Nearly all sediment transport thus occurs over a
zone that extends from the wave breakers to a point above the
mean high water line. Waves break when the water depth is
approximately 1.3 times their height and often a longshore
bar forms at this breaking point.

The rate of sediment transport (littoral drift) is
primarily dependent on the longshore component of wave energy
which, in turn, depends on the wave height squared and the
angle between the wave crest and the shoreline.

Inlets are generally unstable and often must be stabilized
by jetties that serve to fix the location and geometry of the
inlet and to constrict tidal flow so the inlet does not silt
up. Jetties interfere with the littoral drift which then ac-
cumulates on the updrift side. As a transport capacity still
exists on the downd.rift side of the jetties, beach erosion
occurs in this area. The solution to this problem is to
mechanically pass sediment past the inlet.

The material on the beach face and in the inlets, i.e.

the material that must be moved past the inlet or harbor en-
trance, is sand. The median diameter of this sand may range
from 0.15 pn up to near 1.0 mni for different areas along the
Oregon Coast. The equivalent sieve sizes are 100 to 15.

The aim of any by-passing operation is to move 100 per-
cent of the littoral drift being trapped. Often, in order
to prevent sand from entering and clogging the inlet an attempt
is made to trap all littoral drift approaching the inlet.

Several problems arise in the planning of a by-passing
operation. Some of the major problems are discussed.

1. Littoral drift rates are very irregular. The peak
daily rate will often be several times the annual average
daily rate. The higher drift rate will generally occur during
periods of higher waves when the by-passing operation may be
shut down. A drift entrapment area large enough to handle
peak transport rates and still accessible by the by-passing
mechanism is needed.
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2. In some areas, due to the nature of wave conditions,
large quantities of drift are moved in both directions along
the shore. This is common, for example, during different
seasons.

3. To date, there is no universal satisfactory tech-
nique for predicting drift rates. The rates are normally de-
termined by surveying the volume of material trapped by a
jetty or harbor breakwater. In many areas, only crude guesses
of average annual rates can be made. Less is known of the day
to day irregularity of drift rates.

4. To plan a by-passing operation one must also know the
general width of the transport zone and where, over this width,
most of the transport is occurring. This varies with the level
of the tide and the height of the waves (which determines the
location of wave breaking and the offshore bar).

A discussion of the most common sand by-passing problems
and typical solutions are presented below.

The typical problem is a jettied inlet where sand is ac-
cumulating ahead of the updrift jetty.
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One of the early attempts to solve this problem was at
South Lake Worth Inlet, Florida. A fixed by-passing plant was
constructed on the updrift jetty with an 8-in, suction line
and a 6ia, discharge line 1200 ft. long.
The d.lscharqe line crossed the inlet on a bridge and released
the sand dowodrift of the inlet. A centrifugal pump driven
by 5-hp diesel engine was used and the suction line was
suspended from a boom that allowed the intake to swing in an
arc. At present, the plant has an 8-in, centrifugal pump
drtven by a 300-hp diesel engine, a 10-in, intake on a boom
with a 30-ft radius, and a 8-in, discharge line. The pump
sits about 6 ft above mean sea level and, in calm weather, will
remove all material within reach of the intake in 2 or 3 hours
operation per day. With some storms the pump cannot keep up
with the drift when operating continuously. The estimated ca-
pacity of the system is about 80 yards of sand per hour. It
is estimated that the system handles about 1/3 of the drift
(150,000 yards per year) the remainder passing the inlet or
depositing on the hay shoal.

A similar plant was installed in 1958 at Lake Worth Inlet,
Florida. The pump is set at -1 ft mean low water and, with a
l2in,suciicn line and 10-in, discharge line will handle 170
yards per hour. The pump is designed
to handle 15 percent solids at 60 percent efficiency. The fol-
lowing features have been added to minimize the possibility of
cioggin the discharge line which crosses the inlet submerged.

(I. Au alarm to warn operator of abnormal pressures so
suction line can be raised.

t2 A uevice to admit clear water to suction line just
ahead of pump wtieci discharge pressure drops.

A finch tank and air compressor to flush discharge
LlflC when needed,

(4 A pasoline driven 12-in pump to pump water into
dischra line when flush tank is dry.

ç5) A self propelling nozzle and sufficient hose to clean
line (like sewer line cleaner).

The lant has an annual capacity of 100,000 yards, about
half the annual drift at this location. Eased on first opera-
tion and maintenance costs (5 months out of a year) over a 30
year period it will cost 50 cents a yard to by-pass material.
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An improvement of the approach just discussed, is to con-
struct an offshore breakwater that intercepts incoming waves
and thus impounding littoral drift as shown. This also reduces
wave action in the inlet channel and provides for favorable
conditions in the impoundment area for a conventional hydraulic
pipeline dredge to operate. This system will transfer 100 per-
cent of the impounded drift, a major advantage.

J ett y
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This technique, or variations
most promising and will be used to
The best known application of this
California.
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Before World War II, a harbor with entrance jetties was
constructed at Point Hueneme where the average annual littoral
transport rate is 1,000,000 cubic yards. This caused the en-
trapment of about 300,000 cubic yards of sand each year and
the diversion of about 700,000 cubic yards a year into the
Hueneme Submarine Canyon which is located very close to shore
off Port Hueneme. Also, very serious erosion commenced over
several miles of shoreline downdrift of the jetties. At the
most critical location the shoreline receeded 700 ft in ten
years.

A temporary solution was achieved in 1953-1954 when
2,000,000 cubic yards were transported to the beach downdrift
of the harbor as follows:

(1) A bulldozer and a dragline were used to cut out a
small section of the beach just updrift of the harbor.

(2) A small hydraulic dredge was carried overland to
this cut-section. This dredge dredged out a section 300 ft
by 600 ft to -11 ft MLLW pumping the material to the downcoast
beach.

(3) The small dredge then cut a channel through the
beach to sea at a protected location near the jetty and a
larger dredge was brought in to c cntinue the by-passing oper-
ation until 2,000,000 cubic yards were transported downcoast.

A permanent solution was achieved in 1958-1961 when a
small boat harbor (Channel Islands Harbor) was constructed
a mile upcoast from Port Hueneme. Over 3,000,000 cubic yards
of material were removed to form the harbor and were pumped
to the beach downcoast of Port Hueneme. Jetties and a off-
shore breakwater were constructed and every two years 2,000,000
to 3,000,000 yards of sand are dredged from the entrapment
zone and pumped along the beach, under the entrance to Port
Huenerne to be deposited on the beach downcoast of Port Hueneme.

In the late 1960's a new approach to the inlet by-passing
problem was attempted at Masonboro Inlet in North Carolina.

A low weir section acts as a "sand spiliway" allowing
littoral drift to accumulate and pass into the deposition
basin located between the jetty and the channel. The weir
section and other portion of the jetty inshore of the weir
is made of concrete sheet piling driven to +2 ft MLLW (about
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mid-tide level) along the 1100 ft weir section. The 1700 ft
of jetty seaward of the weir is a rubble mound structure to
elevation +6 ft MLW. A pipeline dredge working in the protected
deposition basin by-passes material downcoast to nourish Mason-
boro Beach. This project is designed to handle 100% of the
littoral drift.

This concludes what I have to say. Briefly I've talked
about our environment. We are not doomed to the filth of
pollution as long as we strive for betterment in life's sur-
roundings. I've talked about the engineering and maintenance
problems of the Columbia River and I've talked a little on the
sediment by-passing approach as a means of keeping the coastal
inlet open a longer period of time.

Thank you for inviting me to speak to you today.
appreciate this opportunity to meet with you and share some
of our ideas.
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Presented February 2, 1971, by Commander Richard F. Maim, U.S. Const
Guard, Captain of the Port, Portland, Oregon.

Pollution:

The Crime of the Times

The purpose of this discussion is to acquaint you with
a problem pollution of a vital resource - water, and to
present a glimpse of the United States Coast Guard's func-
tions in trying to arrive at logical and reasonable
solutions.

The problem pollution and the solutions prevention,
abatement and elimination of pollution are not simple,
cheap, or going to be resolved overnight.

The principal ingredient in the problem is people -
People as consumers and disposers.

The principal ingredient in the solutions is people
people cooperating to find answers, answers which will
result in a viable environment, an essential element of
life.

The United States Coast Guard is one of the police-
men in the fight against this crime. Our main duties are
to: receive reports, investigate, monitor clean up action,
direct clean up where a spiller fails to do so properly,
report the results of the investigation and clean up action,
and when appropriate assess civil penalties or recommend
criminal action to the United States Attorney.

Our area of principal jurisdiction is the Coastal
Region which includes rivers, bays, inlets, sounds, etc.
For example the operational area of the Captain of the
Port, Portland, Oregon for water pollution control is



the Oregon and Southern Washington coasts, the Columbia River
to Bonneville Dam and the Willarnette River as far up as the
Falls at Oregon City.

Coast Guard forces are the first line in the Coastal
Region because we are there. Our forces, normally on a
24 hour alert status for search and rescue and other
functions, can respond and be deployed quickly in water
pollution cases.

The principal law under which the Coast Guard operates
in water pollution matters is the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, as amended. As you can see from Figure 1,
this legislation first entered the scene in the 80th Con-
gress in 1948. This original act has been amended six
times, the latest one being the Water Quality Improvement
Act of 1970.

Another law shown in Figure 1 is the Refuse Act of
1899. Although not administered directly by the Coast
Guard, this Act has become, inspite of it's 72 year age,
a powerful tool in combating pollution.

Both of these laws will be discussed further later.

Figures 2 and 3 delineate other important federal laws
and documents as well as certain international conventions
related to the control and elimination of water pollution.

I'm sure you are aware that these are not all of the
pertinent laws, and certainly not the last which will address
the subject.

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended,
as it pertains to Coast Guard activities contains the
following pertinent characteristics:

Administered by: Coastal Region - U. S. Coast Guard
Inland Region - Federal Water Quality

Administration of the
Environmental Protection
Agency

Substances Covered: Oil in harmful quantities (Section 11)
Hazardous Polluting substances other
than oil (Section 12)
Sewage from vessels (Section 13)
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Salient Features:

General:

The principal impetus of this Act is clean up, preferably by
the spiller. If the spiller does not clean up the Federal
Government can remove or arrange for the removal of the
polluting substance. The Federal Government can recover
clean up costs.

A revolving fund in the amount of $35,000,000 is authorized
for utilization by Federal activities in clean up where a
spiller fails to do so properly. Monies recovered from a
spiller are deposited in this account.

This Act prohibits the discharge of polluting substances
into or on the navigable waters of the United States, adjoin-
ing shores or upon the waters of the Contiguous Zone.

National and Regional Oil and Hazardous Materials Pollution
Contingency Plans are called for to provide efficient, co-
ordinated, and effective action to minimize damage from
discharges of polluting substances.

Notification of the U. S. Coast Guard is required as soon
as the person in charge of a vessel or facility has know-
ledge of any polluting discharge from the vessel or fac-
ility.

The penalty for failure to notify the U. S. Coast
Guard is a criminal one, namely a maximum fine of $10,000
and/or up to one year imprisonment.

This notification cannot be used against the spiller
in any criminal case except for perjury or for giving a
false statement.

Section 11 Oil in harmful quantities:

Harmful quantities of oil are defined in 18 CFR 610. Essen-
tially these regulations state that a discharge is harmful
if:

It violates applicable water quality standards, or
if visible on the water surface or adjoining shores,
or Causes a sludge or deposit beneath the surface of
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the water or on the adjoining shores.

I n essrnc( If you can see it or feel it the di scharqe
hi iii I I -

la insure that spillers are financially able to assume the
costs of clean up, vessels, onshore, and offshore facilities
must establish evidence of financial responsibility as
follows:

Vessels 300 gross tons and over (except dry cargo
barges which carry no oil as cargo or fuel): $100 per
gross ton or $14,000,000 whichever is the lesser.

The Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) has promulgated
regulations (46 CFR 542) regarding the application for and
issuance of Certificates of Financial Responsibility.

These regulations are applicable to all vessels,
domestic and foreign.

Vessels without a valid certificate on or after
3 April 1971 can be denied entry into United States nav-
igable waters and ports.

Onshore and Offshore Facilities: $8,000,000

Regulations have not yet been promulgated regarding
application for and issuance of Certificates of Financial
Responsibility for these activities.

For a knowing discharge of oil in harmful quantities a
spiller can be fined up to $10,000. This is a civil
penalty. In addition, if a vessel is involved its cus-
toms clearance may be withheld.

The Secretary of Transportation conducted a study (as direct-
ed by this Act) for transmission to the Congress and the
President not later than 1 January 1971 regarding all aspects
of financial responsibility and limitation of liability.

Section 12 Hazardous Polluting substances other than oil:

Regulations are not yet fully developed or promulgated
designating specific hazardous polluting substances other
than oil.
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On 1 November 1970 the President sent to the Congress a
report with recommendations regarding the need for, and
desireability of, enacting legislation to impose upon
spillers liability for cost of removal of discharged
hazardous polluting substances other than oil.

There are no penalties currently specified under this
section.

Section 13 Sewage from vessels:

Applicable to all vessels equipped with installed toilet
facilities.

The Environmental Protection Agency, after consultation
with the Coast Guard, will promulgate federal standards of
performance for marine sanitation devices.

The Coast Guard will promulgate regulations, consistent with
the standards and other maritime safety and navigation, laws
and regulations, governing the design, construction, in-
stallation, and operation of marine sanitation devices in

vessels.

These standards and regulations, when they become effective,
pre-empt all state and local statutes and regulations. How-

ever, a state may request that no sewage from vessels (treat-
ed or untreated) be discharged into certain waters of the

state.

Initial standards and regulations become effective as follows:

For new vessels two years after promulgation, and
For existing vessels five years after promulgation.

Civil penalties authorized under this section are:

$5,000 for sale of a non-certified marine sanitation
device or sale of a vessel without an installed, operative,
certified marine sanitation device.

$2,000 for operating a vessel which is not equipped
with a certified, operable marine sanitation device.
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Th' Refuse Act of 1899 (Section 13 of the River and
harbor Act of 1899) contains the following especially
germane features:

Administered by: U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Substances Covered: Any refuse matter of any kind or
description ....except that flowing from streets and
sewers, passing therefrom in a liquid state ..... into any
U. S. navigable water of any tributary or bank where the
material may be liable to be washed into U. S. navigable
waters by ordinary or high tides, storms, floods, or
otherwise.

Penalties:

Criminal: Fine $500 to $2500, imprisonment 30 days
to one year or both

Compensation for damages may also be required.

Recent Developments:

Executive Order 11574 of 23 December 1970 directs the
implementation of a permit program uride Section 13 of the
River and Harbor Act of 1899 (Refuse Act of 1899) to re-
gulate the discharge of pollutants and other refuse matter
into the navigable waters of the United States .....

Implementing regulations will 1e issued by the Corps of
Engineers under 33 CFR 209. A proposed rule making was
promulgated on 31 December 1970. Comments, recommendations,
or objections must be received not later than 14 February
1971.

These regulations apply to all present and future discharges
whether or not they have a currently valid permit.

Public notices must be promulgated in each case of applic-
ation for a permit.

Public hearings may be held if deemed advisable by the
District Engineer of the Corps of Engineers.

Permits must be revalidated at least every five years.
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Issuance or denial of a permit to discharge will be based on
an evaluation of the impact of the discharge on:

Anchorage and navigation
Water quality standards
Fish and wildlife

The Environmental Protection Agency shall advise the Corps
of Engineers regarding water quality standards.

Consultation is required with the Departments of Interior
and Commerce, the Environmental Protection Agency, the
agency exercising administration over wildlife resources
and such other agencies and organizations as may be appro-
priate.

Denial of a permit to discharge can be based on one or more
of the following conditions:

State or other certifying agency determines that the
discharge will violate applicable water quality standards.

When the Environmental Protection Agency determines
that the discharge will be inconsistent with water quality
standards and related considerations.

Anchorage and/or navigation will be impaired.

Significant adverse impact on fish and wildlife
resources will occur.

No permits will be issued for discharges or deposits
of oil in harmful quantities.

The United States Coast Guard also engages in research
and development activities in pollution control. Some of our
principal activities in this area are listed below in the
approximate order of priority.

An ocean barrier for seas up to five feet and winds
up to 20 knots.

A ;tii I dY( rtc0v(ry iyiLC1tI w.iLIi 1iavy w<t Itci :i1,ibi I i Ly

Remote sensing for surveillance to date RADAR appears
to be the most promising.
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Vessel (our own) air pollution reduction.

A baseline measurement system what's there now and
how clean is clean.

A National Pollution Response Information Center.

Among the systems developed by Coast Guard R & D is
one called ADAPTS (Air Deliverable Anti-Pollution Trans-
fer System). This ystm is designd toremove liquid
polluting substances from stranded vessels. It consists
of high capacity pumps (1000 tons per hour) and large bags
into which the liquid can be transferred and transported.
The bags continue to be a problem. Several pumping systems
are being ordered and will be deployed to areas with the
greatest pollution potential.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the monies authorized by
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and its various
amendments. The total through fiscal year 1971 is just over
5 billion dollars.

It is emphasized that these figures represent auth-
orizations not appropriations. For example - The
Clean Water Restoration Act of 1966 authorized over 3
and ½ billion dollars for fiscal years 1967 through 1971.
However, Congress appropriated just over 50% of the auth-
orized amounts for fiscal years 1967 through 1970.

At the Captain of the Port Office of the Coast Guard
in Portland, Oregon there is an increasing case load of
water pollution investigations as evidenced by the inform-
ation presented in Figure 6. The increase is probably due,
in most part, to a vastly increased awareness of the oper-
ators and public of water pollution.

One recent case demonstrates the manner in which one
type of water pollution situation should be handled. The
case occurred on 13 January 1971 when the SS HOUSTON, a
tanker struck the Shell Oil Company pier along the west
bank of the Willamette River at Portland, Oregon. The
collision resulted in the severing of one gasoline pipe
line and the rupturing of two other lines (one gasoline,
the other diesel fuel). No significant damage was done to
the tanker. Between 300 and 500 gallons of gasoline gushed
into the water. Here is a brief chronology:
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Zero hour - 3:45 PM The tanker SS HOUSTON struck
the Shell Oil Pier.

Zero plus 5 minutes The Shell Oil personnel
notified the U. S. Coast Guard and the Portland Fire Depart-
ment.

Zero plus 7 minutes The Coast Guard notified
the Portland Harbor Patrol and the Federal Water Quality
Administration.

Zero plus 10 minutes The Fire Department on
scene.

Zero plus 17 minutes - The Coast Guard Marine
Inspection Office notified by the Captain of the Port
Office.

Zero plus 30 minutes The Captain of the Port
apprised of the situation by the Coast Guard Duty Officer.

Zero plus 35 minutes The Captain of the Port
established a security zone (closed the river) in the
vicinity of the casualty.

Zero plus 51 minutes The Coast Guard notified
the Oregon State Department of Environmental Quality.

Zero plus 1 hour and 30 minutes - Booms in place,
fire department flushing fuel from under the pier. Coast
Guard marine casualty investigators on scene.

Zero plus 6 hours and 15 minutes Fire Depart-
ment advises that the majority of the spill is cleaned up.

Zero plus 7 hours and 15 minutes The Captain
of the Port terminated the security zone.

The Fire Department remained on scene overnight
to protect against any continuing fire hazard. Coast Guard
investigators returned to the scene at about 10:00 AM,
14 January 1971. At that time clean up was essentially
complete with just a bare trace of pollutant noticeable.
The case was closed just 18 hours and 15 minutes after it
began.
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As indicated previously the Name of the Game is
CLEAN IT UP NOW That is exactly what the Shell Oil
Company did in this case.
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PRINCIPAL FEDERAL LAWS RELATING TO WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

TITLE LAW APPROVED

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT ...... 80-845. . .06-30-48
(Now entitled Federal Water
Pollution Control Act)

AMENDMENTS:

Water Pollution Control Act . . . 82-579. . .07-17-52
Extension of 1952

Water Pollution Control Act . . . 84-660. . .07-09-56
Amendments of 1956

Federal Water Pollution Control.. 87- 88. . .07-20-61
Act Amendments of 1961

Water Quality Act of 1965 . . . . 89-234. . .10-02-65

Clean Water Restoration Act . . . 89-753. . .11-03-66
of 1966

Water Quality Improvement Act . . 91-224. . .04-03-70
of 1970

RIVER AND HARBOR ACT OF 1899 ........... 03-03-99
Section 13 of this Act has come to
be known as the Refuse Act of 1899

C'TCTTDt' 1
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OTHER FEDERAL LAWS AND DOCUMENTS RELATING TO WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL

I:xi:(':IlvJ: 11472 (O--29-69) : EtdbLtihet1 tht Envii:oxi-
iiiiiti1 (jilnJIt.y Council and the Citizen's Advisory Committee
on invironmenta1 Quality.

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT OF 1969 (PL 91-190,
Approved 01-01-70): To declare a National Policy .

To promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage
to the environment. . .; To enrich the understanding
of . . . . ecological systems and natural resources. . .;
To establish a Council on Environmental Quality.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11288 (07-02-66) AND EXECUTIVE ORDER 11507
(02-04-70): Prevention, Control, and Abatement of Air and
Water Pollution at Federal Facilities.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11514 (03-05-70): Protection and Enhancement
of Environmental Quality The Federal Government Shall Pro-
vide Leadership .

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY IMPROVEMENT ACT OF 1970 (PL 91-224
(TITLE 11), Approved 04-03-70): There is a National
Policy for enhancement of environmental quality; Primary
responsibilities for implementation rest with State and
local governments; The federal government encourages
and supports implementation . . . .; Authorizes an
Office of Environmental Quality.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11523 (04-09-70): Establishes the National
Industrial Pollution Control Council.

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 3 OF 1970 (10-06-70): Establishes
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), effective
2 December 1970.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11574 (12-23-70): Administration of Refuse
Act Permit Program. Directs implementation of a permit
program under Section 13 of the River and Harbor Act of
1899 (Refuse Act of 1899) to regulate the discharge of pollu-
tants and other refuse .....

FIGURE 2
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INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTS RELATED TO WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE PREVENTION OF POLLUTION OF
THE SEA BY OIL, 1954: ..... Action by common agreement to
prevent pollution of the sea by oil discharged by ships

;
Establishes prohibited zones wherein the discharge

of oil or oily mixtures is forbidden ..... ; Establishes an
oil record book to be carried by ships.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION RELATING TO INTERVENTION ON THE
HIGH SEAS IN CASES OF OIL POLLUTION CASUALTIES (1969):

.Parties ..... may take such measures on the high seas
as may be necessary to prevent ..... danger to their
coastlines. .,. . .from pollution or threat of pollution of
the sea by oil .....

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON CIVIL LIABILITY FOR OIL POLLUT-
ION DAMAGE (1969): ..... Adopts uniform international rules
and procedures for determining questions of liability and
providing adequate compensation .....

CONVENTION ON THE TERRITORIAL SEA AND THE CONTIGUOUS ZONE
(1958) : Delineates uniform rules for defining the territor-
ial sea (in the United States the "3 mile limit"); Defines
a zone contiguous to the territorial sea where an adminis-

tration may exercise control to prevent infringement of
its customs, fiscal, immigration or sanitary regulations...;
The maximum contiguous zone is the "12 mile limit".

FIGURE 3
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MONIES AUTHORIZED TO BE APPROPRIATED BY THE FEDERAL WATER
POLLUTION CONTROL ACT, AS AMENDED AND RELATED LAWS (MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS)

FY CONSTRUCTION R&D, ETC TRAINING OTHER TOTAL

49 22.5 2.0 0.8 25.3
50 22.5 2.0 0.8 25.3
51 22.5 2.0 0.8 25.3
52 22.5 2.0 0.8 25.3
53 22.5 2.0 0.8 25.3
54 22.5 2.0 24.5
55 22.5 2.0 24.5
56 22.5 2.0 24.5
57 50.0 3.0 53.0
58 50.0 3.0 53.0
59 50.0 3.0 53.0
60 50.0 3.0 53.0
61 50.0 3.0 53.0
62 80.0 5.0 85.0
63 90.0 5.0 95.0
64 100.0 5.0 105.0
65 100.0 5.0 105.0
66 150.0 20.0 5.0 175.0
67 150.0 61.0 5.0 216.0
68 450.0 61.0 10.0 521.0
69 700.0 126.0 10.0 836.0
70 1000.0 126.0 29.5 1155.5
71 1250.0 126.0 45.0 1421.0
72 25.0 25.0
NY 36.0 35.0 71.0

TOTALS 4500.0 572.0 164.5 39.0 5275.5

PTCIIT)I'
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WATER POLLUTION INVESTIGATIONS CONDUCTED BY THE COAST GUARD
CAPTAIN OF THE PORT OFFICE, PORTLAND, OREGON

1969

Total Cases: 31

Number which resulted in fines or prosecution: 8 with 12
still pending.

Total dollar value of fines: $5600

Largest fine: $2500 against Fort Vancouver Plywood Company
by the United States

Smallest fine: $250 against the vessel INDIAN MAIL by
the United States

1970

Total Cases: 101

Number which resulted in fines or prosecution: 16 with 25
still pending.

Total dollar value of fines: $2250

Largest fine: $500 against Zidell Explorations, Inc. by
the City of Portland.

Smallest fine: $150 against the Trumble Asphalt Company
by the City of Portland.

Cases investigated during October through December are
either pending or the results are not yet available.

1971

Total cases: 17 (as of 28 January 1971)

ALL 1971 are still pending.

FIGURE 6
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l-'resented March 2, 1971, by Mr. Michael Cruiksha-nk, Research Supervisor,
U.S. Bureau of Mines, Marine Minerals Technology Center, Tihuron, California.

Reprintedfroi The Jounal, of. Erwi.ronjnental Sciences, April 19w).

Environment and Technology in

Abstract
The marine mining environment

consists basically of the ocean, and
the seafloor including the subbot-
tom. It is affected by the many
50(10-economic conditions preva-
lent in those adjacent areas under
the influence of man. This natural
environment is an uncontrollable
complex of conditions to which
technology must be adapted.

Marine mining technology is the
application of controlled systems to
the profitable exploitation of ma-
rine mineral resources. The major
subsystems involved include extrac-
tion, transportation, beneficiation,
and disposal.

The relationships between en-
vironment and technology vary
markedly according to the type of
mineral deposit, be it di ssol s'ed,
con solida ted, or unconsolidated,
and its geographi location.

A major problem at present is
the dynamics of the ocean water.
Submergence of the equipment will
obviate much of this f)rohlelfl l)ut
will involve new f-actors in tech-
nologic control and life support.
Ground control will present new
problems not generally associated
with terrestrial deposits.

The ocean environment provides
certain advantages in solids trans-
portation whether in bulk or pipe-
line. The reduced solid/liquid
density differential will a 11ev i ate
many problems iii handling am!
disposal. leilil)elattliC (lillCteiItials

Marine Mining

and movement of water masses may
also 1)e utilized to advantage.

In summary it would appear that
some of the more stable character-
istics of the marine environment
may present advantages to die min-
ing engineer and could offer a more
predictable medium in which to
work than our gaseous atmosphere.

Environment and Technology
In Marine Mining

One of the major program goals
of the Bureau of Mines is to par-
ticipate in the development of tech-
nology which will encourage the
growth of a privately-owned-and-
operated U.S. marine mining in-
dustry. This will l)e accomplished
by (I) developing data, tools, and
techniques necessary for character-
izing marine mineral deposits and
their environments, (2) and defin-
ing the mining systems require-
ments necessary for exploitation of
these deposits and advancing the
technology for their industrial (he-
velopment. The accomplishment of
these objectives is the task of the
Bureau of Mines' Marine Minerals
Technology Center in Tiburon,
Calif.

The three basic types of mineral
deposits found in the marine en-
vironment, as illustrated in Figure
1, are:

1. Dissolved Deposits
2. Unconsolidated Deposits
3. Consolidated Deposits
l'he (levelol)lnen I of mining sys-
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tems to successfully exploit these
minerals (enters on time complex
r el a t 10 Ii s Ii i j) l)(IWCCI1 two major
subsystems, one involving the ma-
inc environment and the other iii-

volving the adaj)tation of technolo-
gy to the environment. This break-
down is illustrated in Figure 2.

The marine mining environment
consists basically of the ocean, and
time seafloor including the subbot-
tom. It is affected by the many
socio-economic con cut iøns preva-
lent in those adjacent areas under
the influence of man. This natural
environment is an uncontrollable
complex of con d it ions to which
technology must be adapted.

Marine mining technology is time
application of controlled systems to
the })rofltahle exploitation of ma.
rifle mineral resources. Time major
sIIl)systenls include extraction,
transportation, beneficiation, and
disposal. It is the purpose of this
paper to discuss some of time prob-
lenis and benefits created by the
uncontrollable aspects of the ma-
rine environmnent and their rela-
tionsimip to the development of
mining technology.

Since the environment changes
with the type of mineral deposit
and its geogra 1)11 ic location, each
deposit may require a new tech-
nology for iden t ifica tioti a ml cx-
tll(tiOI1. lIme (leveloplmmetit M these
11e'V t('( hmmiologics to (XtIii( I lililici

a Is Ii oiii I lie lioti Ic iiviioiiimieim
1)1 tli (ii (all is a lom miid:ible task.



MINEPAL DEPOSITS OFFSHORE

riIcc,t,rrs
UNCONSDATED CONSOLIDATED

SUPFICIAL IN SITU suiiii IN l'flJ

FRESH WATER SHALLOW PLACEPS.* BUTIED RIVER AND * EXPOSED STPATIFIEDMASSIVE, VEIN OP
SALT BEACH OR OFFSHORE BEACH PLACERS, DEPOSITS (COAL. TABULAR DEPOSITS
MAGNESIA 11 SANDS, SIUCA DIAMONDS, PLATINUN IRONSTONCL)MESTONE.SULFUP
POTASH ± SAED5 LIMESANOS GOLD,TIN CORALS) PPER,

36 OTHER IRON. O)AL,TIN,

ELEMENTS AUTHIGENIC NODULAR AUTHIAENIC 5OL ETC.
DEPOSITS lAin CoN), COATINGS (MANGA*
Cu) PHOSPHORITE ESE, PHOSPHOPITI)

DEEP OCEAN FLOOQ

DEPOS1TPED CtAYS
OOZE9 ETC

Figure 1. Classification of offshore mineral deposits.

Equally as formidable is the task
of extending man's limited knowl-
edge of the environment. Initially
the Bureau of Mines is concentrat-
ing its attention on the minerals
of the continental shelf with the
concept that problems start at the
beach and become more severe as
one moves to sea. Thus the bene-
fits of many years of experience in
the working of similar deposits on
shore can be applied. The United
States continental shelf is nearly
900,000 square miles in areal ex-
tent and can be expected to con-
tain ore bodies in generally the
same distribuuon as geologically
comparable land areas. The Bu-
reau's first evaluation work on the
shelf was accomplished (luring the
summer of 1967 by the marine min-
ing research vessel Virginia City off
the coast of Noine, Alaska. Various
sampling techniques were tested to
determine their effectiveness in

mpling the gold-bearing placer
titaterials of Norton Sound. A .siini-
lar program is i Ian ned for the
suinnici' of I 9(iM to investigate tech-
ii iq ues l'or eva In a t in g black-sand
deposits off the coast of the Oregon-
California coast and l)tiosPlTolite
deposits off the coast of southern
Ctlifornia.

In addition to these efforts,
much is learned about the marine
environment and its effect on min-
ing by observing other mining
operations currently underway on
the shelf in various areas of the

world. These mining operations
include tin dredging in Thailand
and Indonesia in water depths of
less than 150 feet, and diamond
dredging in southwestern Africa in
water depths of less than 100 feet.
The major environmental prob-
lems facing these operations are the
marine conditions: wind, waves,
swells, and tides. These conditions
must be critically evaluated so that
procedures can be developed for
predicting the degree of interfer-
ence with mining. A systems analy-
sis approach can then be taken to
investigate possible modifications
in mining techniques to allow
longer periods of operation. These

£MVIRONMENT*L SUS$Y$TEMS

(Ia La and types of analyses can ihicti
be applied to other potential areas
of operation SE) that l)re(li('tiolis ('nfl

l)C tIIiI(IC regarding the ('(OliOlilit'

feitsihihily of a f)l'oI)ose(I iiiiniflg

\'Cfl tElIC.

As a lust step in making such an
analysis, data were compiled For
mining areas in Thailand, Indo-
nesia, and son thwestern Africa,'
and for our own operation area in
Norton Sound.8 These 1 oca ti on S

are shown in Figures 3, -I, and 5.
The frequency of occurrence of

different height waves (sea condi-
tions) in days per year for the four
areas is illustrated in Figure 6. The
same type of presentation is made
(Fig. 7) for swell height except that
the length of the swell is also indi-
cated. No breakdown was made
between wave and swell condition
in Norton Sound, and it is assumed
the two conditions were combined
in the available data. Waves are
generally more irregular, are short-
er in period, and exhibit a steeper
crest than swells, which are waves
that have traveled out of their gen-
erating area.

Wave and swell conditions have
a major influence on dredge design
and the type of dredging method
employed. They also imposed re-
strictions on the exploratory drill-
ing operations required for (klinc-
ation of the offshore placers. To
analyze the extent of sea-state in-
fluence on these factors, Table 1
was made up to show the frequency
1Data obtained Eroin the Notional Oceanog-
raphic l)ata Center

MARINE MININS SYSTIMS

EXPLOITTIV suesysrgws
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Figure 2. Classification of marine mining systems technology.
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Table 1.Frequency of Occurrence in Days Per Year of Seas Greater
Than 5 Feet

Mining Areas Waves Swells

Phuket Island, Thailand ....................... 27 103
Singkep and Banka Is., Indonesia ............... 9 57
Belitung Islan(1, Indonesia ...................... 24 85
Southwestern Africa ........................... 57 267
Norton Sound, Alaska .......................... 89 (183 clays of ice)

Of occurrence of waves and swells
greater than 5 feet. The 5-foot con-
dition was selected because it rep-
resents a limiting state for opera-
tion of most conventional dredging
and drilling techniques.

Under the worst conditions in
Southeast Asia (see Table 1), waves
and swells in excess of 5 feet occur
during approximately 30% of the

the conventional bu(ket-ladder
dredge since it can remove large
quantities of ground mwh more ef-
ficiently and with much better con-
trol than the suction dredge. Fig-
ure 8 shows one of the typical
bucket dredges with a barge-type
hull used in the Indonesian off-
shore tin operations. Mining opera-
tions have, for the most part, been
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Figure 3. Location of offshore tin dredging operations

year. In southwestern Africa this
condition exists during approxi-
mately 75% of the year. It is,
therefore, apparent that drilling
and dredging operations in south-
western Africa (annot be carrie(l
Out by the ('Oilvemitional techniques
elflplOyal)le in Southeast Asia. In
Sou (I least Asi a tin operators favor

successful, although there are some
instances during storm periods
where the dredges must be trans-
ported to the leeward of the islands
to avoid rough seas. Even with
these precautions, a number of a:-
(:i(lents have occurred, at least one
involving loss of life.7

Even if the conventional bucket
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dredge were designed to withstand
rougher seas (greater than 5 feet),
a problem would still remain in
keeping the bucket ladder in con-
tinmious contact with the seafloor
and in preventing time possibility
of severe damage due to impact
with the bottom. For this reason
conventional bwket dredges (to not
lend themselves to operation in the
heavy seas characteristic of time
southwestern African coast without
a change in design. The same
would be true for suction dredges
having a rigid connection between
the platform and suction head.

The severity of sea conditions off
southwestern Africa has required
mining operators to make certain
innovations in equipment design.
For exploration the use of a bump-
er-sub fitted to the bottom of the
drill string allows exploratory drill-
ing operations to proceed in swells
up to 10 feet.° Equipment capable
of working in a 10-foot sea gives
250% more drilling time than that
limited to a 5-foot sea. For exploi-
tation, dredges with the same
barge-type hull as those employed
in Southeast Asia have proven
more suitable and less costly than
conventional ship-type hulls)2

Their advantages include greater
structural strength, multiplicity of
positive water-tight compartments,
and greater safety in allowing
dredging operations to be conduct-
ed closem- to the water surface. Fig-
ure 9 from Webb 12 shows one of
these barges making weather in a
full gale.

Instead of the conventional
i)ucket ladder or rigid suction line,
the southwestern African dredges
have employed a 16 or 18-inch
dredge pump with a flexible hose
attached through a swell-compen-
sating mechanism to maintain suc-
tion contact with the seafloor. This
compensating equipment consists
of a counterbalance operating
through a four-part line which sus-
pends the suction intake in a verti-
cal position and allows a rise and
fall of some 40 feet. Figure 10 from
Webb 12 shows the mining vessel
Colpontoon with a girder structure
over the foredeck housing time swell
('oi1I)ensa tors.

lveii I Imomigli t lie mm'est'it flexible-
hose meiinxl of (ll'e(Iging iii south-
western Africa is time only one that
has proven piactual, it has two
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Figure 4. Location of offshore diamond
dredging operations

Iiiajor short-comings w hi cli have
l)revented these opera t ions from
being profitable. Dredging control
is extremely poor, leaving a very
irregular post-mining horizon with
much of the deposit still in place.
Also, there is little penetration to
bedrock, where the diamonds are
believed to be concentrated.6

Although the flexible suction
dredges used in southwestern Afri-
ca can operate in 40-foot seas, it is
believed that the addition of a
swell-compensating mechanism on
the bucket dredge could make it
a strong competitor. Because of
its inc rca sed efficiency, capacity,
and control, even a small increase
in its operating capabilities in
heavy seas would make the l)u(:ket
dredge extremely attractive.

In Norton Sound off Nome,
Alaska, ice exists over 50% of the
year and during the remainder of
the year there are only 3 months
with seas less than 5 feet. A con-
ventional dredge with a 5-foot sea
limitation could hardly operate
e(onorn ica Ily under such condi-
lions. If technology could improve
die seaworthiness of these dredges
so they could function in 10-foot
seas, the time available for opera-
tion would be doubled. Alterna-
tively, ii a iiieans were developed
for operating continuously either
above or below time ice, the avail-
able operating time would be
tripled.

In addition to sea and swell con-
(litlons, winds and tides are also
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Figure 5. Location of potential offshore gold placers in
western Alaska

important environmental factors to
be considered. Winds, aside from
having an effect on sea, tide, and
current conditions, play a signifi-
cant role in the design of the super-
structure of a fixed or floating plat-
form. Figure 11 shows the monthly
frequency of different wind speeds
and their predominant directions
for the same mining areas; for the

Wit Ci?,UaIy,,-ThIIOrd .-.--

SnI.p I, .8o,ko I. Indon.,a

...

B.Iitu I. ndon..,

-a

South Aric

Nuron

Figure 6. Annual frequency of oc-
currence of different sea conditions
in five offshore mining areas
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Nome area, data are presented only
for the summer months. As with
sea conditions, the winds in South
Africa and Alaska are much more
severe than in Malaysia and In-
donesia. During September in
Nome, the winds are predominant-
ly from the north, where there is
a minimal fetch. Although the sea
conditions may permit operation,
wind tides can cause strong cur-
rents which result in anchoring
problems. One of the major delays
experienced during last summer's
Alaskan drilling operations was
ship movement due to anchor slip-
page. Under severe conditions,
combined coastal wind and tidal
currents in the Nome area can
reach velocities up to 4 knots.

Figure 12 illustrates typical tidal
fluctuations in the five offshore
mining areas. Accurate knowledge
of these fluctuations is an absolute
necessity during the exploration
and exploitation phases of mining.
Not only are the tides a major
cause of current, but the magni-
timde and frequency of changes in
water depth are a controlling fac-
tor in dredge design. Also the sue-
cess of geophysical profiling is dc-
penden t on an accurate accounting
of tidal fluctuation at the exact
time and place of Operation.

it can be seen from figure 12
that a variety of tidal conditions
can exist. The tides off Bangka
Island, 111(1 on esi a, have a maxi-
mum range of 6.3 feet and are
diurnal; that is, one complete cycle
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Figure 7. Annual Frequency of occurrence of different
swell consitions in four offshore mining areas.

per lunar day of 24 hours and 50
in in u tes. The tides off Phuket
Harbor, Thailand, and Capetown,
South Africa have a maximum
range of 8.5 and 5.4 feet, respec-
tively, but they are semidiurnal
with two complete cycles per lunar
day. The tides off Noine, Alaska,
are nuxed, having periods of fluc-
tuation which range between di-
urnal and semidiurnal. With tide
tables available on almost every
section of the world, it might ap-
pear that tide prediction was a
simple matter. That this is not the
case can be seen from the tide
graph of Nome, Alaska. The dot-
ted line which covers the 4-clay
period July 11-14, 1967, was plot-
ted from measurements obtained
by the University of Washington.
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Figure 8. Typical bucket-ladder dredge with barge hull
used in Indonesian offshore tin operations (photograph
courtesy of C. M. Romanowitz).

a,

Figure 9. Southwest African dredge in Heavy seas.112

Figure 10. Southwest African dredge "Coloontoon" with
girder structure over foredeck housing the swell corn-
pensators.1121

Whereas the tide tables predict a
maximum range of about 2 feet,
actual recordings show a range
over the 4-day period of about 5.5
feet. The discrepancy is caused by
the strong effect of winds on the
tide changes in this area. Tides
of 14 feet above and 3 feet below
mean-lower-low water have been
recorded irs Norton Sound. Similar
deviations, although possibly not
as pronounced, can be expected in
almost any area of the world, thus
complicating the task of tide pre-
diction.

The problems of marine environ-
inent which we have discussed so
far have their major effect on min-
ing technology when considering
the floating-type platform. Sub-
mergence of the equipment would
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obviite iimany of these problems.
It has been estimated that a sill)-
merged di ill I n g platlorm, wh Rh
would require less emiginecring br
wind and wave stress and eliminate
time use of aim expensive tender-der-
rick complex, could be constructed
for less than half the cost of an
above-water platform.

In sonic areas the feasibility of
a successful mining venture may be
(lirectly dependent on the develop-
ment of a submerged mining sys-
tem which can avoid the dynamic
aspects of the air-water interface.
Although many new factors in
technologic control and life sup-
1)ort must be considered, they coin-
inand a high priority in planning
future te( lmnologi( development.

1 'lie iii a rine miii iii Hg environ-
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Figure 11. Monthly frequency of occurrence of different wind speeds in five
offshore mining areas

ment, in addition to the sea, in-
chides the seafloor and its subbot-
torn. Although the problems of
adapting to this aspect of the en-
vironment may not be as great as
those associated with the sea, the
seafloor and its subbottom present
a much greater unknown to us.

The economic feasibility of an
undersea mining venture depends
on two factors: (1) The extent and
value of mineralization present and
(2) the cost of exploring and ex-
ploi ting this mineralization. With
existing technology, resolution of
these factors is an expensive and
extremely crude process. Al though
suitable techniques have been de-
veloped for obtaining representa-
tive samples of the first few feet of
the unconsolidated seafloor, sam-
pling to greater depth (to 200 feet)
is more of an art than a science.
This is especially true where undis-
turbed samples are required.

Assuming representative core re-
coveries and a minimum of ore
migration, the extent and value of
mineralization can be determined
by techniques of disturbed sam-
pling. To determine the cost of
exploring and exploiting the de-
posit, however, there are a number
of unknown factors which must
first be evaluated. These include
the following:

1. Amenability of the deposit to

penetrati'on for exploration pur-
poses.

2. Velocity characteristics of the
deposit for interpretation of seismic
profiles.

3. Amenability of the deposit to
excavation.

4. Transportability of the mined
material.

5. Ground control problems re-
sulting from excavation, such as
ground support, slope stability, and
bearing capacity.

6. Methods of beneficiation suit-
able to the type of ore and deposit
characteristics.

7. Methods of waste disposal
which will be necessitated.

Each of these factors represents
an engineering phenomenon which
requires for its evaluation a basic
knowledge of the intrinsic engi-
neering properties of the deposit
material. Unfortunately these prop-
erties cannot be determined from
disturbed samples. in the final
analysis, therefore, techniques of
undisturbed sampling to great
depths must be perfected in order
to completely evaluate the econom-
ic feasibility of a marine mining
operation.

Based on the successful delinea-
tion of ore values and engineering
properties, design of the various
mining subsystems can proceed.
Problems of penetration, excava-
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I loll, I 1iIIlSi)O1til tiOli, aitol l)CflCfICiil-
tioli (Ili I)C StiI(tie(t aitot solved in
the same manner as they would be
lot hanoi opera Lions. l'hic problems
ol groitiid (0111101 ill S (11)1)0 t toni
I'(H k o,etliligs vill 114)1 (huller Itlilcht
Ii 4)111 tilOst' CX I"' Ii CII (C(l ill I lit

iiiaiiy mining operations that al-
ready extend tinder the sea. Al-
though the access to these mines
is from land, they have still been
faced with and have successfully
overcome problem s of high-pres-
sure water influx. The develop-
ment of similar mining operations
having access only from the sea will
call for major advances in marine
mining technology.

The mining of unconsolidated
seafloor deposits also will present
new problems not yet encountered
in land operations. Many areas of
the seafloor were formed by rapid
sedimentation that produced a very
loose, fiocculent type of structure.
This, coupled with the factor of
reduced effective stress due to sub-
mergence, results in material with
a very low shear strength. The
creation of increased slope angles
by excavation or the use of heavy
equipment on existing slopes can
cause conditions of instability.

The forces acting on a slope are
dependent on the effective over-
burden pressure acting over a plane
of potential shear. This pressure
can be divided into two compo-
nents, a shear component directed
along the plane and a normal (di-
rect) component acting at an angle
i to to the vertical pressure; the
angle i is the angle between the
horizontal and the plane of the
slope, if a Mohr's diagram is made
of these stresses and a strength en-
velope is plotted as in figure 13,
the stability of the slope may be
determined, if the angle of the
slope is less than the angle of in-
ternal friction, the sediment should
he staI)le to any thickness, if, how-
ever, as in figure l3a, the angle of
internal friction is less than the
slope angle i, the lines cross at some
point F, and F1 is the effective nor-
mal stress at which failure occurs.
Figures 13b5 and lSc4 give two ex-
amples of slope stability analyses
made for submarine sediments in
two coastal areas of the United
States. An increase in the slope
angle of 4° for the case in figure
lSc would lead to incipient failure
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I OJlJC ( riti al depth.
in areas of existing subiiiai inc

nj oris and gullies, oiitfition, of
v Jjrjffj Joj)( laiflir iii . I1I (ad\
hi 411(f eli ('rh 1 aUtiofl
iii nt he cxci ( ised durnia excava-
tion or in tire use of bottom-resting
e(Jtlipnleflt. A slope failut e on the
outer periphery of an undersea
stripping operation, aside from the
safety hazards which ma) be in-
volved, could cause contamination
of the ore tone with waste material
and signilr antly increase operation
costs. Control of the slope angle
when dredging from a surface plat-
form can be very difficult. All of
these factors being considered, it
is imperative that the ens onmen-
tal paratireters of the sea lloor a rid
its subbottoiri be accura y de-
hired.

)tie (>1 the most serious 1rob-
ieiiis !a( ilig a titan ic mini rg opera-
tioli iS 5VtStC (iis})Osili. Li irlike Li ird
Oi)CniitiOils where mine tailings can
1)e retained in specially prepared
areas or returned back to the origi-
nal excavation, waste disposal in
the ocean is much less controllable
and will often have a greater effect
on the surrounding environment.
Not only can these wastes contami-
nate the new ore but they may
have a major effect on the ecology
of the area, especially if toxicants
are utilized in the ore beneficiation

Past studies on tile effects
of mining on marine biological life
have been retrospe tive ill nature,
being initiated after tile damage
was already done. Future studies
will involve the measurement of
tile ecosystem before any a tivity is
commenced, so tira t causal effects
may be continually monitored as
mining progi csses. It is of tire Ut-
most important e that expioitation
of one natural resource does riot
involve the destruction o another.

So far, we have discussed numer-
ous ptoi)lems presented by tile ma-
rine environment whichi will con-
front tire development of a marine
Iluning technology. Despite its hos-
tility, the marine environment also
offers teclinologic advantages not
found in comparable land areas.
There are, in fact, many mineral
resources which owe their coinmer-
cial importance or even their origin
to tire ocean environ or en t. The
touch-publicized deep sea manga-
nese nodules, which are found dis-
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Figure 1 2. Typical tidal fluctuations in four offshore mining areas

tributed throughout the major
oceans of the world, are continual-
ly forming on the seafloor. On the
Pacific ocean floor alone, it is esti-
mated that these nodules are form-
ing at the rate of 10 million tons
annually. Various metals constitut-
ing these nodules such as inagnesi-
urn, vanadium, manganese, cobalt,
and zirconium are agglomerating
at a rate which currently exceeds
the U.S. rate of consumption.

lire Government-owned cement
plant at Akranes, Iceland, pro-
duced over 120,000 metric tons of
cement in 1966, using shell sand
dredged from tile sea.'° There are
no known deposits of limestone on
the mainland. Deposits of suitable
shell sand, 10 miles offshore in
Faxa Bay, southwest of Akranes,
were discovered in 1949. West of
the deposits, tile sea bottom has a
rich growth of marine mollusks.
1)uring the winter, heavy seas from
tire Atlantic transport tire dead
shells toward tire east to deeper
water, wirere they again settle to

tile l)ottoni. The sand makes a
slope 800 to 1,200 yards wide from
tine point of origin to a depth of
130 to I 1(1 feet. On tire eastern
side of tire slope, the tidal current
runs front north to south and car-
ries tire sand parti( les to the soutir.
The gradient of tire slope, which
is 10 to 12 irriles long, is balanced,
and tire sand is comrstantiy replemi-
ishied.

Si rid Ia r types of replenishment
action are common to mirany off-

shore heavy nietal deposits. On
the northeast coast of Ceylon, black
sands containing ii mciii te (hO2)
and /ir(on (Zi(12) are recovered by
a walking dragline operated frour
land.'' During' tire monsoon sea-
sons fresh washings of tire black
sands help to maintain a corrstairt
reserve, mniaking close control of
tire mining operation unnecessary.

Tire rich gold de1)osits recovered
from the beaches at Norire, Alaska,
at tire turn of tire century owe their
origin to tire sorting and conceit-
trating action oh tire sea. Nurncr-
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l).(sils 101111(1 liii Iligiloill I he world
iii'e .i 5511111 ((i (Thiillleli.iI iiiiJx)i'-

IiI(( J)(( l IlS( of I lie a S flat itra I
1 IaSSifi( at iOu J)lO( ('sSCS. ( )tlier iii,i-
iine sea floor deposits wh ids may
SI) iii C(l a y liive (Oiillilei(iilJ signuui-
auice are f)iiospliorites, glauconites,

red clays, and (-aI(areous and sili-
('COUS oozes.

There is also a vast quantity of
dissolved minerals contained in the
sea. Although only sodium, rnag-
nesium, calcium, arid bromine have
been commercially extracted as
metals or salts, future technological
and economic changes could alter
this picture. The discovery of four
mineral-enriched "hot spots" in the
Rift Valley of the Red Sea2 could
materially affect the economic as-
pects of dissolved mineral recovery.
Tests at the newest site indicated
a salt concentration of 27%, almost
eight times that of normal ocean
water. The concentration of such
elements as iron, manganese, cop-
per, lead, and zinc ranges from
1,000 to 50,000 times that of nor-
mal ocean water. Although these
Thenomena have not been discov-
ered in other areas of the ocean,
they may nevertheless exist.

In addition to the beneficial role
the marine environment plays in
the formation of mineral deposits,
it also can offer numerous techno-
logical advantages for the exploita-
tion of these deposits. Utilization
of the ocean's waves, ti(Ies, and cur-
rents to produce power has been
given niiich consideration.

Temperature differential be-
tween water layers and between
water and air offers another i°"-
tial for power production. Such
systems are particularly feasible in
the polar and equatorial ocean
areas of the world, where differen-
tials of greater than 25°F are
found.

Ocean currents can also assist in
tIme extraction of dissolved minerals
by substituting for giant pumps.
Studies have demonstrated the lea-
sil)ility of extia(ting uranium using
ion exchange resins in areas com-
bining a substantial residual drift
and high uraiumiin (onteilt, such as
the west coast of Norway or the
Japan and Florida Straits. I It was
estimated that the flow through the
Florida Strait would carry over I

uiiillioii toius of riraniriin Past the
plod (1(1 1011 line each year.

An I>I Ii ('I' ItO ( )i' taut tC(I I nologicii I
:idvaiilage of tile marine environ-
iiieiit is reflected in the unique sys-
tems of' geophysical prospecting
that are used for sea-floor and sub-
bottom featural analyses. Subbot-
torn profiling operations using a
ship-towed energy source can de-
lineate large areas of the ocean bot-
tom in much less time and at less
cost than corn parable land-oper-
ated equipment.

The ocean environment will also

n e.- DITEmlA1'ZN' OP( ,ymu.n-Y
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Figure 13. Stability analysis by in-
finite slope theory
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i)lvile (eiIaifl uhV;intages ill SOli(IS

I lillIsportatioll, I helch)y alleviating
iiia ny (>1 I III i>i'1e11s (Dii IH(tCd
with the imail(Iliilg (>1 oil .111(1 the
(hi5pOSil of waste. In MhiIiJ)iflj ulia-
teria is from the ocean floor, either
vertically or horizontally, the re-
duced slurry density resulting from
submergence will significantly re-
duce the power requirements.

Submergence may also provide
certain propulsion advantages for
future underwater vehicles used in
the transportation of ore. Research
on new hull designs and frictional
drag reduction techniques for high-
speed underwater vehicles has
shown that speeds attainable in the
relatively calm waters of the sub-
surface ocean may be several hun-
dred percent greater than those
achieved by comparable surface
vessels.

The problems associated with
water turbidity and waste disposal
may also have their positive side.
Informed opinions have been ex-
pressed that seafloor activity may
release large amounts of nutrients
previously unavailable to plant and
animal life in these areas, so that
mining the seafloor may have the
same beneficial effect as plowing
land.

The water-seafloor interface of-
fers a more stable and more pre-
(lictable environment than the air-
land interface. For this reason,
many of the parameters which
must be considered in the design
of a land-based mining operation
do not have to be accounted for
in the ocean. In evaluating prob-
lems of slope stability and bearing
capacity on the seafloor, the effects
of changing water table, heavy
rain, freezing, thawing, or extreme
drying need not be considered. In
determining the effectiveness of a
drill or excavation tool in various
consolidated or unconsolidated ma-
terials, we do not have to specify
whether the material is dry, par-
tially saturated, or saturated. The
assured presence of a predictable
fluid medium will in some respects
make tiue task of mining SystemS
(iC'elopluiei1t an easier one.

In summary it (an be said that
the Sli(cCSSh ril (level op iii en t of a
iii a tine in in ilug tech tiology will mc-
(lull-c kimowledge not only of the
l)robleiiis arising from the marine
environment, but also of the ad-
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'aIiIge.' iiill('tellI iii it. Rese;iuli
al (lie ltiit'ati ol Mines' Miiiiie

i uera Is 1 rtlnn)h)gy ( eui or is be-
i ug ii uI'etle( I t()WI iii all I.ISCs Of
11141 Inc HI 1111 ng systems develop-
illelit. By ne(cssity, thereFore, we
ale s(u(lying I)ette1 ways to define
the CilVii011llicflt in which these sys-
tcnis must work. As the marine
CflViiOflfllCflt is (lelincated, we are
(-onhitlent that a suital)le technolo-
gy can l)e adapted to it.
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Mining and Mineral Recovery 1969

"IF MANKIND in generations to
come will be forced to look beyond
the continental land masses for the
bulk of its metal and mineral needs,
then it seems more reasonable to
surmise that prior attention by the
world's extractive industries will be
given to the ocean deeps, rather than
to the heavens" (M. J. Aug 69).*

Several events of 1969 may in the
future be regarded as milestones in
the development of undersea mineral
resources. An American company,
Deepsea Ventures, Inc., has been
formed and financed for the pur-
pose of mining manganese nodules
from the deep ocean at depths to
18,000 ft., and has begun conversion
of a prototype mining ship (Hy Jan
70 Ib, p 3); the Russians have sud-
denly put great public emphasis on
the need to tap "nature's undersea
mineral resources" (Bakke) 1 and
have followed this up with reports of
exploration and discovery in many of
the world's oceans; discoveries made
during the Deep Sea Drilling Project
indicate some new and potentially im-
portant sources of mineral resource
under the sea, and have initiated con-
siderable technical advancements in
deep sea exploration (Peterson). In
general, the year has been one of
progress, and despite fiscal setbacks
and legal quagmires, the fledgling
offshore mining industry has become
more of a reality and less of a fan-
tasy dreamed up by gold diggers on
the oceanography bandwagon. Kruger
(1969) states this reality succinctly
in his paper "Mining: A Business for
Professionals Only" which should be
required reading for all aspirants in-
to the glamorous world of ocean
minerals.

A number of papers (Askevold,
Moyal, Wakefield, Medford) have
reviewed the existing ocean mining
industry with conclusions that con-
firm steady but positive development.

Abbrevlattons are listed at the bottom of
Table IT.

'Reference listing is arranged alphabet-
ically at end of this chapter.

Medford (1969) has studied the
problems of marine mining in Great
Britain from a mathematician's view-
point and concluded that the greatest
contribution from research and de-
velopment at this time is likely to be
in exploration and evaluation rather
than in improvements in mining meth-
ods, a conclusion which is borne out
by present activities in the field.

Environment
Three new terms, environment,

pollution and ecology, have been
added to the layman's vocabulary this
year. The environment for marine
minerals is scarcely known and major
programs for inventory of national
and world resources have been pro-
posed by a number of groups. The
hypothesis of ocean floor spreading
(Orowan) has economic portents
when the nature of rift valleys and
associated hydrothermal emanations
such as those in the Red Sea are con-
sidered. If emanations of this type
are associated with young continental
rifts as suggested, then the residual
deposits so formed should be sought
on the outer edge of the continental
shelf or slope rather than in con-
temporary mid-ocean ridges. A num-
ber of writers have expressed views
on the part played by the marine en-
vironment in ore genesis (Brongers-
ma-Sanders, McGinnis, Kharkar et a!,

Curtis & Spears, Oberc & Seri
Baturin et a!, and White), whi
others (MacDonald) showed intere:
in the trace element content of n
tural waters as a means of prospec
ing for ore deposits.

While no new types of mincr
deposit have been added to the Ii:

of resources (Table I and Mcllhet
ney). McKelvey and Wang (1969
compiled a very excellent set c

preliminary subsea mineral resourc
maps at a scale of 1:40.000.000. Th
most significant point these map
make is that all but the continents
rise, and a few small areas of th
Central Pacific and Indian Ocean
are conceivably favorable locally fo
mineral deposits. This potential ha
not been stated quite so forcefull
elsewhere. Other aspects of the er
vironment receiving attention are th
need for good engineering data t
vastly improve and quantify ou
knowledge of the fundamental chat
acter and properties of the rocks an
minerals of the sea floor (Corp) an
for measuring and forecasting ocew
data (Ives).

Pollution has suddenly taken 01

oniinous new meaning, hut nhinin
companies have always lived witl
this threat, along with their other cn
vironmental problems, sometimes fac
ing it grudgingly and ineptly, othe

TABLE ITABULATION OF MARINE MINERAL RESOURCES

OFFSHORE MINERAL DEPOSITS

Dissolved Unconsolidated Consolidated

Surficial In Situ Surficial In Situ

Metals and Shallow beach or Buried beach and Exposed stratified Disseminatedsalts of, offshore placers, river placers deposits massive, vein,
Magnesium Heavy mineral sands Diamonds Coal or tabular deposits
Sodium Iron sands Gold Ironstone Coal
Calcium Silica sands Platinum Limestone Iron
Bromine Lime sends Tin Tin
Potassium Sand and gravel Authigenic coatings Gold
Sulphur Heavy minerals Manganese oxide Sulphur
Strontiun Authigenic deposit, may include, Associated Co, Ni, Cu Metallic sulfides
Boron Manganese nodules Magnetite Phosphorite Metallic salts
Uranium (Co. Ni, Cu, Mn) llmenite
and about Phosphorite nodules Rutile
30 other Phosphorite sands Zircon
elements Glauconite sands Leucoxene

Monazite
Fresh water Deep ocean floor Chromite

dipoills Scheelite
Red clays Wolframite
Calcareous ooze
Siliceous ooze
Metalliferous ooze
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tunes sparing on expense to resolve
I lie problems to everyone's sat isfac-
tioli. From now on, however, there
will be no ignoring it, and counter
ilicasures to avoid pollution will lake
a pri lie place iii any mining eval na-
tion studies in or near the ocean. De-
spite the fact that certain operations
may have a beneficial effect on the
environment (Cruickshank et a!,
O.S.N., 17 Jan 69, P. 3), public
opinion is such that the very sugges-
tion of possible disturbance of the
environment will lead to voluble
criticism and expensive constraints
(E.M.J. Dec 69). Anticipation of
these effects is the subject of a major
program initiated by the Bureau of
Mines at their Marine Minerals Tech-
nology Center in Tiburon. This pro-
gram is one of many in the Depart-
nient of the Interior, dealing with
marine resources development and
environmental quality (U.S. Dept. of
Interior).

The third of the trilogy, ecology,
really combines the other two, and
yet in a broader sense involves the
total cycle of human life and mineral
supply and demand. Four factors are
cited by Askevold (1969) in support
of increased investment in ocean
mining: (1) an anticipated accelera-
tion of demand for mineral com-
modities resulting in an accelerating
depletion of land reserves; (2) a
need for strategic independence; (3)
allowance for the lengthy time lag
which occurs between the discovery
ot any mineral deposit and the mining
and processing phases; and (4) the
fact that certain ocean milling opera-
tions are already profitable and can
conipete with land based operation.
As a proponent of the first factor,
Park (1968) makes sonic chilling
forecasts which also should be re-
qLiired reading for the enquiring
investor.

Exploration
New or ongoing exploration pro-

grams reported in the past year num-
ber over 65 and include operations
in three major oceans and off the
shores of 20 different countries
(Table 2). The major emphasis has
been on tin, titanium minerals, and
gold, all in nearshore, relatively
shallow areas, hut there have been
selective projects in deep water to
sample manganese nodules in the At-
lantic and Pacific Oceans and metal-
liferous muds in the Red Sea.

New technology for exploration
has been slow in coming, and there
are still many gaps to be filled
(Wang & Cruickshank). However,
systems for determining position for
survey and navigation on the surface

have been perfected to give accuracies
which are more than adequate for
the data collected. Lasers have been
used for extreme accuracy in line of
sight surveys (Walker 1969), and for
short range work, Decca and Has-
tings Raydist (Barnes) have been
widely used. Satellite navigation has
been given thorough and successful
testing during the Glomar Challenger

drilling project.
The analogy between airborne and

seahorne survey is very close, but
remote sensing from space is a new
tool now under study for mineral
exploration. A Remote Sensing Cen-
ter has been established at Texas
A&M (Offshre, Oct 69), and one
project uses photographs from space
craft to obtain data on shallow water
mineral placers. Airborne detection
of deeply buried deposits using low
frequency radio transmissions is em-
ployed by Barringer Research Ltd. of
Canada under the trade name Radio-
phase. Other potential applications of
this technique in the marine environ-
ment include the mapping of water
conductivity to determine the extent
of pollution, and the location of
faults, shear zones and other mineral
traps.

Another unusual airborne electrical
method known as Teltran utilizes the
ground current effects generated by
lightning from tropical storms many
hundreds of miles distant (Australian
Mining). Methods for measuring the
potential generated by an oxidizing
ore body submerged in the ocean
are being developed under a joint
research project between the U.S.
Bureau of Mines at Tiburon and the
University of California at Berkeley
(Corwin et al). A number of or-
ganizations are working on the im-
provements of subbottom profiling
systems, considered by many to be
one of the most useful developments
to date for mineral delineation be-
neath the sea, although its utility in
the delineation of heavy minerals
placers is questioned by some ex-

perts (MMTC). Side scan sonar is
being developed for sea floor map-
ping (Livesy), and at least two com-
panies, Westinghouse (U.S.) and
(ieoniecanique (France), already
have commercial models available.

Much effort is being put into the
development of in situ mineral anal-
yses techniques using neutron activa-
tion (Sandquist & Matsura) with a
potential for remote use in the sea
floor. Sentfle ci a! (1969) describe
encouraging results using califor-
nium-252, an isotope recently offered
for sale by AEC (E.M.J. Dec. 68)
at $450 billion per pound, or more
realistically, $100 for one-tenth of a
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microgram. Rapid geophysical and
radiometric methods of locating
phosphate concentration in the sea
bed are described by Tooms (1969)
with reference to the North West
African shelf, and delineation tech-
niques for phosphorite off Southern
California have been described by
Barnes (1969).

There have been few developments
in submarine sampling hardware,
(Table 3) and despite some en-
couraging claims (Libby & Horton)
sampling of detrital deposits of heavy
minerals is still a major problem, and
the representative sampling of off-
shore gold placers is still a question-
able art. Until there are production
operations with which to compare and
confirm the grades obtained by
present sampling techniques, any
evaluation of gold placers offshore
must remain highly speculative. Re-
search on marine placer sampling is
being carried out by a number of
organizations including the U.S.
Bureau of Mines at Tiburon (Cruick-
shank & Collins).

Dissolved Minerals
Despite development in extractive

processes, no new minerals have been
produced from sea water sources,
although several new plants have
been put into operation for magnesia
and fresh water (Table 4). Current
trends favor the use of sea water
magnesia rather than conventional
land sources, and the closure of the
mine and plant of Northwest Mag-
nesite Company has further increased
the dependence of American manu-
facturers of basic refractories on sea
water. In an opposite vein, Dow
closed down their Freeport seawater
bromine plant and will use inland
wells as the future source of brine.
This was strictly a question of
economics. As to the age old question
of gold from sea water, Russian
scientists at the Irkutsk Institute of
Rare Metals report the culture of a
mold fungus which extracts 98 per-
cent of the gold in some solutions,
covering itself with gold in the pro-
cess, while Rosenhaum Cf a! (1969)
of the U.S. Bureau of Mines, after
a thorough examination of the facts
and fancies, conclude "We know of
no procedure now, nor do we see
anything on the horizon, that can re-
cover gold economically from sea
water".

Unconsolidated Minerals
Mining operations using dredges

offshore are being carried out by
at least twenty companies in various
parts of the world (Table 5) for the
recovery of diamonds, gold, tin,
heavy mineral sands, calcareous
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TABLE tiMARINE MINERAL EXPtORATION ACTIVITIES 1%9

Location Coverage Purpose of Exploration Company Status Reported Equipment Reference

D..p Seas
Atlantic Ocean, slake Not specified Manganese nodules Deepsea Ventures Inc. Active R/V Prospector M.MTCPlateau

Pacific Ocean Area SE of Hawaii 1700 km S Manganese nodules Sumitomo Shoji Co. Completed tests, 1 ton Tokai Daigaku Maw, Mi. 7/69of Los Angeles sample obtained converted with endless
bucket line dredge

Not specified Manganese nodules Deepsea Ventures Inc. Active R/V Prospector Oc 11/69
TV drag line

Red Sea Approx. 21'N 38'E VetaIliferous muds International Geomarine Corp., Active sampling R/V Warido River OSN 2/69
Ocean Science & Engineering Inc. M.MTCEurope

United Kingdom Soithern Irish Sea off Welsh Not specified Seismograph Svc (U.K.), Active Borehole drill M.A.R. 6/69Coast; N. Wales and Lancashire Institute of Geological Sciences, Univ. of
Wales

United Kingdom 50,000 acres, off Yorkshire coast Potash Yorkshire Potash Ltd. Planning permission N.S. MAR. 6/69
(Rioeinto Zinc Corp.) applied for

United Kingdom Continental Shelf Mineral assessment Institute of Geological Science In process N.S. M.J. 10/69
Cornwall North Coast Tin Alpine Geophysical Assoc. Active Drilling M.A.R. 6/69
U.S.S.R. Baltic Sea Coast H.M. sands, rutile, ilmenite, Zircon USSR Federal Research Inst. for Marine Discovery report Dredger Vyborgsky O.S.N. 12/68

Geology Of 12/69
All seas All minerals All-Union Scientific Research Institute Active 17 research vessels, Mi. 7/69

for Ocean Geology & Geophysics seismic, magnetic &
electrometric equipment

Black Sea, Kalamit Bay, New Fe, Mn, H.M. sands Marine Geology Lab, Moscow University Under development Unmanned submarine E.M.J. 7/69Yevpatoria, Sea of Azor laboratory Of 12/69
Kamchatka & Sakhalin Islands Au, Sn N.K. Discovery report, R/V Tura, drilling M.J. 7/69

commercial grade equipment & pumps

Sea of Ohkotsk N.K. N.K. Operating RIV Mirny Mi. 7/69
Kamchatka, Chukotka, Kirvele Cu fCoastal?) N.K. Discovery report Mi. 12/69Islands, Sakhalin Titanomagnetite Of 12/69
Sea of Japan, SIberian Coastal Au, H.M. sands N.K. Discovery report in 82' Drilling Of 12/69Waters water
Laptev & East Siberian Seas Tin N.K. Discovery report N.S. Of 12/69

Sweden Gulf of Bothnia All types of mineral ore excluding oil, Boliden A.B. Sole rights to exploit Geophysical N.S. Mi. 7/69gas and salt applied for 3-year
$580,000 program planned

Greece Sea bed of coastal zone Mineral resources 1-lellenic Govt. Being undertaken N.S. M.A.R. 6/69
Asia & Far East

Japan N.S. Underwater mineral surveys Hitachi Shipbuilding & Engineering Co., Plans announced for N.S. M.J. 12/68
Mitsubishi Heavy nd. Ltd., Mitsubishi mobile submarne base
Electric Co., Nakamura Tekkosho Co.

Japan Contrnental Shelf Mrneral resources Oceanographic Science & Technology Recommended crash N.S. O.S,N. 7/69
Council program

India Chavara in Quiton District of Monazife A Calcutta company in collaboration with Will shortly undertake N.S. M.A.R. 6/69Kerala, beaches American, Canadian, Japanese & French exploitation
interests

Malaysia Malacca, five mile strenth of coast Sn Placer Ltd. (Canada) Sharikat lombangan del Discovery of rich deposits N.S. M.J. 4/69
Perusahan Melayu (Malaysia) announced. Cost of

survey $M400.000. Work
ceased pending decisions
on rights.

i. Penis & Kedah Sn i. Ocean Mining (U.S.) Confirmed previous N.S. M.J. 6/69
i Perak, Selangor, Periang. ii. Conzinc Rio Tinto declaration of interest by 7/69iii. Malacca, Johore, Negri iii. Billiton Govt. to award lease 11/69Sembilan rights.

(conttnta.d on next page)



Location Coverage

Malaysia West Coast, between
Kuantan and Pulan
Tiornan, 6,000 m5

Thailand Offshore N.S.

West coast Ranong

North America
Canada Canadian continental shelf

TABLE IlMARINE MINERAL EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES 1969

Purpose of Exploration

Sn, sand and gravel

Mineral resources

Sn

Mineral resources

Central America
Puerto Rico South & S.W. Coast. 1,500 M2 Heavy minerals

continental shelf

Panama Panamanian Coast, Bay of Monti(o Rutile, Au, Hg

Panama Rivers Au

United States of America
Maine Long Island in Casco Bay

New England Long Island and New Jersey
Continental Shelf

Michigan Green Bay, Lake Michigan

Eagle Harbor, ¼ mi. offshore

C.,

Louisiana

Georgia

California

Alaska

South America
Uruguay

Eastern Pacific

165,000 acres offshore

64 m2 offshore marshlands

Oregon Calif. border, Eel River,

60m2 offshore

Off Point Reyes

Offshore 4 miles W. of Nome
22,000 acres

Goodnews Bay

Eastern Bering Sea

Chukchi Sea

Goodnews Bay, 20,000 acres
offshore

Mineral N.S.

Sand & gravel

Mn

Native Cu

Sulphur

Phosphate

Au, Pt, moriazite, chromite, magnetite

Au

Au

Pt

Au, heavy minerals

Mineral resources

Pt

Aguas Dulces, beach, 280 km N. Ilmenite, rutile, monazite
of Montevido

Company Status Reported Equipment Reference

Royal Malaysian Navy, University of 18-day survey completed N.S. TI. 10/69Malaysia, Imperial College (London)

U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office ECAFE Preliminary survey R/V F. V. Hunt 1.1. 11/69
completed

Siamese Tin Corp. Applied for license to NA. TI. 8/69
prospect

Canadian Dept. of Energy, Mines & One-year program C.S.S. Hudson M.T.N. 7/69
Resources (Hudson 701 scheduled

to begin Nov. 69

Industrial Development Admin., P.R. Being undertaken N.S. MAR. 6/69U.S. Geological Survey

North American Resources Corp. Concession rights N.S. M.J. 10/69
obtained

Sandia Metals Corp. Active 38' Darian Queen, Of 6/69
drilling rig, portable
dredge, geophysical
N.S.

King Resources Co. Establishing base N.K. O.S.N. 1 1/6

Woods Hole Ocean. Inst., Report N.S. M.J. 12/68ItS. Geological Survey

Michigan Technological University Samples retrieved, 5 tons Dredge Mi. 9/69
Quincy Mining Co. 5.5 tons native Cu Divers MCi. 12/69

retrieved from 72'
outcrop

Bureau of Land Menagement Lease sale of 119 tracts NA. E.M.J. 2/69
scheduled May 69

Kerr McGee Corp., Georgia Dept. of Mines, Under dispute due to N.K. E.M.J. 12/69Mining & Geology pollution potential. Study
completed. Deposits
valued at $16 billion

Bultes Gas & Oil Co. N.K. N.K. MMTC

N.S. Leases applied for N.K. MMTC

Shell Oil Co., American Smelting, Drilling from the ice Becker drill O.O.W. 1/69Mining & Refining Co. winter 1969

U.S. Geological Survey Active summer 1969 Subbottom profilers, O.M.G.H.
bottom samples

U.S. Geological Survey, Coast & Geodetic Active summer 1969 Geophysical profiling, O.M.G.H.Survey, University of Washington USS Surveyor and
R/V Thomas

U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Coast Guard Active summer 69 USS Storis. Seismic & Hy 12/69
magnetometer profiles

Apco Corp., Inlet Oil Corp. Discovery report from 7 Drilling M.J. 10/69
of 50 holes. Will resume
1970

Administration Nacional de Combustibles, Formation of N.A. MTN 6/69Alcohol y Portland (ANCAP) national/foreign
companies authorized
for development

Selected areas Tin, Au, chomite, Fe Marine Resource Consultants Inc. Active Subbottom profiling E.M.J. 12/68N.S.

(contsnued below)



TABLE IlMARINE MINERAL EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES 1969

Location Coverage Puvpose of Exploration Company Status Reported Equipment Reference

Beaches in Malaysia, Korea, H. M. sands
Taiwan, Philippines

Indonesia Selected areas offshore, Belitung Tin
& Bangka

Riau, and N. West Singkep Tin
offshore

Offshore between Billiton and Tin
Singkep and off coast of West
Kalimantan (Karimata)

Offshore areas of Central & South Heavy minerals
Sumatra, Kalimantan & Sulawesi

Offshore Bangka & Billiton Tin

Pacific Islands
3 major archipelagoes in 3 million Resource mapping
m2 of ocean

Fiji Selected areas Mineral survey

Offshore Viti Levu & Varua Levu Au and other

New Guinea Deltas & offshore Gulf of Papua Magnetite sands
2000 m°

New Zealand East Coast Banks Peninsula to Au
Rangitata River 100 m

W. Coast, S. Island, 150 x 10 Au
miles, Teremakau River to Waiho
River

N. Island between Waverley and Iron sands
Patea

New Zealand Golden Bay area, Westport, 60 minerals of interest
Parapara Inlet to Pakawau,
including Aorare River, 8,600 acres

Otago Coast Au

Australia
West Australia Beaches near Bunbury H.M. sands

William Bay, 760 acres H.M. sands

Shark Bay, 2 million acres Potash & other

Queensland Burdekin River area beaches, 30 Au
miles, to be 1,700 m°

Offshore Port MacQuarie to Rutile
Hat Head

Point Plomer & Crescent Head H.M. sands

S. Queensland & North N.S.W. H.M. sands

Private consultant, ECAFE Active N.S. E.M.J. 7/69

Ocean Sc. & Eng. Inc. (US), Amerada Draft No. 2 under study N.S. M.J.N. 1/69
Petroleum Corp. (US), Kathleen Investments
(Aust.) UK, Dillingham Ocerneas Corp. (US),
Signal Oil & Gas Co. (US)

Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. (UK), Draft No. 1 under study N.S. M.J.N. 1/69
Bethlehem Steel Corp. (US)

NV. Billiton, Maatschappij Exclusive contract to M/V Bison, subbottom W.M. 6/69
explore & develop profile, drill

Ocean Mining Inc. Contracts under N.S. W.M. 8/69
discussion

United Nations, Indonesian State Mines Active Platform drills, Bangka MMTC
and others

U.S. Geological Survey, Territorial Reported planned N.S. Mi. 1/69
Governments

Barringer Research (Canada) $2 million agreement N.S. M.J. 4/69
with Fiji Govt. signed

Crawford Marine Specialists Active N.S. MAR. 6/69

James Wallace Exploration Pty. Ltd. (Aus.) Application subject to N.S. Mi. 11/69
approval

Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp. Permit approved N.S. Mi. 6/69

Marine Mining Corp. Commenced test drilling, N.S. Mi. 6/69
seismic completed

Adaras Developments Ltd., for Marcona Work in progress, 60 to N.S. M.J. 6/69
Developments (NZ) Ltd., Subsidiary of 100 million tons
Marcona Corp. (U) concentrate estimated

Kaiser Mining & Development Ltd. Applied for prospecting N.S. M.J. 11/69

Alpine Geophysical Associates Survey in program N.S. O.S.N. 1/70

Coastal Titanium Pty., Ltd. Will explore N.S. Mi. 5/69

Hill 50 Consolidated, Haoma Gold Mines, To prospect N.S. Mi. 11/69
North West Mining Co.

Magellan Petroleum Australia, Ltd. Drilling commenced N.S. E.M.J. 10/68

Amad N. L., Vam Ltd. To prospect. Scout Drilling and pilot plant M.J. 7/69
drilling completed. 0.33
dwt/ydx

Laser Electronics Pty., Ltd. for Planet Completed initial Subbottom profiling, M.J. 11/69
Metals Ltd. program. Drilling will navigation by laser

follow

Planet Metals Ltd. Scout drilling completed N.S. Mi. 11/68

Offshore Research and Development Pty., Drilling in progress. 120 Subbottom profiling, Mi. 11/69
Ltd., for Planet Metals, Inc. line rules SBP completed drill N.S.

(continued on next page)
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sands, and sand and gravel. Gold
dredging has been strictly of an ex-

pJoratory nature. Operations in

Alaska by the Aurora Mining Co.
ended in disaster in November when

a storm caused the beaching of the

dredging barge, loss of two auxiliary

vessels, and heavy damage to a third.

An operation in Nova Scotia was
carried out during 1969 using a suc-

tion dredge to block out reserves in

two deposits in an area where pre-

vious surveys had indicated three

potential deposits totalling 42 million

cubic yards (Libby). To date there

has been no successful mining opera-

tion using a suction dredge to recover

gold (Cruickshank), so the results

should be of interest from this point

of view alone.

Tidal Diamonds (SWA), owned
one-third by Getty Oil Co. and two-

thirds by Consolidated Diamond
Mines of S.W. Africa Ltd., has laid

off all mining dredges except the
Pomona and during the year a num-
ber of improvements have been made
in the methods used to dredge the
diamondiferous gravels from the sea

bed. The dredge head of the Pomona

has an 18" suction intake and utilizes

high pressure water jets to disinte-

grate compacted sediments. The head

is traversed systematically across the

deposit using two anchor shieves in

front of the dredge and a three-drum

scraper hoist on board which allows

the head to be moved about 25 ft.
on either side of the center line of

the barge. The fundamental problem

remains the same however, that of
recovery of diamonds covered by 10

to 50 ft. of coarse sediment in the

violent seas common to the Skeleton

Coast.

As in land deposits, the diamonds

are generally concentrated in or near

the bedrock, which may be badly

broken or gullied. This presents a

very difficult mining problem for

which there is, as yet, no satisfactory

solution. Additionally, as on shore,

some of the areas are overlain by a

cemented conglomerate which may
render the operation in these parts

quite uneconomic. Most of the cost

so far has been subsidized by mining

of the foreshore above the low water

mark. l'his operation utilizes large

dikes p to 100 ft. wide, built of

overburden from the upper part of
lhc beach. Experiments are now being

made using 14-ton concrete blocks

cast on site in an attempt to mine

the surf zone. With waves as much as

30 ft. high, this could pose some
major problems (M.A.R., June 69,
p. 273). The Terra Marina Co., after

some disappointing trials with the

suction hopper dredge Ontginner I,

did extensive research into new tech-

niques and recovery equipment be-
fore moving to a new area around
Plumpudding Island. Results were

"exceptionally successful" and be-

cause of unusually low operating

costs, profits in October and Novem-

ber amounted to $166,000. Net
profits amounting to over $1 million

annually were forecast by the chair-

man of Bonaskor, one of the major
shareholders (Johannesburg report).

Tin dredging operations at sea have

continued actively in Thailand and
Indonesia, forecasting a bright and

important future for offshore mining

in South East Asia. The new suction

dredge working the shallow deposits

of Southern Kinta Consolidated, at

Takuapa, continued to operate prof-

itably throughout its second monsoon

season. Recovery in the concentration

plant on board has been satisfactory,

but improvement is still needed on

the mining technique to reduce the

proportion of material left behind on

the sea bed (T.T., Oct. 69, p. 280).

The other three offshore dredges in

Thailand, operated by Aokam Tin
Ltd. and Tongkah Harbour Tin

Dredging Ltd., are all bucket ladders,

but Thailand Exploration and Mining

Co., jointly owned by Union Carbide

Corp. and Eastern Mining Develop-
ment Co., recently has ordered a cut-

ter suction dredge with a capacity of

I million cubic yards per year, which

should be in operation by mid 1970.

A similar 5-ni illion-cubic-yard dredge

has been ordered for delivery in

1971. In Indonesia eleven bucket

line dredges are still operating but

dwindling reserves and worn out

equipment have called for an urgent

program to delineate new deposits

and rehabilitate some of the dredges.

The United Nations and the U.S.
Agency for International Develop-

ment are both now reported to be
involved in programs to this end. Op-

erations for tin offshore in Cornwall,

England, are still very much in the

pilot stage.

Heavy minerals of which rutile,

zircon, monazite and ilmentite are the

most important are mined from beach

and dune sands in the U.S., New
Zealand, Ceylon, At rica, India, and

Australia. Deposits are indicated off-

shore in several areas, notably New

South Wales, but as yet there are no

dredging operations taking place in

the open sea. The growth rate for

heavy mineral production has been
dramatic during the last ten years

and expansion in the 70's is expected

to set an even faster pace, which will

undoubtedly involve the development

of deposits seaward of the present

low water mark.



TABLE IllRECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SUBMARINE SAMPLING HARDWARE°

Depth of Depth of Dia. of Power
Name Manufacturer System water hole hole req.

Anidril 10-6 Alluvial Mining & Shaft hydropneumatic 150' 25' 8" 200 HP
Sinking Co. (U.K.) jetting,

Contniuous

Geodoff 1/5 Conrad-Stork (Neth.) electric vibratory 200' 22' 3" 10

Contra Flush Hydraulic Drilling rotary reverse flush 200' 200' 6" N.K.
Equipment Ltd. (U.K.)

Gun corer U.S. Navy Patent Explosive impulse N.S. N.S. N.S. ExpI.
No. 3,477,525

Divcor Descon Engineers Inc. (U.S.) Diu-r nnerated 600' 300/100' 3/4"-24" N.K.
hydraulic rotary

Beach cor American Undersea Co. Hand held cIted Beach 6/10' 4" <10
(U.S.) pipe with liner

TARC-3F Tsurumi.Sekj Kosakusha Free fall 1000' 3' <2t/2" ExpI.
Co. Ltd. (Japan) rocket corer

Not previously listed in the handbook.

Mining of calcareous sands or relict
oyster shells for cement production
and other uses continues to be wide-
spread. The proximity of dredging
operations to beds of living shellfish
has caused some real concern among
environmentalists (Laycock) and
portends the need for intensive study
of all such operations, both ongoing
and proposed, where there may be
an incompatability with the interests
of others. In the Bahamas, extensive
offshore deposits of aragonite will be
developed by Ocean Industries, Inc.,
in a dredging operation involving the
construction of a number of artificial
islands (Oc Oct. 69, p. 125).

Sand and gravel are moved in
large tonnages by dredges for clear-
ance of waterways and for production
of aggregate. A survey in Great Brit-
ain recorded 76 sites where sea
dredged aggregates were delivered
along side a wharf. Of these, 63
were from offshore and 13 from
tidal estuaries and harbors. The cur-
rent annual production of marine
sand and gravel was estimated to be
around 12 million tons produced by
55 suction dredges (Chapman &
Rociler). The authors concluded that
salt and shell content of sea dredged
aggregates were not as great a prob-
1cm in concrete manufacture as had
been originally feared, and that there
was a pressing need for a more ade-
quate method of reserve estimation, a
need that is common to most off-
shore mineral resources.

Deepsea Ventures. Inc.. a Tenneco
subsidiary, reported excellent progress
in its multi-year program to develop
the technology for finding, recover-
ing, and processing sea floor man-
ganese nodules (Flipse). The pur-
chase of a 7,500-ton, 322-foot cargo
vessel for conversion to a prototype
suction mining dredge to work in
3000 ft. of water initiated a new
phase of a program started in 1962.
Extensive studies and pilot opera-

No. of Type of
Platform opr. ground

bottom 3 gravel 6"

bottom 2 sediment

ship or 3 coarse
barge alluv,als

bottom I hard
sediment

bottom N.S. rock

handheld 2 sand

free 1 hard sediment

TABLE IVPLANTS FOR EXTRACTION OF MINERALS FROM SEA WATER IN OPERATION 1969

Mineral Location Company
Raw

Process Materials
Annual

Production Value
% Domestic
Production

Magnesium U.S.A. Dow Chemical Co. Precipitation Sea water 106,000 tons $708/ton
metal Freeport & dolomite,

electric 61% world
power production

Norway Norsk Hydro Precipitation N.K. 70,000 tons
Electric. Heroga

Magnesium World. Over 25 plants Precipitation Sea water, N.K.
compounds wide carbonate

rock

Canada Sea Mining Corp. Precipitation Sea water. 36,500 tons
Ltd.,1 Aguathuna, NF limestone

Eire Quigley Co. Inc.,1 Precipitation Sea water, 75,000 tons
Dungarvan dolomite

U.S.A. Dow Chemical Co. Precipitation Sea water
Freeport, Texas & oyster

shells

U.S.A. F.M.C. Corp. Precipitation Bitterns
Newark, Calif.

U.S.A. A. P. Green Precipitation Sea water
Ref ractories & oyster
Freeport shells

U.S.A. Kaiser Refractories Precipitation Sea water
Moss Landing, Calif. 1, dolomite

U.S.A. E. J. Laying Co.
Freeport

U.S.A. Merck f. Co. Precipitation Sea water
San Francisco &

carbonate
rock

U.S.A. Michigan Chemical Precipitation Sea water
Corp., Port St. Joe &

carbonate
rock

-690,000 tons $665/ST 74%

U.S.A. H. K. Porter Co.
Pascagoula

Sodium U.S.A. Leslie Salt Co. Solar Sea water 1.25 million $23/Ion 29%
chloride San Francisco evaporation tons

Japan Sea water 0.9 million 100%
tons

Colombia Instituto de Solar Sea water, 300,000 tons
Fomento Industrial evaporation

Bromine U.S.A. Ethyl Dow Chemical Chlorine dis- Sea water
Co., Freeport, Texas placement

U.S.A. Westraco Chem Sea water 102,000 tons $3/lb. 70%
Div. of F.M.C. orp. bitterns
Newark, Calif.

Fresh World. Over 150 plants Various Sea water 150 million 36f/ton
water wide gal.

Holland Dutch Government Epansion Sea water 30,000
evaporation m3/day

Mexico Aqua Chem Inc. Sea water 800 l/su
Rosarito, Mesico

Heavy Canada Glare Bay, N.K. Gulf 73,000 tons N.K. 100%
water Nova Scotia Stream

water

1New plants
2Closed down 1969
5Mcllhenny 1969) values rounded



TABLE VSELECTED DREDGING OPERATIONS OFFSHORE 1969

DREDGE DATA OPERATING DATA (selected)
-

Monthly DpostDepth Rated Capital Operating Deposit throughput valueName of dredge Dredge type Hull type Tonnage range Mooring capacity cost $ Period depth type cu. yds. Cost/yd $/yd Remarks

DIAMONDS
Tidal Diamonds (S.W.A.)

Pomona 5x18" suction Barge 48001 <150' anchor 15,000 T/day 2,100,000 7/64-6/65 100 ft. Diamond 18,450 $41.6285x60 1/68-6/68 70 ft. gravel 8940 $36.2
T.rra Marina
Ontginner I 14" hymatic jet lift Tanker <150' 4 anchor 15,000 I/day 1,400,000 9/66 70 ft. Diamond n.k. n.k.& jet cutter 200x39x15 gravel

GOLD

Aurora Mining Co. Suction Barge 500 110' N.K. N.K. N.K. Aug. 68 110' Gold placer N.K. N.K.Bluff, Alaska

Matachewan Canadian Gold, Suction N K. N.K. 60 N.K. 150 yd3/hr N.K. 1969 60' Gold placer N.K. N.K.Ltd., Nova Scotia

TIN

Aokam Tin Mining Ltd. 14 cf. bucket Barge n.k. 110' 6 anchor 2,560,000 1968 85' Tin alluvial 226,000 n.k.(Thailand) line
No. 2 Dredge

0
Aokam Tin Berhad Phuket 15-cubic-foot Barge N.K. 117' 6 anchor 650 yd3/hr N.K. 1969 Alluvial tin N.K. N.K.No. 3 Dredge bucket

Southern Kinta Side trailing Barge n.k. <50' n.k. n.k. 1,650,000 1969 N.K. Tin alluvial N.K. N.K.Consolidated Ltd. suction 200x50
Takoapa, Thailand

Tongkah Harbour 15 Cu ft bucket Barge 2,500 1 100 6 anchor 18,000 T/day 1966 <100' Tin alluvials 171,000 yd 22
Tin Dredging Ltd. line 230x72x12
(Thailand)

Sea Dredge"

Thailand Exploration & Suction N.K. N.K. N.K. N.K. N.K. 6 million 1971 <100' Alluvial tin 5 million
Mining Company expected yd3/yr
Indonesian State Tin 1x7 cu ft bucket dredge n.k. 6 anchor 1959.61 100-130' Tin alluvial 150,000 31.0
Mining Enterprises line
Bangka, & Sinkep 8x14 cu ft bucket barge n.k. 6 anchor 1959-61 100-130' Tin alluvial 300,000 31.0

1mg

"Bangka I" 18 cu ft bucket Barge 300x80x16 131 6 anchor 26,000 1/day 10,000,000 1966 82' Tin alluvials
line

Coastal Prospecting Ltd. 3-inch suction Ship 25 65' 4 anchor 250 gpm N.K. 1967 15-40' Alluvial tin N.A. N.A.
Cornwall, U.K.

HEAVY MINERAL SANDS

Titanium & Zirconium Suction Ocean n.k. n.k. H.M. sands
Industries Pty. Ltd. dredges (2) going beach dep.

CALCAREOUS SANDS AND SHELLS

Iceland Govt. Cement 24" hydraulic Ship 1,100 1 140' Free 9,600 1/day n.k. 1964 130' Shell sand 10,000 MT n.k.
Works (Iceland) suction 150'

Southern Industries 18" hydraulic Barge 1,239 T 55' Spuds & 36,000 1/day n.k. 1964 S0'/55' Oyster shell 600 y.p.l.
Corp. (La. USA) cutter 200x50' 2 anchor
"Mallard"

Ideal Cement Work 16" hydraulic Barge 30' Spuds & 1966 27' Oyster shell 625,000 n.k.
(S. F. U.S.A.) cutter 2 anchor
Texas

Ocean Industries Inc. Suction N.K. N.K. N.K. N.K. N.K. N.K. Under Aragonite

39.6 All dredges
33 crew 114

n.k.

N.K. Beached in
storm

.30 Blocking
Out reserves
summer
1969

1.75

2± Completed
Oct. 68

Operating
throughout 1969

1.10

N.K. Pilot
operation

Details n.k.

n.k.

n.k.

n.k.

Reserves
7c ,,,;II;.,.,
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tions using models and full scale

replicas of the dredge components in

laboratories and in a flooded mine

shaft appear to have given the com-

pany every confidence that their sys-

teni, which is similar to concepts

described by Mero (1958), will op-

erate successfully. Other large metal

mining corn panics are maintaining

interest in the development of deep

ocean mining.

Technological interchange between

the dredging and other associated

industries has been noticeably ac-

celerated by mutual interests in ma-

rine minerals. A useful survey by

Alderice (1969) points out an exist-

ing capability in the U.S. for sub-

marine mining, with many dredging

companies already involved in the

production of mined products.

There is a definite trend toward

the use of cutter suction dredges for

mining operations, where only the

bucket line has been considered in

the past. IHC Holland of Rotterdam
(TI., August 69, p. 205) cite a num-

ber of problems involving increased

depths and disposal of tailings which

can be overcome by the use of suc-

tion dredges. Davis and McKay
(1969) make authoritative compari-

Sons of the two types. Already one

suction dredge, the Takuapa, is in

operation in the Southeast Asian off-

shore tin fields, and at least two more

have been ordered. It is claimed that

the dewatering problem which arises

through use of a hydraulic dredge

can be overcome by use of the

Cleaveland circular jig (Cleaveland)

although none have yet been installed

in an operating dredge.

Another trend has been to sub-

mersible earth moving equipment.

Most significant has been the trial

operation of the first, manned under-

water dredge, developed by Ocean
Dredging, Inc. for the Corps of En-

gineers beach replenishment pro-

gram (Oc v.7, n.3, p. 17). A similar

dredge is in the design phase at

Reynolds Submarine Services, Inc.

Other underwater work units tested

during the year include a manned,

48-ft., 44-ton, four-wheeled "work

horse" built for Cammell Laird (Sea

bed engineering) Ltd., and capable

of operation at depths of 600-ft. on

tasks such as drilling, cable laying,

surveying, and salvage (Offshore,

May 69); and a first generation un-

manned, underwater bulldozer ca-

pable of working in 33-ft. of water,

built by Japan Development & Con-

struction Co., Ltd. A pneumatic
dredge has been developed in Italy

for which a capability of pumping a

60% solids ratio is claimed (D. & H.A.

50 (584): 78-80, June 69). Work is
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being carried out in the U.S. Bureau

of Commercial Fisheries to develop
dredges for bottom shell fish (O.S.N.

v. II, n. 45, p. 5) and the similarity

of problems in recoverying clams and

manganese nodules suggests a fruit-

ful field for cooperative research.

Consolidated Minerals

Although having a tremendous re-

50111cc potential for the uture. new

activi! cs iii the mining of consoli-

dated deposits ot shore have been

limited ( 1'ablc 6(. According to In-

vestors Guardian (Feb. 69, p. 556),
Cleveland Potash, formed by Charter

Consolidated Co rp. and Imperial

Chemical Industries will develop off-

shore reserves of potash in York-

shire, England, by solution mining,

and in the same area, Yorkshire

Potash, a subsidiary of Rio Tinto

Zinc Corp. plans to use conventional

underground methods. At the Levant

Tin Mine in Cornwall the sealing of

the breach in the sea bottom and its

isolation from the rest of the old

mine workings was successfully com-

pleted in January 1969. Due to

changing supply and demand, Free-
port Sulphur Co. temporarily closed

the $25 million Camenada Mine,
which had been producing sulphur
from offshore for less than a year

(Wall Street Journal 21 Feb 69). In

Alaska a new operation for extrac-

tion of barite from vein deposits ex-

posed beneath the sea at Castle Is-

land is being undertaken by Alaska

Barite Co., a wholly owned subsidiary

of Inlet Oil.

Technology advances which may
eventually have profound effects on

hard rock mining offshore have been

made on leaching processes, using ion

exchange resins (E.M.J. Nov 69,

p. 35) and bacterial leaching for

gold (M.J. 5 Sep 69), and acid

cyanide leaching and solvent extrac-

tion for copper (W.M., Nov 68,

p.
17). The need for innovation in

solution mining of uranium is dis-

cussed in a paper by Smith and White

(1969). Advances in non-explosive

rock breaking (MAR. 6/69, p. 271)
and shaft boring rates of up to 15 ft.

per hour (E.M.J. Jan 69, R 88)

will help to reduce the technblogic

restraints on mining far offshore.

Affairs

Conferences on marine affairs have

been more prolific this year, but

there is no question that the most in-

formed technical discussions on ma-

rine minerals will be shared in future

between the highly successful Off-

shore Technology Conference, the

first of which was held in Houston in

May 69, and the World Dredging
Conference held last year in Brussels,



TABLE VUMINING OPERATIONS IN CONSOUDATED DEPOSITS OFFSHORE 1969

Depth Max. Dist. Method .1
Nam, of Mi,,. Location Company Mln.rals b.iow SL front shor. Access Working

Collieries (5) Nova Scotia Dominion Coal Coal 300'-lOOO' 5 mIles Adit on Room & Pillar
Co. Ltd. (reserves) shore 300-1000

5'-7' learn Longw.11 below
at 4-24' 1000'

Chien Chl Taiwan Chien ChI Coal Coal 0.3-3.3m 0-1500' ®' AdIt On longwall
Coal Mine MIne Co. at 9-47 shore

Kozlu Coal Mine Turkey Eregli Coal Coal 15 000' 1000 m Vert. shaft Stepped
Mines Ltd. 19 seams on shore longwall

@ 45' 3-60'

Collieries (19) Japan Nittosu Mining Coal 19 operating
Co. Ltd. mines

Collieries (31) U.K. National Coal Coal 300'.8800' 5 miles 29 shafts on Longwall
Board shore

1 natural
Island
1 artifIcial
Island

Lotaschwager Chile lotaschwager Coal 3000 feet 4 miles Shaft N.K.
Coal Co. on shore

Jusarro Gruva Fin(and Oy Vuoksenniska Magnetite 30 meters 1000 m Shaft on Shrinkage
Ab quartz steep shore stoping

banded dipping
iron ore

Levsnt Mine Cornwall, U.K. Greevor Tin Tin. Vert. holed 1 mile shaft on Underhand
Mines lodes through shore sloping

Grand Isle Mine U.S.A. La. Freeport Sulphur 220- 2000' 5 miles drill holes In Situ Frasch
Sulphur Co. 425' dome process

Camenada' U.S.A. La. Freeport Sulphur - - drill holes In situ Frasch
Sulphur Co. offshore process

platform

Castle Island Alaska Alaska Barite Co. Barite 50 feet 1 mile Sea Blast and
surface dredge

Yorkshire Potash* England Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. Potash 3500 feet 5 miles Shaft Room and
on shore pillar

Goderich Canada, Ont. Sifto Salt Rock salt 1170' 2500' Vert. shaft Room & PIllar
(1960) Ltd. 75' 0.2 on fill

'Closed temporarily, 1969.
'Under development. Production scheduled 1970.

and scheduled for 1970 in Singapore.
Ninety organizations in the United
Kingdom interested in undersea en-
gineering have agreed in principle to
set up a cooperative research scheme
in conjunction with the Construction
Industry Research and Information
Association. In Japan, Ocean Systems,
Inc., The Sinjen Co. and Sumutoma
Shoji, Kaisha Ltd. have formed a new
company, Ocean Systems (Japan),
Ltd., to offer a broad range of ocean
engineering capabilities including
mining. Columbia University has
created a new graduate degree pro-
gram in ocean engineering headed by
an international authority in mineral
engineering, mining and mineral
economics.

One of the most striking things
about 1969 was the ambitious and
optimistic report by the President's
Commission on Marine Science, En-
gineering and Resources, "Our Na-
tion and the SeaA Plan for Na-
tional Action," published in January,
and followed by a year of confusion,
pessimism, and restraints. Even the
International Decade of Exploration
which seemed such a great idea the
year before made little if any
progress. The U.S. Bureau of Mines,
Marine Minerals Technology Center

at Tiburon, suffered two reductions
in force, and although the second cut
in funding was restored, it was too
late to prevent the loss of some valu-
able projects and personnel. The
House Subcommittee on Oceanog-
raphy's Panel on Marine Engineering
and Technology now finds that while
a crash program in marine minerals
is not needed "a substantial and con-
tinuing national effort" is.

Two subcommittees of the United
Nations Committee on the Peaceful
Uses of the Sea Bed and Ocean Floor
Beyond the Limits of National Juris-
diction, the Legal Subcommittee, and
the Economic and Technical Sub-
committee, have been heavily in-
volved with subsea minerals. Major
areas of discussion are the rights of
access, the use of resources, pollu-
tion, safety, and technical progress in
minerals development. A moratorium
on exploitation of deep sea minerals
proposed in the U.N. was not passed
and the laws still remain obscure.
Disconcerting differences in opinion
are noted, between nations, within
the assembly, and even between our
own executive branches (Burke 70),
and orderly development of the
oceans and their resources is still a
doubtful issue. Meanwhile, many
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states are passing laws to cover the
development of mineral resources
within their offshore jurisdictional
boundaries.

In retrospect, 1969 has been a year
of strengthening for the fledgling
marine minerals industry. Much of
the glamour has worn off; there is a
realization that the billions of dol-
lars worth of minerals under the sea
will cost just a little less than that to
bring to market; and the pro-
fessionals are accepting the challenge.
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Presented February 23, 1971, by Dr. John Nath, Department of Oceanography,
Oregon State University.

Some Considerations for
Buoys and Their Moorings

Introduction

Within the last twenty years the design of moorings has evolved from
that of a rough "rule of thumb" approach to that of a fairly sophisticated
"systems" type of analysis. Current research in many sections of the
United States is very active in finding answers to this very complex de-
sign problem. The motivation for the research comes from current need to
moor large vessels in all ocean depths and from a National Data Buoy De-
velopment Program which proposes to establ ish a large number of buoys off
our coasts for gathering oceanographic and meteorological data.

The previous paper in this seminar series, by Prof. Wiegel , presented
the design approach generally taken, and some of the theory behind, Wave
Forces on Structures. Some similar or analogous concepts arise for the
subject of moorings. The major differences come about from the types of
structures. Professor Wiegel's work was focused on non-yielding, fairly
rigid structures where the structural motions are small with respect to
the motion of the fluid. Moored structures, on the other hand, are often
compliant and have considerable motion when acted upon by the forces of
Nature.

Some types of moored structures are listed below:

1. Ships and boats moored to piers, in deep water for drilling
purposes, in shallow water to transfer oil cargo

2. Platforms for drilling for hydrocarbon'

3. Mjne. National defense
I. N'I . FUI IbIIIIl(J, IIU,II ly tt)wt(I . vlI UU, t .IWt

. towed LcJrgetS (a type of mooring)
6. Buoys discussed in detail below
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Uric type (extreme example) suggested by John Isaacs of Scripps Insti-
tution of Oceanography (with tongue in cheek) would be a synchronized orbit-
ing platform with a mooring line attached, reaching to an anchor on the
ocean floor with various sensors on the line.

The vehicle for illustration for this lecture will be buoys and their
moorings. The forces that act on them and the responses of the buoys and
moorings will be discussed.

The environments and the missions generally determine what types of
buoys are used. For example, most interests for moored buoys in deep water
are concerned with making oceanographic and meteorological measurements.
Consequently, two distinct types of buoys are currently being utilized in
the northern Pacific Ocean by ONR with Scripps Institution of Oceanography.
They are the large disc with a diameter of forty feet and a thickness of
seven and a half feet and the bumble-bee buoy of Scripps which is a covered
catamaran about eight feet wide and sixteen feet long. For intermediate
water depths many types are used, such as boat hulls, toroids, discs and
spars, such as FLIP and TOTEM. A commonly seen buoy in shallow water is
the Aid-To-Navigation buoy of the U.S. Coast Guard. The latter is probably
the one you have had most experience with black and red in the harbors.
Black on the port side for entering a harbor. They are very valuable be-
cause life often depends on the efficacy of ATN buoys. In some cases very
large buoys have been used to replace light ships.

The design problems for a buoy and mooring system range from straight
forward "easy' type problems to those requiring a high sophistication of
mathematics. Certainly the problem of corrosion and quality of materials
is a major one. This paper will focus on the problems of determining the
nature of the forces acting on a selected system and the response of the
system to the forces. As the concepts of wave forces were illustrated by
discussing wave forces on a cylinder, this paper will illustrate buoy and
mooring problems by discussing only a single point mooring. The problems
for such a mooring are considerable. One must determine the static and
dynamic forces acting. They may be regular, or periodic, but more often
consideration must be given to the random nature of the processes involved,
particularly waves. Thus the reliability of the moorings may be required.
For example, a question the designer may desire to answer is uWhat is the
probability that the buoy and mooring will survive for one year in that
particular location". Many items are involved in calculating an answer to
such a question such as the stress-strain, hysteresis and fatigue char-
acteristics of the components of the mooring line, the reliability of each
of the operational units of the buoy, weather and wave statistics, theft,
vandalism, well meaning return of the buoy to its owner, etc.

This lecture will be mostly on deterministic loads on the system and
the corresponding responses. The presentation will be organized into two
major sections, one dealing with buoys and the other dealing with the moor-
ing itself.
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(A word on the use of the words 'moor'' and "mooring"; ''moor'' is a

verb transitive as used here, e.g. we will moor the buoy. "Mooring' is the

noun, e.g. the mooring of the buoy is located in the estuary.)

Buoys

The loads or forces acting on buoys come from many sources. They will

be discussed in accordance with the sources.

Gravity is perhaps the most important source of forces acting on a
buoy. The basic dead load weight and the payload are included as well as
the static buoyancy forces. Most buoys are designed with a fairly large
reserve buoyancy for safety against sinking.

The wind force can constitute the major steady horizontal force acting
on a buoy. Wind is composed of a steady component and a fluctuating com-
ponent as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1

That is, the velocity can be expressed as

u=ti+u' (1)

wherein u is the mean velocity and u' is the turbulent fluctuation about
the mean. The mean velocity profile is usually considered to be a logarithmic
one. That is something like
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wherein u, is the friction velocity, k is the von Korman constant and
z0 is the aerodynamic roughness. The friction velocity is expressed as:

U;c = (3)

where t is the friction shear resistance and p is the mass density of
the air. Usually (but not always) a buoy is subjected to only a small por-
tion, vertically, of the velocity profile. Thus the wind velocity can be
considered as:

V = V+ vi (J+)

The mean velocity, V is usually taken from 80 to 150 knots for design work,
depending on location. The fluctuation velocity, V , has not been consid-
ered in most designs to date, but recent evidence by Nath (1970) indicates
the fluctuations are largeand they occur at the same frequency as the waves.
The drag force on the buoy is determined from

F=
w

CDW AB vivi

2
(5)

where C is a composite drag coefficient for the wind and A8 is the
projecte area of the buoy.

From the wind and other causes a steady current will act on the buoy.
The drag force from the current is determined by an equation similar to
Equation 5. Plate (1970) shows that the surface drift current from the
wind can be expected to have a magnitude of about 3°/b of the wind velocity.
Thus, for a design wind velocity of 150 knots, the surface current would
be expected to be about 14.5 knots. The Coriolis effect would direct the
current 145° from the wind, but this is rarely if ever taken into account.
Vertical current velocity profiles are usually assumed by the designer
and one possible one is shown in Fig. 2. It is generally felt that the
shape of the velocity profile is similar to the temperature structure
in the ocean.
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The forces from waves evolve from fluid dynamic drag and fluid acceler-
ation concepts similar to those that were presented by Professor Wiegel.
Considerable complications arise, however, because of the motion of the buoy.
In general the motion of the buoy has six degrees of freedom. Figure 3
shows a schematic of the buoy axes.

1'

Figure 3
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The buoy will translate along and rotate about the three primed axes
which are fixed to the buoy. In addition, the buoy reference system will
be in motion with respect to the earth, or some other reference inertial
system. Usually designers concern themselves with two-dimensional motion,
or three degrees of freedom of the buoy.

The equations of motion of the buoy must be concerned with the forces
acting on it. These forces are expressed similarly to, but not equal to,
those illustrated in Professor Wiegel's lecture. Both force and moments
must be considered, but force only will be shown here for illustration.
The wave force in some given direction is expressed as:

drag acceleration

'Ivl
F

2 + CJVpaR + Vpa (6)

wherein the drag term looks the same as before but the acceleration term
now has two terms. However, the velocity term, V , in the drag portion re-
fers to the relative velocity between the buoy and the wave. For the
acceleration portion the first term includes an inertia or added mass co-
efficient and aR is the relative acceleration between the fluid and the
buoy. The second part of the acceleration term represents the pressure
distribution that acts on the buoy by virtue of the fact that the water is
accelerating so that aW is the acceleration of the water. In passing --

the pressure as calculated by small amplitude wave theory must be modified
so that zero pressure is obtained at the water surface.

The ATN buoys are sometimes caught in the surf due to storms sending
in such long period waves that the breaker line moves outward. The basic
equations of the forces acting on the buoys remain the same but little is
known about the coefficients. Practically none, if any, research has been
accomplished in determining the coefficients in surf.

One very important force acting on the buoy is the mooring line. It

is possible for waves, current, gravity, etc., to act on the mooring line
in a very complex way such that the attachment force acting on the buoy is
very difficult to determine. This subject will be presented in the next
section of this lecture.

The last important forcing condition on the bouy for consideration
is that from handling, transportation, and mooring of the buoy. For example,
consider a disc buoy. The hydrodynamics are such that the buoy tends to
submerge when being towed if a critical speed/length ratio is exceeded. The
speed/length ratio is a Froude number and is equal to Vk// , where Vk
is in knots and D is the diameter of the buoy. Obviously, the larger the
buoy, the faster the allowable tow speed.

For spar buoys one has to consider the erection procedure. As the
buoy is towed into position it is subjected to tow loads and wave loads that



do not occur while it is in operation. Figure 4 shows a spar buoy in vari-
ous positions of deployment.

Towing Erection Operating Position

Figure 4

Buoys are fairly concentrated masses and can be treated as such. Each
buoy type has a unique frequency response curve in heave and pitch. Consider
Figure 5 as a frequency response curve in heave:

X4, 1.0

I I

A /.0 $

6

Figure 5
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The frequency response curve can be used very effectively for select-
irlq the various types of buoys. For example, one would want to avoid the
resonance peak almost at any cost. Disc buoys, toroids, spheres, etc. have
frequency response curves such that the waves in the ocean all occur at
values less than, say, A . Thus, surface following buoys have a dimension-
less heave response characteristic equal to 1.0 . For spar buoys the ocean
waves occur at frequencies higher than B so that the dynamic displacement
divided by the static displacement is close to zero. It looks like all
buoys should be spars. The hitch is that, to be quite motionless, they
must be about 300 feet long. TOTEM was 181 feet long. They are difficult
and expensive to handle and they have high drag characteristics in water,
current and wind, which exert large forces on the mooring system. Disc
buoys, on the other hand, are easy to deploy, are less expensive, have more
reserve buoyancy and have very low drag characteristics. But, they heave
and pitch a lot and your measurements must be able to tolerate the motion.
Some measurement can not tolerate the motion and so a spar-type buoy must
be used.

Thus, for close design work, one must have adequate testing to deter-
mine all the drag and added mass coefficients of the buoy. This usually re-
quires hydraulic model testing that can be performed with Froude similitude
relationships.

Moorings

In this section we will consider the anchor line that connects the
buoy to the anchor. (Recall that we are considering only one-point moor-
ings in order to keep things as simple as possible.) The design of moor-
ing lines is still more of an art than a science, but big advances have
been made in the last five years. The types of lines vary greatly from
chain through steel wire rope to nylon, polyester and polypropylene lines.
Hemp is used only rarely and for very short term, or temporary moorings.
In some cases a combination of materials is used effectively. For example,
in some oceans shark bite is a big problem, but it is often found to occur
in the upper portions of the line. Therefore, one will often find steel
wire rope used for the upper few feet and then nylon or dacron below. Nylon
is a desirable rope because of the damping characteristics, etc.

Fortunately, recent work is underway to determine more carefully the
elastic and inelastic characteristics of steel wire rope. I suspect that
a great deal of future work will be devoted to other types of ropes. For
example, we have very little idea how much the diameter of rope changes
under stress. It was found by Laura etal. (1970) that the effective Poisson
ratio was well over 0.5 . Values of 1.5 to 2.5 were determined, depending
on the type of rope.

To make a science of rope selection is tough. For example, it is

likely that the physical characteristics of nylon rope change with the
temperature and humidity at the time the rope is woven.
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In considering the loads acting on the mooring line, usually two
basic conditions are considered -- the loads from steady state forces and
those from dynamic forces. In some cases the dynamic loads are negligible
with respect to static loads but hardly ever. Practically never can one
ignore the static loads and devote full attention to the dynamic loads. The

degree of severity of the dynamic loads depends a great deal on the water
depth, the scope, and the steady state loads. Scope is the length of moor-
ing line divided by the water depth.

Consider that both longitudinal and transverse waves travel down a
line. If the period of travel of either wave is within the periods of sur-
face waves that are present in the ocean, a resonant condition can exist,
depending on the degree of damping in the system. If the line is very short,
resonance is not a problem and the design from waves can proceed in a pseudo-
dynamic manner. That is, the various positions of the buoy on the wave can
be considered from a static viewpoint.

Of the forces acting on the line it is difficult to single out any
that are most important. Therefore the following discussion is not in any
particular order. Gravity acts on the line, of course, both in terms of
the dead load on the line and the buoyancy forces of the water on the line.
In some cases a neutrally buoyant or positively buoyant line is desired for
ease in handl ing during deployment procedures. Then a polypropylene line
or a steel line with flotation units is used.

The water current is an important force. If the water is deep, a
very small current (0.5 knots) can create very large forces. If the depth
is small, as in estuaries, very large currents can occur. The usual drag
expression is used to estimate the current forces acting on a line. However,

very little information exists on what the coefficients are. Usually one
resorts, with misgivings, to data on circular cylinders both smooth and
rough. One point of contention is how the force actually acts. Consider
Fig. 6. 1/

C )freb1

V

L'J

Figure 6
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Usually the drag force on the cable is considered to be resolved into
the normal and tangential components, due to the normal and tangential com-
ponents of velocity. Thus the normal drag force, per foot of line, is

F
CDN D p (V sin 0)2

N 2
(7)

and the tangential component is

F
CDT D p (V cos 0)2

T 2
(8)

Be aware that other approaches exist. The tangential coefficient is about
2 orders of magnitude smaller than the normal coefficient. Thus for large
(3 the tangential component can be ignored. Likewise, the normal component
can be ignored if 0 is small.

For certain Reynolds numbers vortices are shed which cause the line
to vibrate at high frequencies. This is called strumming and can be a
problem for some measurements. The range of Reynolds numbers is usually
from about 102 to 6 x lOs. In this range the Strouhal number is about 0.2.
The Strouhal number is

fD
S=V__ (9)

wherein f is the frequency of shedding of eddies, D is the diameter of
the cylinder and V is the water velocity.

Waves create drag and acceleration forces on the line in a manner simi-
lar to Equation 6, including the definitions of the symbols that are given
there. If the water is very deep (say, 20,000 feet), then the direct wave
action on the line may be negligible. However for shallower water, the wave
action may be very significant.

Of course, the buoy action is very significant. It matters a great
deal what kind of buoy is used as to what forces can be expected on the line.
As previously stated, if the buoy is a spar, large drag forces will result
in steady current and tow-under is possible. Figure 7 illustrates the tow-
under danger.
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Figure 7
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If drag is large and a. is small, then the line tension, 1 , will be

large because

-r

Buoy Drag
sin a.

(10)

Obviously this can create large line tension. In addition the required

buoyancy is

T
Buoyancy

cos a.

So, if the reserve buoyancy is low (as it is for spars), then the buoy can
easily submerge for high currents. Other methods of mooring are then re-
quired for a spar buoy. However, a disc or boat-shape hull, with low drag,
is ideal for such one-point moorings.

Other significant forces on the line can be from the deployment pro-
cedure. Occasionally the mooring line itself will be used for towing the
buoy (not a good practice). Frequently the buoy is launched with the "anchor
last" procedure. That is, the anchor is dropped after the buoy has been
deployed.

Mathematically the dynamic tensions in the line are attainable in the
time domain with conventional methods of fluid and solid mechanics. Solutions

can be made in the frequency domain, after linearization procedures, with
conventional concepts of random vibrations, spectral analysis, etc. To give
you an idea of the mathematics involved, by considering all forces acting on
a small element of the line, and considering Newton's second law of motion,
conservation of mass, the geometric continuity of the line filament and after
including certain simplifying assumptions, the following set of partial dif-
ferential equations evolve:
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Wherein the f terms represent the forcing functions on the line.
The superscript 2 stands for the values at t + At and the superscript
1 stands for the values at time t . That is, the coefficient matrix con-
tains the values of v , etc., at time t . In Equation 1,

Ca (3)

and

Cr (114)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the line, E is the modulus of
elasticity, or the slope of the tangent to the stress-strain diagram of
the line, p is the saturated mass density of the line in slugs per foot
and II is the virtual mass of the line per foot (the actual mass plus the
hydrodynamic added mass). For completeness, the forcing functions will be
listed below.

1 i CaQ 32c
f1 = - At g (1 & sinO + V VO - --- At

(15)

T 4_AtL- (16)
a r Cli 2a at
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vJ + O0 A sin0
4 G+C1j z x

J (18)

(_G - g cosO' + v + (v + C ) 0(G+C1J
J

r a

In the above equations, g is the acceleration of gravity, G is the

specific gravity of the saturated line, Q is the damping coefficient which
will be described later, is the strain in the line, CD is the drag
coefficient perpendicular to the line, D is the line diameter, C1 is

the added mass coefficient (which is equal to 1.0 for a smooth circular
cylinder), V is the relative velocity between the line and the water
in the radial direction and A and A are the accelerations of the
water particles in the z and x directions. The values of the variables
in Equations Ai through 7 are determined at time t by an interpolation
procedure from the s-t grid intersection points as described in Ref. 12.

The second derivative of the line strain was determined simply with the
finite difference approximation,

.!E.
£3 - 2c2 +

(t)2 (19)

where the subscripts represent the preceding values of strain. Solution
of the above equations is by numerical methods, using the method of char-
acteristics. Figure 8 shows the grid type of solution and more details
one given in Nath (1970-A)
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However, for much work in deep water moorings a simplification can be made
by considering the lines to be straight. For illustration, we will simplfy
even further to considering a line that is perfectly straight as shown in

Fig. 9.

Figure 9

Without going through the full derivation, suffice it to say that the
solution for the line tension is governed by the classical vibrating string
and rod boundary value and initial value problem solutions in partial dif-
ferential equations. If the boundary condition at the top is one of en-
forced displacement, then the solution is:

T(z,t)
ü) I cos !±. sin wt (20)= AEz -

wL Csin -
C

where I is the line tension, A is the cross-sectional area of the line,
E is the linearized modulus of elasticity, z0 is the amplitude of the
displacement at the top of the line, w is the radian frequency of the
enforced displacement and c is the celerity of an elastic wave in the
line such that

C (21)

with i the mass per foot of the line. However, if the top boundary con-
dition is described as an oscillating force the solution for line tension
is:

T(x,t) = F0
wL

cos - sin wt (22)
Csin -

c

The important thing to notice between Equations (20) and (22) is that

an infinite, or resonant tension occurs for the first case at

= nir , n = 1, 2, 3, ... (23)
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and for the second case at

.L .1ii
, = 1, 3, 5, ... (1L3)

I I Iii.i I it Ii,ii, L(,HIdii Iwo types of buoys that may conceivably be
iourtd to nearly vertical mooring lines at the air-water interface. One
buoy is a surface following large disc and the other is a non-surface
following, or relatively stable, spar. For a flexible mooring line the
large disc will impose a displacement at the upper end of the line as it
closely follows the undulations of the water surface whereas the spar buoy
will impose a time varying force on the line as the waves pass the spar.
For a particular wave frequency the resonant length of line for the disc
mooring will be

'rrc
L = n , n = 1, 2, 3, ... (25)

w

For the spar buoy, the resonant length of mooring line will be

TIC
L = n , n = 1, 3, 5, ... (26)

2w

For other buoy types, such as the aid-to-navigation buoys used by the U.S.
Coast Guard, some conditions between Equations (25) and (26) will exist.
In addition, many wave frequencies exist at sea and all resonant conditions
with respect to the entire wave frequency spectrum should be investigated.

Consider a common ocean wave period of seven seconds. The frequency
will be 0.90 radians per second. Assume that a one-inch diameter nylon
line (that is nearly neutrally buoyant) is used and that it is pre-stressed
to 2200 pounds. The modulus of elasticity may be about 7.5 x 106 psf and
the saturated density of the line will be about 0.0118 slugs per foot. Thus
the celerity of a longitudinal elastic wave in the line will be approximately

or

(0.0057 x 7.5 x 106)
(27)=b 0.0118

c = 1860 fps (28)

For the disc buoy, the resonant lengths of mooring line will be 6,500
feet, 13,000 feet, etc. For the spar buoy, the resonant lengths of line
will be 3,250 feet, 9,750 feet, etc. This emphasizes that all wave fre-
quencies should be examined for the resonant lengths of the line and the
type of buoy. The above arguments can be presented in terms of the trans-
fer function, which gives the spectrum of the response as a function of
position on the line, given the wave spectrum.

Similar developments can be obtained for the transverse motion of the
line in the x direction at the buoy. However, the longitudinal, or z
direction, produces the most severe action on the line.
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Now, for slack lines we need to find a way to organize our data. An

approach is to display data in dimensionless form so that it will be most

useful for various conditions. One suggestion from Nath (1970-A) is to

plot a dimensionless tension vs. a dimensionless frequency as shown in

Figure 10.

The line tension is divided by a representative wave acceleration

times total line mass. The wave frequency is divided by the first mode

natural undamped frequency as determined from Equation (23). The interest-

ing results show the various modal frequencies of the system.

An attempt has been made to show only a few of the modern tools to

help a designer select materials. The approach has been to look at a

stress and motion analysis. The materials themselves, of course, are very

important. Usually a chain is used near the anchor to reduce chaffing of

the line on rocks and sand. If the analysis shows it is feasible, a wire

rope is used as the major mooring link because of its small size (thus

reducing drag forces) and low cost. However, twisted rope tends to un-

twist itself and once it is strained to over 3O or 4O of the ultimate

load, and then the load removed the rope develops kinks, and the rope

will break when the load is reapplied. Even no-twist steel ropes twist

to some degree. To circumvent these troubles, usually braided or plaited

nylon or dacron rope is used. An additional advantage is gained from the

increased amount of damping (the amount is unknown presently).

SUMMARY

A brief overview has been given of some design techniques that are
being used to solve problems on moored buoys. It has been shown that even

for a one-point mooring the computational procedures can be quite complex.
The problem is definitely coupled at the attachment point to the buoy,
meaning that the buoy motion is influenced by the force of the mooring
line on it and the motion of, and the tensions in, the mooring line are
influenced greatly by the motion of the buoy, which in turn depends on the
type of buoy used.
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Presented February 16, 1971, by Professor R.L. Wiegel, University of
California, Berkeley, California.

Waves and Their Effects on
Pile Supported Structures

SUNMARY

Three methods of presenting wave data are discussed: the significant wave
(including the "design wave" concept), the wave spectrum, and the directional
spectra. Their use in calculating wave forces on pile supported structures is
described, with a discussion of the relative usefulness of the linear versus the
non-linear approach. The concept of virtual mass is described, and how this
leads to a type of non-linearity which is of great importance in the reversing
flow field associated with wave motions.

INTRODUCTION

We are all aware of the tremendous forces exerted by hurricane and gale
generated water waves on structures in the ocean. Man, since ancient times,
has been constructing boats, breakwaters, and docks in a manner which he has
hoped would be adequate to withstand these forces, often with success, but
often failing. In recent years our knowledge of the physics of the phenomenon
has been developed rather rapidly, permitting us to make better designs now
than previously. Some concepts and details of the present state of our knowl-
edge will be presented in this lecture.

Wind blowing over the ocean's surface drags water along with it, thus
forming a current, while at the same time It generates waves. Many of the
waves grow so steep that they become unstable and break, and in this breaking
process they generate a substantial amount of turbulence. One of the most
noticeable features of these waves is their irregularity, both in time and in
space. Owing to the nature of the wind, the waves generated by the wind blow-
ing over the water surface move in a continuous spread of directions, as meas-
ured from the direction of the mean wind velocity. Once the waves leave the
generating area, they become smoother in appearance and are known as swell.
Due largely to dispersion and angular spreading, the energy density decreases
with distance travelled from the storm.

Three methods have been developed to represent these waves. The simplest
method is to use the concept of a "significant wave" designated by a height
(H5), period (T5) and direction (see Wiegel, 1964). Another method utilizes
a "one-dimensional spectrum," that is, the wave energy density as a continuous
function of both component wave frequency and direction. Both the one-
dimensional and directional spectra are based upon the concept of linear super-
position of component waves and assuming the statistical independence of phase
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angles amongst the frequency components. Although most of the wave data that
are available have been obtained using the significant wave concept, a sub-
stantial amount of data is becoming available in the form of one-dimensional
spectra.

Almost no directional spectra of ocean waves are available. Obtaining
information of this type requires an array of wave gages, the use of an elec-
tronic analog to digital converter, and the use of a high-speed digital com-
puter. Furthermore, the mathematical techniques necessary to obtain reliable
directional spectra are difficult to use at the present time from a practical
standpoint. However, it is expected that in the future many designs will be
made which are based upon directional spectra, with the spectra being a few
generalized types.

There are two principal reasons, beside the availability of data, which
make the significant wave concept useful to the design engineer. One has to
do with the problem of the conception of a design in the mind of an engineer,
which, because of the large number of variables involved, requires a rather.
simple visualization of the variables. The second reason is that water waves
are not a linear phenomenon, and in relatively shallow water where many struc-
tures are built, certain non-linearities are of controlling importance; the
significant wave height, period and direction can be used together with the
most appropriate non-linear theory for calculations. A variation of this con-
cept is the use of the "design wave," a wave which has been estimated to be the
most extreme which will be encountered during the life of a structure. Ulti-
mately, it is expected that the mathematics of non-linear superposition will be
developed sufficiently for the directional spectra concept to be used even in
shallow water.

It is necessary to have information on the "wave climate" in the area of
interest for the planning and design phases, and synoptic wave data for the
construction and operation phases. Traditionally, the wave climate has been
represented by "wave roses" or tables which have been obtained from visual
observations, from wave recorders, or from hindcasts from weather maps. It

would be of much greater benefit to the engineer to have wave data in the form
of cumulative distribution functions in order to be able to make an economic
design based upon the numerical probability of occurrence. In addition, it
would also be better to have wave data in another form for use in planning
construction and other operations; in the form of continuous observations, meas-
urements, or hindcasts so that the statistical properties could be determined
of the number of consecutive days the waves will be less than, or greater than,
some safe or economic combination of height, period and direction. Continuous
records would also permit the calculation of "wave spectra," and if an appro-
priate array were used, it would permit the calculation of "directional spectra"
for a site.

Finally, a design philosophy is needed. Owing to the lack of statistical
information, details of the forcing functions, and our inability to predict in
advance our changing needs, it is usually necessary to develop a "plateau" type
of design, rather than attempting to design for a sharply tuned optimum design.

Li NEAR THEORY FOR PROGRESSIVE WAVES

Linear Wave Theor

The coordinate system usually used is to take x in the plane of the undis-
turbed water surface and y as the vertical coordinate, measured positive up
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from the undisturbed water surface. The undisturbed water depth is designated

as d. Sometimes the vertical coordinate is taken as measured positive up from

the ocean floor, being designated by S.

The wave surface is given by

S = y +d = +Hcos 211
S S

(1)

where H is the wave height, L is the wave length, T Is the wave period, t is

time, and the subscript refers to the wave surface. The wave length, L, and

wave speed, C, are given By

L - 2nd

2rr
tanh (2)

= 2ird

2
tanh (3)

where g is the acceleration of gravity. The horizontal component of water

particle velocity, u, the local acceleration, u/t, and the pressure, p, are

given by

7TH cosh 21TS/L
U T sinh 2d/L cog 2 (4)

2ir2 H cosh 2irS/L
sin 211

T2 sinh 2 d/L L Tj
(5)

1 cosh 2irS/L

[.
(6)p + pgy = --pgH cos

cosh 2ird/L

where p is the mass density of the water.

Similar expressions are available for the vertical components, and expres-

sions are available of the water particle displacements (see Wiegel, 1964).

Wave Forces on Piles

In a frictionless, incompre8sible fluid the force exerted on a fixed rigid

submerged body may be expressed as (Lamb, 1945, p. 93)

F = (H + M ) ff = PBCMff
I 0 a

where F1 Is the inertia force, M0 is the mass of the displaced fluid, Ma is the

so-called added mass which Is dependent upon the shape of the body and the flow

characteristics around the body, and fts the acceleration of the fluid at the

center of the body were no body present. CM has been found theoretically to be

equal to 2.0 for a right circular cylinder by several investigators (see, for

example, Lamb, 1945). The product of the coefficient of mass, C,, the volume

of a body, B, and the mass density of the fluid, p, Is often called the "virtual

mass" of a body (i.e., M + Ma) In an unsteady flow (Dryden, Murnagham and

Bateman, 1956, p. fl M Is sometimes expressed as

C = l+C
M a
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where C i the coefficient of added mass.* The mass of the fluid displaced by
the body colors into Eq. 7, with one part of the inertial force being due to
the prcs.ure gradient in the fluid which causes the fluid acceleration (or
deceleration). This force per unit length of cylinder, F, is given by

dtl dU
V pdy p

it
I xdy = p A - ()0 dtp

in which A is the cross sectional area of the cylinder and is a contour
integral (McNown, 1957) which follows from the well-known relationship in fluid
mechanics for irrotational flow

_2 1 = 10
p dx dt

where dp/dx is the pressure gradient in the fluid in the absenc of the body.
In manY papers on aerodynamic studies using wind tunnels F is called the
"horizontal buoyancy" (see, for example, Bairstow, 1939). p The added mass
term, expressed by Ca p A0 per unit length of cylinder, results from the accel-
eration of the flow around the body caused by the presence of the body. As the
fluid is being accelerated around the body by the upstream face of the body
(which requires a force exerted by the body on the fluid), the fluid decelerat-
ing around the downstream face of the body will exert a smaller or larger force
on the downstream face, depending upon whether the flow is accelerating or
decelerating. This concept can be seen more clearly for the case of a body
being accelerated or decelerated, through a fluid. The force necessary to do
this is proportional to the mass per unit length of the cylinder, M , plus the
added mass, M c

a

(M +M) (11)F = (M +C pA)
I c a o dt c a dt

The leading face of the cylinder pushes on the fluid causing it to accelerate,
and the fluid decelerating on the rear side of the cylinder pushes on the
cylinder (with the equivalent reaction of the cylinder). In accelerated motion,
the reaction at the front must be greater than the reaction at the rear as the
fluid decelerating at the rear was not accelerated as much, when it was at the
front, as the fluid in front is being accelerated at that instant.

It is unfortunate that the tents added mass and virtual mass have entered
the literature as they tend to confuse our concept of the phenomenon. MacCamy
and Fuchs (1954; see also Wiegel, 1964, p. 273) solved the diffraction problem
of waves moving around a vertical right circular cylinder extending from the
ocean bottom through the water surface, using linear wave theory. They solved
for the potential, obtained the distorted pressure field from this potential,
and integrated the x-component of force around the pile which resulted from
this pressure field. In our coordinate system, their solution is

where

F (S)
0gHL cosh 2iTS/L

th ii cosh 2ird/L A
(D/L) sin (- 3) (12)

1

1A
(D/L) =

(U ( D/L)]2 + [Y
' (

D/L)]2}3
(13)

1 1

*]In many papers the term virtual mass is used for the term added mass. Owing
to this, care must be exercised in reading the literature on the subject.
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in which J1 and Y1 are Bessel functions of the first and second kinds, res-
pectively, and the prime indicates differentiation. 13 is the angle of phase
lag, and will not be shown here as 13 < 50 for values of D/L < 1/10, although it
is very large for large values of D/L. When D/L -' 0, fA(D/L) -+ + 'TI (TTD/L)2, and

2
2Tr2pH 711)2 cosh 2TrS/L

lb T2 4 sinh 2d/L sin C- 13) (14)F (S)

Neglecting 13 for small values of D/L, it can be seen that this is the commonly
accepted equation for the inertial force, with CM = 2.

In a real fluid, owing to viscosity, there is an additional force, known
as the drag force, This force consists of two parts, one due to the shear
stress of the fluid on the body, and the other due to the pressure differential
around the body caused by flow separation. The most common equation used in
the design of pile supported structures is due to Morison, O'Brien, Johnson and
Schaaf (1953), and is:

F = FD+FI = -C p AVIV+C p B (15)
D w Mw dt

where A is the projected area and B is the volume of the pile. As V and dV/dt
vary with position, it is better to use the following equation where Fh(S) is
the force per unit length of a circular pile. Consider the case of a pile
installed vertically in water of depth d, extending from the bottom through the
surface. The water particles move in an orbit due to the waves, with both
horizontal and vertical components of velocity and acceleration, u, v, du/dt
and dv/dt, respectively. The horizontal component of wave induced force, per
unit length of pile, is given by

ltD2 du
Fh(S) = CD p D u u + CM (16)

Here, du/dt is

du u 3u u- = +u +v + w (17)dt t y

If we consider only linear theory, the convective acceleration (the last three
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 17) can be neglected, leaving only the local
acceleration; i.e., du/dt u/t. u and u/t are given by Eqs. 4 and 5. It
can be seen that the drag and inertia forces are in quadrature, so that the
maximum total force "leads the crest" of the wave. The larger the drag force
relative to the inertia force, the closer will be the maximum total force to
the passage of the wave crest past the pile. As will be pointed out in a later
section, there is a relationship between CD and CM, so that Eq. 16 is quite com-
plicated, although it is not usually treated as such.

If a circular structure is placed at an angle to the waves, the vertical
component of wave Induced force can be treated in a similar manner, using v and

as well as u and u/t.
I ,; r I et I y I I Il4ar t hieury IH used the total lior I zoita I ,iti1oiii'iit oh WJtVt

force act lug on a vert IcaI circular pile can be obtaiu'd by I in 'grit ing
F11(S) dS from 0 to d. Very often in practice, one integrates Fh(S) from 0 to

obtaining results which are somewhere between the results for linear wave
theory and those for second order wave theory. A digital computer program for
this operation is available for this purpose, as are graphs and tables of
results (Cross, 1964; Cross and WIegel, 1965).
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Much time and money have been spent in obtaining prototype and laboratory
values of C1) and CM. Most of the work has been done by private companies and
is not available.* Some data which are available for CD are given in Fig. 1
(Wiegel, Beebe and Moon, 1957). It is evident that there is a considerable
scatter of both CD; this is also true for the values of CM. One of the main
reasons for this is that the analysis of the data was based upon two simplifi-
cations: First, that linear theory could be used to reduce the basic data, and
second, that each wave (and force) of a series of irregular waves could be
analyzed as one of a series of unifprm waves having the height and period of
the individual wave in the record.

Agerschou and Edens (1966) reanalyzed the published data of Wiegel, Beebe
and Moon (1957) and some unpublished data of Bretschneider, using both linear
theory and Stokes Fifth Order theory. They concluded that for the range of
variables covered, the fifth-order approach was not superior to the use of
linear theory. They recommended for design purposes, if linear theory is
used, that CD should be between 1.0 and 1.4, and that CM should be 2.0, these
values being obtained for circular piles 6-5/8, 8-5/8, 12-3/4, 16 and 24 inches
in diameter. (It should be noted here that the theoretical value of CM for a
circular cylinder in potential flow is 2.0.) Wilson (1965; see also, Wilson
and Reid, 1963) report average values of CD = 1.0 and CM = 1.45 for a 30-inch
diameter pile. At a recent conference, one design engineer stated he used
values of CD ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 and CM from 1.3 to 2.0, depending upon his
client (Design and Analysis of Offshore Drilling Structures: Continuing Educa-
tion in Engineering Short Course, University of California, Berkeley, California,
16-21 September 1968). The results reported above were obtained either as
values of CD and CM at that portion of a wave cycle for which FD - max and
F1 - 0, and vice-versa, or for the best average values of CD and C throughout a
wave cycle, assuming CD and CM to be constant. Both of these metIods of obtain-
ing and reporting the coefficents should be refined, as the coefficients are
dependent upon each other, and are also time dependent as well as dependent upon
the flow conditions.

In the significant wave approach, the significant wave height, H, and
significant wave period, T5, are substituted for I-I and T in the above equations,
treating the significant wave as one of a train of waves of uniform height and
period. In the design wave approach, the chosen values of

11d
and Td are used

in a similar manner.

One Dimensional Wave Spectra Approach

Recently there have been several papers published on the study of wave
forces exerted on circular piles, using probability theory. In these studies
it was assumed that the continuous spectrum of component waves could be super-
imposed linearly, that the process was both stationary and ergodic, and that
the phase relationship among the component waves was Gaussian.

Some years ago the author obtained both the wave and force spectral densi-
ties for a pile installed at the end of the pier at Davenport, California, as
shown in Fig. 2. It was not evident why the form of the two spectral densities
should be so similar considering the fact that the product lul u occurs in
Eq. 16. Professor Leon E. Borgman (1966) studied this problem in detail and
developed the following theory.

*It appears that the results of a long term prototype study of wave forces on
piles, by a consortium of oil companies, will be released at the Offshore
Technology Conference, to be held in Houston, Texas, 19-21 May 1969.
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The basic wave force equation is Eq. 16, which may be expressed as a func-
tion of time as

F(t) = ClV(t)I V(t) + C2 A(t) (18)

Here F(t) is the time history of the horizontal component of force per unit
length of circular pile at an elevation S above the ocean floor, and

C1 = p CD D (19a)

C p C JTD2/4 (19b)
2 wM

The theoretical covariance function for F(t) using ensemble averaging with the
Gaussian random wave model is

RFF(T) c12 O' G[v(T)/2 + C22 R(T) (20)

where iyv(T) and RAA(T) are the covariance functions of the horizontal compo-
nent water particle velocity, V(t), and local acceleration A(t) (i.e., u and
u/t), where

2 P Svv(f) df

and

(21)

G(r) [(2 + 4r2) arc sin r + 6r IF-r]/Tr (22)

in which G(r) = G(RVV(T)/c2), and f is the frequency of the component
wave (f lIT).

The covariance function Rvv(T) and R(T) are calculated from the spectral
densities Sv(f) and S(f) by use of the Fourier transforms

where

and

i2irft
Rvv(t) = f Spj(f) e df

i2rrfTR(T) f S(f) e df

(2 3a)

(23b)

(27rf)2 cosh2 2irS/L
S (f) - T (f)Svv(f) sinh2 2rrd/L flfl

S (f) (24a)
fin

(2irf)' cosh2 2irS/L
S (f) = T (f)S(f)

sinh2 2rrd/L rr A
S (f) (24b)
fin

tanh 2rrd/L
L (25)

The functions Tv(f) and TA(f) are called transfer functions. The fundamental
quantity S(f) is the spectral density of the water waves, and is obtained from
the Fourtr transform

ii (3



-i2lTfT
S (f) = f R (T) e dt
ir .c)

(26)

lo which R1(T) is the averaged lagged product of n(t) (i.e., average of
i(t) n(t ± t)) where n(t) is the time history of the wave motion at the loca-
tion of the pile (i.e., n(t) - y9(t)).

l3orgmau found that Eq. 22 could be expressed in series form as

i.(r) = 1
4r3 r5 r7 5r9r+-_+-j+-+i008+...] (7)

and that the series converges quite rapidly for 0 < r < 1. lIe tound Lht or

r 1, the first term G1(r) = 8r/Tr differed from G(r) by only 15%, and that the
cubic approximation G3(r) (8r + 4r3/3)/ir differed from G(r) by only 1.1%.
Substituting the first term of the series into Eq. 20 results in

c
2

(8 RFF(T)

RFF(T) 02 +
..... J

+ c2 R(T) (28)

The Fourier transform of this is:

SFF(f)
1

S(f)
+

..... J
+ C2 S(f) (29)

02

which is the desired force spectral density.

Borgman made a numerical analysis of the situation shown in Fig. 2. The

numerical integration of Svv(f) gave 02=1.203 ft/sec2andaleast square fittin of

the theoretical covariance of F(t) against the measured force covariance gave
estimates of CD 1.88 and CM = 1.73. The transfer functions Tv(f) and TA(f)
were calculated and plotted; it could be seen that TA(f) was nearly constant in

the range of circular frequencies (2rr/T) for which most of the wave energy was
associated. The calculated and measured force spectral densities are shown in
Fig. 3. The reason for the excellent fit is that for the conditions of the
experiment Tv(f) was nearly constant and the linear approximation to G(r),
G1(r), was a reliable approximation.

Jen (1968) made a model study of the forces exerted by waves on a 6-inch
diameter pile in the 200 ft. long by 8 ft. wide by 6 ft. deep wave tank at the
University of California, Berkeley. In addition to using periodic waves,
irregular waves were generated by a special wave generator using as an input
the magnetic tape recording of waves measured in the ocean. The dimensions of
the waves relative to the diameter of the pile were such that the forces were
largely inertial. Jen found for the regular waves that CM 2.0, and using
Borgman's method to analyze the results of the irregular waves tests found

CM
2.1 to 2.2. The reason for this close agreement between theory and measure-

ment of CM is probably due to the small value of HID, which resulted in quasi-
potential flow (This will be discussed in a subsequent section).

Equation 29 permits the calculation of the force spectral density at a
point. This is useful but the design engineer usually needs the total force on a
pile, and the total moment about the bottom. In addition, the total

force and the total moment on an entire structure is needed. These problems

have been considered by Borgman (1966; 1967; 1968) and Foster (1968). In

obtaining a solution to this problem, the integration of the force distribution

is performed from the ocean bottom to the still water level as this is in
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keeping with linear wave theory. There is no difficulty in obtaining the solu-
tion for the inertia force, but cross product terms appear in the solution for
the drag force.* Borgman made use of the linearization of G(r) by restricting
it to the first term of the series given by Eq. 27 to obtain the approximate
solution for the total force spectral density SQQ(f).

2

SQQ(f) S (f) 1 8
2f C

1

[flh 2 d/L
1d

a(s) cosh(2S/L) dS]

2

[ (2nf) C2

+ [sinh 2 d/L
d cosh(2S/L) dS]

}

(30)
0

in which

cosh(2rrS/L) dS sinh 271d/L (31)
2ir/L

0

The first integral in Eq. 30 cannot be prevaluated, but must be calculated for
each sea-surface spectral density used.

The total moment about the bottom is

sinh 2 d/L
d

S a(S) cosh(2S/L) dS]S (f) S (f) {8 2iif C1
2

in which

2

r(2f)2 C
2

+ [slnh 2d/L
1d S cosh(2S/L) dS]

}

(32)

S cosh(2ryS/L) dS
1 [1-cosh 2rd/L + (2ird/L)cosh 2ird/L} (33)

(2ir/L)2

As in the case of Eq. 30, the first integral cannot be prevaluated.

Borgman (1967; 1968) has found this linearization of the drag term to be
the equivalent of using (Vrms v'7) V(t) in place of JV(t)

I

V(t) in Eq. 18;
the physical reason for this is not clear, however. It should be pointed out
here, that another linearization has been used by nearly every investigator in
the past, with essentially no discussion; that is, the use of au/at rather than
du/dt (see Eq. 17). Work is needed to determine the size of error introduced
by this linearization compared with the size of the error introduced by the
linearization of the drag term.

A relatlyely s:imple transfer function has been obtained by Borgman (1966;
1967) to calculate the total force and overturning moment the pile array of an
offshore platform, and the reader is referred to the original work tor Inforuia-
tin!) thereof.

o Ii t Ion to this problem has been obtained by A. Maihot ra and .J . IeIIZ Ion
Lrnfvers ity of Cal i lornia, Berkeley, California, arid Is to he pIN I IslIed 5001).
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T1ier.' have been a number of papers published on one dimensional wave spec-
tra (see, or example, National Academy of Sciences, 1963), and a large number
of measured wave spectra have been published (see, for example, tloskowitz,
Pierson and Mehr, 1963). There are several possible ways of using actual spec-
tra, one being a simulation technique (Borgman, 1968) for a large number of
spt.ctra, or a large number of wave time histories reconstituted from spectra.
Another way to use spectra is to develop a "standard" set of spectra. Ahere

have been a number of such standards suggested. One of these has been given by
Scott (1965), who re-examined the data of Darbyshire (1959) and Moskowitz,
Pierson and Mehr (1963), and then recommended the following equation as being
a better fit of the ocean data

S(w)/112 = 0.214 exp

[

w)2
(33a)

0 065 C(w - w) + 0.26

for - 0.26 < (w - w) < 1.65 (33b)

and, = 0, elsewhere (33c)

where w = 2iTf (in radians per second), w is the spectrum peak grequency, H5
is the significant wave height (in feet), and the energy spectral density
S(w) is defined by

S(w) = S(f)

It is also defined by

6w
S(w) = a/6w (34)

in which the summation is over the frequency interval w, w + 6w, and a1 is the
amplitude of the th component, with

y5
i1

y = a1 cos(w1 t + q.) (35)

in which is the phase angle of the i-- component. The factor 3 enters as
a/2 is the mean value of y2 during the motion. The term a/6w is used,

as the concept of a tends to lose physical significance (i.e., a 0) as

n , whereas a/6w does not; hence the value of using the energy density as
a function of frequency.

Scott also found, using linear regression, that

1/f 0.19 H + 8.5 (36a)
o S

1/w = 0.03 H + 1.35 (36b)
o S

T = 0.085 H + 7.1 (36c)
S
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where T is the average period (in seconds) of all waves in the record, and can

be shown to be

T 2 (m/m)
(37)

where

k S(w) dw (38)

For k = 0, we have the "variance," in , and for a narrow (i.e., "Rayleigh"

spectrum) we have
0

H 4 rn
(39)

Using quadratic regression, Scott found

f = (0.501/T) + (l.43/T2)

wo = (3.l5/'r) + (8.98/T2)

(40a)

(40b)

It Is of considerable Importance to the engineering profession to develop

means by which the spectral approach can be studied in the laboratory. In

studying some of the problems, it is necessary to know the relationship between

the one-dimensional spectra in the ocean and the spectra generated in a wind-

wave tank (Plate and Nath, 1968). Comparison of a number of wave spectra

measured in t1e ocean, in lakes and in wave tanks have been made by Hess, Hidy

and Plate (l98). Their results, shown in Figure 4, are fully developed seas

wind-wave energy density spectra. The high frequency portion of the spectra

all tend to lie close to a single curve, with energy density being approximately

proportional to w as predicted by the Phillips' equilibrium theory (see

Wiegel and Cross, 1966, for a physical explanation of this). A close inspection

of these data by Plate and Nath (1968) led them to conclude that the high fre-

quency portion of the energy spectral density curve varies from the w "law,"

being proportional to w near the spectral peak, and being proportional to

about w
'

in the highest frequency range of the spectra. It would appear from

the one example of Wiegel and Cross (1966), Figure 5, in which they compared a

normalized measured laboratory wind-wave energy density spectrum with one cal-

culated by use of Miles' theory, together with other physical reasoning, that

a theoretically sound basis exists for the development of a "standard" set of

spec t ra.

The argument for the high frequency portion of the energy density spectra

being proportional to w 5is as follows (Wiegel and Cross, 1966). For a train

of uniform periodic progressive waves, the maximum wave steepness is generaiJy

considered to be

tanh 2ir d/L
(41a)

L 7

which, for deep water, reduces to

H I! 1

L f27rYi7 7

(.2h)
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and

112 (43)
49 (2irf) 2

from wli I ch

Iw 112/2111 _1L_J 4ii2

49(2irf)5 49 w5

If the energy spectral density is proportional to (H/2)2/w, then it must also

he proportional to Ii.)

In order for the design engineer to use with confluence tile work of Inc

type proposed by Borgman, it would be desirable to measure Svv(f) and S(f) as

a function of S(f) in both the ocean and in the laboratory to see how reliable

the linear transfer functions are for different sea states.

Directional Wave Spectra

Before directional spectra can be used in the design of structures in

relatively deep water it is necessary to have measurements of such spectra, and

to understand them sufficiently to be able to choose a "design" directional

spectra. Two sets of measurements have been made in the ocean (Chase, et al.,

1957; Longuet-Higgins, Cartwright and Smith, 1963), a few in a bay (Stevens,

1965) and a few in the laboratory (Mobarek, 1965; Mobarek and Wlegel, 1967;

Fan, 1968).

Mobarek (1965) checked several methods that had been suggested for obtain-

ing the directional spectra from an array of wave gages, and found none of them

too reliable. However, making use of simulated inputs, he was able to choose

the most reliable method and to devise correction factors. Some of his meas-

urements are shown in Figure 6. Values in the ordinate are in terms of the

wave energy, E, rather than the energy density, S(f). When normalized, his

laboratory results were found to be similar to normalized values of the meas-

urements made in the ocean by Longuet-Higgins, et al. (1963), as can be seen

in Figure 7. At the suggestion of Professor Leon E. Borgman, Dr. Mobarek com-
pared the circular normal probability function (the solid curve in Figure 7)

with the normalized data and found the comparison to be excellent.

The probability density of the circular normal distribution function is

given by (Cumbel, 1952 and Court, 1952):

P(c, K)
I (K)

exp(K cos c)
0

(45)

where a is the angle measured from the mean (0m - 0), K is a measure of the con-

centration about the mean, and 10(K) involves an incomplete Bessel function of

the first kind of zero order for an imaginary argument. The larger K, the

greater the concentration of energy; it is analogous to the reciprocal of the

standard deviation of the linear normal distribution.

It hus been found that much useful information on directional. spectra c...n

be obtained from the outputs of two wave recorders, through use of the co-spectra

and quadrature spectra to calculate the linear coherence and the mean wave direc-

tion (Munk, Miller, Snodgrass and Barber, 1963; Snodgrass, Groves, Hasselman,
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Miller, Munk and Powers, 1966). It appeared to the author that if the direc-
tional spectra were represented by the circular normal distribution function it
should be possible to obtain the necessary statistical parameters in a similar
manner. It was believed that such a simplified approach could provide data of
sufficient accuracy for many practical purposes. As a result of discussions
with Professor Leon Borgman, a theory was developed by Borgman (1967) to do
this, and tables were calculated to provide a practical means to obtain the
reqit i red information.

Borgman (1967) used a slightly different representation of the directional
Spectra

ct) = S (f) exp[-K cos(8 - 8 )]/2irI (K)
nfl m o

(46)

where the 27r in the denominator indicates an area under the curve of 2rr rather
than unity, f is the component wave frequency in cycles sec, and S1(f) is the
one-dimensional spectral density. The estimation of the parameters S1(f),
K(f) and is achieved by cross-spectral analysis based on a sea surface
record at two locations. S1(f) and the co- and quadrature spectral densities
for the two recordings are computed by the usual time series procedures. The

theoretical relations between measured and unknown quantities is

2 exp[K cos(8 - 8 )]C(f) m

S (f) 2I (K)
o

27r exp[K cos(O - 0 )}
Q(f)

+ .
S (f) 2rrl (K)
ff1 0 0

cos[kD cos(O )J dO (47)

sin[k cos(8 )] dO (48)

where D is the distance between the pair of recorders, k is the wave number

(2/L) and 13 is the direction from wave recorder #1 to wave recorder 112. For a
given frequency, all quantities are known except 0m and K. Hence these two
equations represent two nonlinear equations with two unknowns. Borgman has
prepared tables which enable one to solve for and K, given C(f)/S1(f) and
Q(f)/Sr1p1(f). Two solutions, symmetric about the direction between the pair of
recorders resi1t. This ambiguity may be eliminated by using three wave gages
instead of two, or in many applications using other information regarding the
main direction of the directional spectra. The relationship between the para-
meter K and the directional width of the spectrum can be seen in Figure 8.

Using simulation techniques devised by Professor Leon Borgmari, Dr. Fan
(1968), continuing the work of Mobarek, made an extensive study of the effects
of different lengths of data, lag numbers, wave recorder spacings, filters, and
different samples on the calculation of directional spectra, using several
methods, using a known circular normal distribution input. An example of the
effect of gag spacings, relative to the component wave length, on the estlmate
can be seen in Figure 9. lIe then used the "best" combination to obtain the
directional spectra of waves generated in a model basin by wind blowing ovcr tb
water surface. As a result of this study it appears that, for the ('U0 of Wavi

being generated in a nearly stationary single storm, the directIonal spectra
canì 1)0 approximated by two parameters and should he tested I or ne; iìì b (105 ign

of a ii of I fe st rue t U re

The results were sufficiently good to encourage llorgman and Suzuki to
develop a new method for obtaining useful information on directional spectra by
measuring the time histories of the x and y components of wave induced force on
a sphere mounted a few feet above the ocean bottom, together with the wave
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pI;s1r( time history at the sphere. The results of this work (Suzuki, 1968)
indjc;ited hat a practical method is available to the engineer for measuring
Iii.' ;lpproximale directional spectra of ocean waves.

NON-Li NEAR PROBLEMS

Ihere arc several types of non-linearities involved in the problem uf wave
ii'.duced lorees on offshore structures. One, which is due to the term u

ot Eq. 16, is important in the wave spectra approach; a method of overcoming
[lie I tulirap has been described in a previous section. A second enters through
the term di/dt in Eq. 16, which has been linearized through the use of au/at in
lace of du/dt. A third non-linearity enters through the generation of eddies,

anci will be discussed subsequently.

The most commonly considered non-linearity is associated with non-linear
wave theories. Two of these are the Stokes and the Cnoidal wave theories (see,
for example, Wiegel, 1964). The first is best used for relatively deep water,
and the second is best used for relatively shallow water. No attempt will be
made to describe these theories in detail herein; rather a few equations will
be given to indicate the general nature of the difference between these theo-
ries and the linear theory.

To the third order, the Stokes' (Stokes, 1880; Skjelbreia, 1959) wave
profile is given by

Ix t) Ix t
= A1 cos 2ir + A2 cos 4ff + A3 cos 6n

]

(49)

where the coefficients A1, A2 and A3 are related to the wave height by

H/d = (L/d) [2A1 + 2112 A13 . F3 (d/L)] (50)

where

A2 = Al2 . f2 (d/L), A3 = ir2 A13 . f3 (d/L) 5l)

with f2 (d/L) and f3 (d/L) being functions of d/L.

The waves have steeper crests and flatter troughs than linear waves, and
there is a mass transport of water in the direction of wave advance. The
equations for water particle velocities and accelerations will not be presented
herein as extensive tables of functions are needed for their use (or the
availability of a high speed digital computer).

When the wave length becomes quite long comapred with the water depth,
about Lid > 10 (the value depending upon Hid as well), the Cnoidal wave theory
is perhaps a better approximation than is the theory of Stokes waves. The

theory was originally derived by Korteweg and de Vries (1895). To the first
approximation the wave profile is given by S, measured from the ocean bottom

S = S + H cn2 [2 K(k) (xiL t/T), k]
S t

(52)

where cii is the "cnoidal" Jacobian elliptical function and K(k) is the complete
elliptic integral of the first kind of modulus k, St is the elevation of the
wave trough above the bottom, and is given by
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S 16d3
{K(k) [K(k) - E(k)]}

H H 3L2H (53)

where E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind of modulus k.
The wave length is

L kK(k) (54)
\i 3f1

and the period is related to the modulus k through

Tf= l6d 1 kK(k)
)

1 + [1 + 2[2 -
E(k)

K(k)j I

The equation for water particle velocities and acceleration and graphs
which permit the use of the Cnoidal wave theory have been prepared by Wiegel
(1964; see Masch and Wiegel, 1961 for tables of functions).

Professor Robert Dean (1968) has made analytical studies of the wave pro-
files predicted by these and other theories, including his "stream function
wave theory,' in order to determine the probable useful ranges of the theories.
His results are shown in Figures 10 and 11.

It is necessary to be able to calculate the height of the wave crest above
the water surface in order to determine the deck height on an offshore plat-
form, and the work of Dean cited above is useful for this purpose. It is also
important to be able to estimate the regions of reliability of the several
theories in the prediction of water particle velocities and accelerations.
Dr. Bernard Le Mhaut and his co-workers (Le Mhaut, Divoky and Lin, 1968)
have made careful laboratory studies of the water particle velocities of "shallo
water waves" for several values of H, T, and d and compared their measurements
with predictions made using a number of linear and non-linear wave theories. An
example of their results is shown in Fig. 12. They concluded, that while no
theory was found to be exceptionally accurate, the Cnoidal wave theory of
Keulegan and Patterson appeared to be most adequate for the range of wave param-
eters and water depths studied. It appears that much more work of this type is
needed.

Tue water particle velocities and accelerations given by the most valid
non-linear theory are used in Eq. 16 to calculate the force on a pile. These
velocities and accelerations are usually calculated for the so-called "design
wave," which is usually the wave considered by design engineers to be the
largest wave the structure might encounter during its useful life.

Another reason for the variability of the data is associated with the wake.
The formation of eddies in the lee of a circular cylinder in uniform steady flow
has been studied by a number of persons. It has been found that time relation-
ship among the frequency (cycles per second) of the eddies,

e'
the diameter of

the cylInder, I), and tile flow velocity, V, is given by the Strouha 1 number. N;

f I)

N I

I).7 e
N

NR V S
()()

where N1 is the Reynolds number. Except In the range of laminar flow, the
Reynolds number effect can be neglected. For flow In time sub-criticat ratige
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(Ni. < about 2.0 x iO), N5 0.2. For NR > 2.0 x there appears to be a

considerable variation of N5; in fact, it is most likely that a spectrum of

i1dy I roqu&nc i e; CX Ists (see Wiegel, 1964, p. 268 for a discussion of Lb Ls).

The most cx lens ive data on N, at very high Reynolds numbers, as well as data
On C0 :iiid the pressure distrbution around a circular cylinder with its axis

oriented normaL to a steady flow, has been given by Rosko (1961), some of which

arc shown n Figure 13.

What is the significance of N5 for the type of oscillating flow that exists

in wave motion? Consider the horizontal component of water particle velocity
as given by Eq. 4. For deep water, the equation is approximately

u = (nH/T) cos 2irt/T (57)

at x - 0. Then, using an average of u to represent V; i.e.,

V u rrH/2T (58)
w avg

where V is the "average" horizontal component of water particle velocity due

to a train of waves of height H and period T. For at least one eddy to have

time to form it is necessary for

T > 1/f 2DThrH N
e S

And, if N O.2
S

H > 10 D/ir

(59a)

(5o;

Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) studied both experimentally and theoreti-
cally the problem of the forces exerted on bodies in an oscillating flow. The

oscillations were of the standing wave type in which the wave length was long

compared with the water depth so that the horizontal component of water particle

velocity was nearly uniform from top to bottom. Furthermore, the body was

placed with its center in the node of the standing wave. They found that C, and

C11 depended upon the number umax T/D where U = Umax COS 2irt/T. They observed that

when Umax T/D was relatively small, no eddy formed, that a single eddy formed
when Umax T/D was about 15, and that numerous eddies formed for large values of
the parameter. It is useful to note that this leads to a conclusion similar to
Eq. 59. For example, if one used the deep water wave equation for u = ITII/T,

th
ma

and

> TR/t) > 15 (60)
max

H > 150/n (61)

It appears from the work described above that a high Reynolds number oscil-
lating flow can exist which is quite different from high Reynolds number recti-
linear flow unless the wave heights are much larger than the diameter of the
circular cylinder. It would appear that the Keulegan-Carpenter number is of
greater significance in correlating C0 and CM with flow conditions than is
Reynolds number (Wiegel, 1964, p. 259), and that the ratio kilO should be held
constant to correlate model and prototype results, or at least should be the
appropriate value to indicate the prototype and model flows are in the same
"eddy regime" (see Paape and Breusers, 1967, for similar results for a cylinder
oscillating in water).
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When the Keulegan-Patterson number is large enough that eddies form, an
oscillating "lift" force will occur with a frequency twice that of the wave
frequency. For a vertical pile the "lift" force will be In th horizontal plan
normal to the direction of the drag force. Essentially no information has been
published on the coefficient CL for water wave type of flow, In uniform recti-
linear flows it has about the same numerical value as CD.

Photographs taken of flow starting from rest, in the vicinity of a circula
cylinder for the simpler case of a non-reversing flow, showthat it takes time
for separation to occur and eddies to form. The effect of time on the flow, an
hence on CD and C has been studied by Sarpkaya and Carrison (1963; see also
Sarpkaya, 1963). A theory was developed which was used as a guide in analyzing
laboratory data taken of the uniform acceleration of a circular cylinder in one
direction. Figure 14 shows the relationship they found between C0 and CM was
found which was dependent upon 2,/d, where Is the distance traveled by the
cylinder from its rest position and D is the cylinder diameter. They indicated
the "steady state" (i.e., for large value of 9ID) values of C0 = 1.2 and
C, = 1.3.

The results shown in Figure 14 are different than those found by McNown
and Keulegan (1959) for the relationship between c. and C,4 in oscillatory flow,
Figure 15. They measured the horizontal force exerted on a horizontal circular
cylinder placed in a standing water wave, with the cylinder being parallel to

the bottom, far from both the free surface and the bottom, and with the axis
of the cylinder normal to the direction of motion of the water particles. The
axis of the cylinder was placed at the node of the standing wave so that the
water particle motion was only horizontal (in the absence of tire cylinder).
Their results are shown in Figure 15. Here, T is the wave period and Te is the
period of a piir of eddies shedding in steady flow at a velocity characteristic
of the unstealy flow. In their figure, the characteristic velocity was taken
as the maximum velocity. They found that if T/Te was 0.1 or less, separation
and eddy formation were relatively unimportant, with the inertial tffects
being approximately those for the classical unseparated flow, and if T/Te was
greater than LO, the motion was quasi-steady.

Studies in a hydraulic laboratory have been made by Bidd (1970) for
the case of "deep water" and "transitional water" waves acting on a vertical
"rigid" circular cylinder which extended from near the bottom through the
water surface. For this case the undisturbed water particle, motion was not
simply a rectilinear back and forth motion, but the water particles moved in
an elliptical orbit in a vertical plane. Furthermore, any eddies that formed
were affected by the free surface at the interface between the air and water.
One of the most crucial factors in oscillating flow of this type is the fact
that the wake formed during one portion of the cycle becomes the upstream
flow in another portion of the cycle.

During the first stages of the study, immiscible fluid particles with
the same specific gravity as the water were made of a mixture of carbon
tetrachloride and xylene, with some zinc oxide paste added to make the par-
ticles easily visible. After the mixture was made, it wa injected into
the water by means of a long glass tube which had a rubber bulb mounted at
one end. The other end of the tube was heated and drawn to make the tip
opening the desired size. After some experimenting approximatley spherical
globules of the proper size could be squeezed out into the water. Stereo-
photographic sets were taken of the trajectories of these tracer particles,
and a computer program (Glaser, 1966) was used to cala,u late the space posi-
tion of them. Uowever, it was found too difficult and lengthy a job to pur-
sue.
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Owing to the difficulty described briefly above, a description of the
wake regime was developed which was based upon its surface characteristics.
The procedure was as follows. The wave generator was set for a given period
and wave height, and magnesium powder was sprinkled on the water surface in
the vicinity of the pile. The wave generator was started, and the wake char-
acteristic was observed. An example of the relationship between the wake
characteristic and the wave height, with the wave period being held constant
is given in Table 1, together with the values of Reynolds number and Keulegan-
Carpenter number. Similar tables were constructed for a number of wave
periods. It was found that the Keulegan-Carpenter number correlated reasonably
well with the different regimes of the surface wake characteristics. The rela-
tionship is shown visually in Fig. 16. When the Keulegan-Carpenter number was
about 3, one or two eddies formed, when its value was about 4 several eddies
formed and shed, having the appearance of a von Karman vortex street, when its
value was in the range of 5-2 the wake started to become turbulent, and when
the Keulegan-Carpenter number was larger than 7, the wake became quite turbu-
lent, and the turbulent mass of water swept back and forth past the pile. It

can be seen from this study that the von Karman vortex street formed when the
wave height was about equal to the pile diameter. A few experiments made with
a pile with a diameter nearly four times the size showed similar results when
the wave height was about the same size as the pile diameter.

When eddies form, in addition to their effect on the longitudinal drag
and inertial forces, lift forces are also exerted on the cylinder. For a
vertical cylinder these lift forces act horizontally, but normal to the
longitudinal forces (longitudinal being in the direction of wave motion).
Examples of waves, lift forces and longitudinal forces are shown in Fig. 17
for three different values of the Keulegan-Carpenter number (3.23, 6.23 and
10.2). The terms top and bottom associated with the lift and longitudinal
forces refer to the forces measured by the top and bottom strain gages on
the transducer; the total lift and total longitudinal forces are the sums
of the top and bottom values.

There is considerable agreement between the visual observations des-
cribed previously and the force measurements. Figure l7a shows a set of
records for a Keulegan-Carpenter number of 3.2. The lift force has just
begun to be non-zero. For this value of the Keulegan-Carpenter number the
first eddies develop and shed. The eddy strength is probably very small so
that the lift force recorded is negligible. The lift forces for this case
have a frequency which is about the same as the wave frequency. This might
be due to the fact that the flow is not perfectly symmetrical. The horizon-
tal component of velocity in one direction (wave crest) are slightly differ-
ent from those in the opposite direction (wave trough), and for the threshold
condition the eddies only shed for one direction of the flow. The Keulegan-
Carpenter number is 6.2 for the run shown in Fig. l7b. The eddy shedding is
distinct, and the frequency of lift forces is approximately twice the fre-
quency of the waves. This shows that there is time only for two eddies to
shed in each direction. The lift forces are about 25% of the longitudinal
force. The wake is not yet completely turbulent, and the lift force records
show a more or less regular pattern. The Keulegan-Carpenter number for the
run shown in Fig. l7c is 10.2. The wake is fully turbulent. The transverse

("lift") force record appears to be random. The ratio of maximum lift to
maximum longitudinal force is about 40%.

An equation for lift forces is

Lift force = FL = CL pu2 A (62)
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TABLE

Water depth = 2.0 ft

Cylinder diameter = l_5/8tt

Wave period = 2.0 seconds

(From Bidde, 1970)

Run
Number

Wave
height
(feet)

Surface
Reynolds
Number

Surface
Keulegan-
Carpenter
Number Observations

1 0.028 850 0.91 No separation, no eddies

'
(Amplitude of motion does not

2 o.o14 1,220 l.3j reach cylinder diameter)

3 0.055 i,68o 1.8 Small separation

14 0.07 2,1140 2.3 Very weak v. Karman street

5 0.08 2,1450 2.7 Clear v. Karman street

6 0.095 2,920 3.2 Wake of prior semicycle, when

7 0.105 3,230 3.5 swept back gives rise to addi-

8 0.120 3,700 14.0
tional eddies

9 0.135 14,i8o

10 0.155 14,810 5.2 EdcUes swept back by the time

11 o.i8o ,6io 6.1 they are formed

12 0.20 6,250 6.8

13 0.22 6,900 Becoming highly turbulent

0.214 7,550 8.2J

15 0.27 8,530 9.3

i6 0.30

17 0.3 2

Extremely turbulent, no more

eddIes v-isible

18 0.314

19 0.35 11,200 12.2
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where CL is the coefficient of lift, u is the horizontal component of water
particle velocity, p is the mass density of water, and A is the projected
area of the cylinder. Use of this equation leads to difficulties as the
time history of the force does not necessarily vanish when u goes through
zero. Owing to this, very large values of CL can be calculated from the
laboratory measurements. This difficulty can be largely overcome by defin-
ing the relationship of Eq. 62 only for maximum values of the force,

1 2
F C Pu A
L 2 L max
max max

(63)

In this study the ratio of lift to longitudinal force was used as a
basic parameter rather than CL as this parameter is comparatively less sen-
sitive to any systematic errors in the instrumentation used to measure the
forces, as similar errors would be present in both lift and longitudinal
force measurements, and these errors would have a certain tendency to cancel
out. Some of the data are shown in Fig. 18 on the relationship between the
wave height and the ratio of lift force to longitudinal force. The relation-

ships between the Keulegan-Carpenter number and the Reynolds number and the
ratio of lift force to longitudinal force are shown in Fig. 19.

The limitations of the wave-generating equipment, the flumes and the
force meters with which Bidde was working were such that tests could not be
made with waves higher than the ones shown. The runs made with the highest
waves show a slight tendency for the ratio of lift to longitudinal force to
decrease. The ratios of lift to longitudinal force vs. the Keulegan-
Carpenter number and the Reynolds number are plotted in Fig. 19. This graph
indicates that the lift forces start at a Keulegan-Carpenter number of 3 to
5, and then increase steadily with increasing values. At a Keulegan-Carpenter
number of about 15 the ratio of lift to longitudinal force shows a slight
tendency to stop increasing. For the smaller diameter pile, the Reynolds
number appears to be as good a parameter for correlation purposes as the
Keulegan-Carpenter number. However, the Reynolds number fails to correlate
the ratio of lift to longitudinal force when the values of the larger pile
are compared with those of the smaller pile. For the smaller pile the value
of the Reynolds number for eddies to form is about 0.5 x lOb, whereas it
goes up to 2.5 x lO' for the larger pile. For the same conditions the
Keulegan-Carpenter number is 3 to 5 for both the piles.

The work described above was for uniform periodic long crested (regular)
waves. In the ocean waves are irregular. So a few tests were made in the
laboratory using irregular waves. Figure 20 presents samples of wave-force
records for a random wave input. In Fig. 20b lift forces can be seen for
the cases when the waves have a Keulegan-Carpenter number above a certain
value. As an approximation, the results for the case of regular waves can
be extended to the case of random waves. For example, the highest wave in
Fig. 20b has a height of 0.3 ft. Using linear theory, the Keulegan-Carpenter
number for this wave (assuming T 1.1 sec.) can be calculated:

umaxT
7.0. The lift force for this wave is approximately 15 to 20%

of the longitudinal force (cf lift and longitudinal forces for comparable
waves in Figs. 20a and 20b).
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LiST OF SYMPOLS

= Amplitude of wave component, feet

A = Projected area, feet2

A Cross sectional area of cylinder, feet

A1, A2, A3 = Coefficients in Stokes' third order wave theory, dimensionless

B = Volume of submerged body, feet3

cn = Jacobian cnoidal elliptical function, dimensionless

C1 = ½ P CD D; pound-second2/feet3

C2 = çD C it D2/4, pound_second2/foot2

C(f) = Co-spectra, feet2-second

C = Coefficient of added mass, dimensionless
a

CD = Coefficient of drag, dimensionless

C = Coefficient of mass, dimensionless
In

d = Water depth, with no waves present, feet

I) = Diameter of pile, feet

D = Distance between a pair of wave recorders, feet

dp/dx = Pressure gradient, pounds/foot3

du/dt = Horizontal componenLof water particle total acceleration,

feet /second2

dv/dt = Total acceleration, feet/second2

E(k) = Complete elliptic integral of the second kind of modulus k,

dimension less

f = Wave frequency, l/T, cycles/second

f3 Functions in Stokes' third order wave theory, dimensionless

= Eddy frequency, cycles/second

= Acceleration of fluid in general case of unsteady flow,

feet /second2

= Wave component frequence for which spectral density peak

value occurs, 1/second

F FD+Ft, total force, pounds
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F(t) = Horizontal component of force, per unit length of pile,

statistical theory, pounds/foot

FD = Drag force, pounds

Fh(s) = Horizontal component of force on a vertical pile, pounds

F1 Inertia force, pounds

F[h
Horizontal component of inertia force, pounds

F Integrated pressure force, pounds

g = Acceleration of gravity, feet/second2

G(r) = Defined by Equation 22, dimensionless

C1(r) = First term of series representing G(r), dimensionless

H = Wave height, feet

Hd = Design wave period, seconds

H = Significant waveperiod, seconds

1(k) = Incomplete Bessel function of the first kind of zero order

for an imaginary argument, dimensinless

= Bessel function of the first kind, dimensionless

k = integer, dimensionless

K = Measure of concentration about the mean, circular normal

distribution function, dimensionless

K(k) Complete elliptic integral of the first kind of modules k,

dimensionless

L Wave length, feet

I Distance traveled by cylinder from position of rest, feet

rn Statistical moment, defined by Equation 38, feet2_wk

for k'O, variance of wave surface time history, feet2

Ma = Added mass, slugs

M = Mass per unit length of cylinder, slugs/foot

M Mass of a submerged body, slugs

N Strouhal number, dimensionless
5

p = Pressure due to wave, at some point x, y, z in the w1ter,

pounds/feet 2
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P( .,K) Circular normaL distribution function, dimensionless

Q() Quadrature spectra, feet2-second

u In C(r), r = R(T
2

dimensionless

i ) Covariancc function of the horizontal component of water

particle acceleration, feet2 /second4

Covariance function of the horizontal component of force,

pounds2 /foot2

Rvv( r )
= Covariance function of the horizontal component of water

particle velocity, feet2/second2

R(1) = Covariance function of wave surface, feet2

S = Vertical coordinate, measured from the ocean bottom (i.e.,

S0 at ocean bottom), feet

SAA(f) Wave water particle horizontal component of water particle

local acceleration spectral density, feet2/second3

= Wave force per unit length of pile (horizontal component)

spectral density, pounds2-second/fect2

Total wave induced moment about pile bottom (horizontal

component) spectral density, foot2-pounds2-second

S (1) = Total wave force (horizontal component) spectral density,
2

pounds -second

S = Vertical distance from the ocean bottom to the water surface,
S

feet

= Elevation of wave trough above ocean bottom, feet

Svv(f) = Wave water particle horizontal component of velocity, feet2!

second

S(f) = Wave surface spectral density, feet2-second

s1. = One dimensional wave energy spectral density in directional

spectra theory, feet2-second

= Directional wave energy spectral density, feet2-second/radian
in 2

= Wave spectral density, S(f)/Tr , feet2-sccond

time, seconds

1' = Wave period, seconds
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TA = Transfer function, Equation 24b, 1/second4

Td = Design wave period, seconds

T Eddy period, second

T = Significant wave period, seconds

T = Transfer function, Equation 24a, 1/second2

Ii = Horizontal component of water particle velocity, feet/second

V Velocity, feet/second

V = Root mean square value of V, feet/second
rms

V An "average" horizontal component of water particle velocity,

feet/second

x = Horizontal coordinate, x0 at wave crest, feet

= Vertical distance from the undisturbed water surface to the

water surface when waves are present, feet

Y1 = Bessel function of the second kind, dimensionless

a Angle measured from the mean, degrees

= A phase angle, diffraction theory for wave force, radians

Direction between a pair of wave recorders, degrees

5w = Circular frequency interval, cycles/second

o IlurizontaL angle in directional spectra, degrees

O = Direction angle of peak value of directional wave energy
rn

spectral density, degrees

P Mass density of a fluid slugs/foot3

Mass density of water, slugs/foot3

= 2 1 Svv(f)df, feet2/second2

T = Lag in covariance function, seconds

w Circular frequency, 2 ii /T, radians/second

= Circular frequenc.y at which peak value occurs in wave spectrum,

radians /second

= HorLzontal component of water particle local acceleration,
2

feet /second
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Presented January 12, 1971, by Dr. Roderick Mesecar, Oceanography Department,
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon.

A Brief Review of the
Moored Instrumentation Platforms

Used for Oceanographic Research at
Oregon State University

One of the most persistent problems of the deep-sea oceanographer is

how to get long-term time series data of the ocean parameters he is inter-

ested in.

The Oceanography department operates two seagoing research vessels:

the R/V YAQUINA and the R/V CAYUSE. These vessels cost from 2,200 to

1,500 dollars per day to operate and are in heavy demand. Economics and

their lack of availability generally eliminates the use of these vessels

for this type of research.

To circumvent this problem, the Oceanography department started to

investigate the use of moored instrument platforms for air-sea research.

In 1965, a research buoy based upon the catamaran concept was purchased

from Scripps Institution of Oceanography. The buoy as seen in figure 1,

was 8 feet wide and 12 feet long and could easily be transported on a

2-1/2 ton flat bed truck. The pontoons were rigid plastic foam with a

fiberglass shel I . Eridging for the buoy deck was cminoii I timber ;iiid marl ite

plywood. The moor ulg po i nt was at the geoniet nc cetite r 0t the buoy I)r! dg rig

structure. Free flooding compartments are located to the outside of the
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pontoons for added stability during high wave condition. This buoy was

held on station with a taut line mooring of 3/4-inch nylon line under an

average tension of 300 pounds.

The buoy was moored in the following manner: the buoy was set

adrift from the ship with the correct length of mooring line attached for

the station water depth. The free end of the mooring line was then

attached to a concrete anchor still attached to the ship. Once the ship

was maneuvered over the mooring site, the anchor was cut loose to free

fall to the bottom. The falling anchor quickly pulled the buoy on location.

The instrumentation package was contained in a light and water-

tight case on top of the buoy. Inside the case was a panel of analog

instruments displayed similar to those in an aircraft cockpit for measuring

seawater temperatures at seven positions below the surface, wind speed

and directions, compass heading, mooring line tension, air temperature

and time. The data recording media was film. A 16 mm camera with a

fixed open shutter was focused on the instrument panel. Under clock control,

a light would flash exposing the film and advance the camera. The film

could only be retrieved in a calm sea without fear of taking a wave over

the open instrument case.

This buoy was moored 13 miles west of Yaquina Head for about

six months, which showed the mooring system could be successfully

used in the Oregon coastal areas. Later developments of this buoy by

Scripps are the Itbumble beeu series currently being used in the Pacific
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as satellite buoys to the large Convair Ocean Data Station buoy.

The catamaran buoy is basically a sea surface follower and is not

adaptable to some research problems. About two years ago, Dr. Stephen

Pond developed a buoy for air-sea interaction studies. The requirement

for his buoy was that it should be as free as possible of sea surface motion

and easily deployed at sea with minimum personnel. An instrumentation

platform to meet these requirements is shown schematically in figure 2.

The tower is modularized so that tower sections can be added to in 10 foot

sections and buoyancy can be added in 400 pound increments. The main

stem is made up of 10 foot sections of galvanized radio antenna tower for

a total of 60 feet. Buoyancy is provided by multiple toriod floats that are

plastic foam covered with fiberglass. Mounting brackets are rnoulded into

the fiberglass casing so that additional toriods can be stacked together for

additional buoyancy. Figure 3 shows the beilmouth at the bottom end of the

buoy with the buoyancy toriods mounted on the frame.

Dr. Ponds tower can be used in the bay or deep ocean. When it

is used in the bay, a large anchor is put in place and then the tower is

winched down to operating level with a steel cable through the beilmouth.

Additional guy lines can be strung from the tower to satellite anchors if

more rigidity is necessary. For some work, the tower is used free

floating as a stable platform. In that case the tower is towed to sea by

the beilmouth end which has had an extra 1,000 pounds of ballast added

to it. When the towing end is released, the tower uprights itself and
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is ready for use. In figure 4, the tower is ready for righting. In its

present configuration this tower has a 1,000 pound pay load and can be

climbed by the researcher. Six watertight canisters, 10 inches in

diameter by 35 inches high, house the power supply and instrumentation.

These canisters are located just above the buoyancy toriods and just

below the water surface. Wind speed and direction, wet and dry bulb air

temperature, inclinometers, compass, and wave staff have been some

of the sensors used on the tower.

Conditioned signals from the tower are transmitted over an

electric cable to the ship where they are recorded on a 14 channel analog

tape recorder. The analog tapes are then returned to the laboratory and

digitized for data processing on the CDC-3300 computer.

A much larger buoy with sophisticated electronics is being

developed by the Themis program at Oregon State University. An artist?s

rendering of this buoy is shown in figure 5. This buoy is 180 feet long

with a dead weight of 60, 000 pounds and a pay load of 5, 000 pounds. It

extends out of the water about 30 feet with areas for mounting instruments

along its entire length. The buoy is towed in a prone position and then

righted at the mooring site by flooding some of its buoyancy tanks. A

two point mooring has been used on this buoy in ocean depths of 1,600

feet in the following manner. Anchors are placed about 2, 100 feet apart

with a line up from each anchor to a subsurface spring float directly

above it and 75 feet below the sea surface. Tether lines are then run
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from the spring buoys over and attached to the buoy at a point 30 feet

below the surface. This type of buoy has been in moored service almost

two years.

For additional details on the mooring of this buoy, refer to an

article by Dr. Stephen Neshyba in the April 1970 issue of Oceanology,

page 22.

The tremendous potential of the buoy is in its instrumentation

flexibility. It is outfitted with line-of-sight, full duplex radio transmitters-

receivers for the transmission of data at fixed intervals or on demand

basis to a Corvallis based shore station. The shore station consists of

telemetry equipment coupled to a PDP-15 Digital Equipment Corporation

computer which is used as a controller for the data link. Under program

control, the controller can handle data on a 24-hour basis with the possi-

bility of using an adaptive control concept for changing data rates during

a more interesting recording period.

Some data reduction and presentation will be done on the PDP-15;

however, eventually a cable data link will be established with the University

CDC-3300 computer for large analysis programs as illustrated in figure 6.

Some transducers planned for the Themis buoy are wind speed

and direction, wave heights, winching system for measuring water tempera-

ture in a continuous profile up to 500 meters below the surface and line

tensions on the mooring lines.

A combination of batteries and propane electric power generation
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on board the buoy gives the instrumentation abour five months sea life

before it needs fuel service.

Although these descriptions of buoys used by the Oceanography

department at Oregon State University are brief, I hope they tend to

illustrate the trend of efforts to fill the platform requirements needed

for the acquisition of spacial time series oceanic data. Please feel free

to contact me for additional information.
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Presented January 5, 1971, by Dr. William D. McMullen, Department of

Metallurgical Engineering, Oregon State University.

Corrosion in the

Marine Environment

INTRODUCTI ON

This paper will be primarily concerned with the corrosion of metals.
Corrosion is a major materials problem in the marine environment. There
is considerable literature available on corrosion; much on corrosion in
the sea (several references are given at the end of this paper). However,

information on a specific corrosion problem tends to be scattered through
the literature, or, because of the great varieties of metals, alloys,
plastics, and the many types of corrosion problems, information for a
specific problem is not available. To give you some idea of the problems,

it must be realized that there are over 20,000 commercially available
steels alone.

The marine environment is a beautiful media in which to study corrosion.
Corrosion is an electrochemical process which normally takes place in an

electrolyte. The ocean is a good electrolyte, containing chloride ions
and oxygen which are particularly bad for many materials. The effect of
the ocean on corrosion is not limited to the water itself but extends to
the marine atmosphere on shore where moist, salty air rapidly attacks many

metals. In fact, one of the most rapidly attack regions of steel pilings
is not in the water itself but in the area just above the high tide level
in the so-called splash zone where the metal is alternately wet and dry.
Basically, the ocean is a very large electrolytic cell, in which rapid

corrosion can be expected.
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TYPES OF CORROSION

Many authors divide corrosion into various forms, all are more or
less related and the division is somewhat arbitrary, but useful (1,2).
I will follow Fontana and Greene's approach in discussing the various forms
of corrosion (2).

General Corrosion or Uniform Attack

Uniform attack is the common type of corrosion. The electrochemical
rate of attack is more or less uniform over the entire surface. The general
rusting of steel is an example of this form of corrosion. The rate of
uniform corrosion can readily be established in the laboratory and quite
accurate predictions can be made of the expected lifetime for a given
material in a given environment. This is the best form of corrosion since
the unexpected does not occur. In general, the more reactive a metal is,
the faster the corrosion rate, or zinc corrodes at a much, much faster rate
than platinum in sea water. The standard electromotive force (EMF) series
can be used as a general indication of the activity of a metal. The EMF
series is obtained under specific laboratory conditions and should be used
with caution.

A better indication would be to use a galvanic series in sea water under
temperatures, pressures, etc., used in service. Such a series is listed below
in Fig. (1). These series should not be used in predicting general corrosion
rates but do give general trends. There are many exceptions and specific
corrosion data should be used.

The remaining forms of corrosion normally are a more localized attack
and, considerable more difficulty is encountered in predicting when a part
will fail. The actual failure is often sudden, and is usually unexpected.
Many of the more general corrosion resistant metals are susceptible to the
one or more of the following forms of corrosion.

Galvanic Corrosion

Galvanic corrosion occurs when dissimilar metals are in electrical
contact and in an electrolyte. The more reactive metal is attacked and goes
into solution (becomes the anode); the more noble metal becomes the cathode
and tends not to corrode. An example of this type of corrosion is a galvanic
cell or a battery. A voltage developes between the two metals and an electric
current flows between the metals. The farther the metals are apart in the
galvanic series, the higher the potential between the two and the faster the
active metal corrodes. The corrosion is most rapid near the junction of the
metals, but does tend to occur over the entire area of the active metal.
A more noble metal fastener (bolt, etc.) connecting largemore active metal
plates is a much better arrangement than the reverse combination. The former
arrangement tends to spread out the attack while the latter concentrates the
attack in a small area and leads to rapid failure. This is a common problem
encountered in service.
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Crevice Corrosion

Crevice corrosion occurs in areas that are partially protected from the
corrosive environment. Crevice corrosion is the result of stagnant solutions
which are found under bolts, rivets, in cables, etc. Protection of two dis-
similar metals by insulating washers often results in crevice corrosion under
the washer. It is hidden from casual inspection and can lead to unexpected
failure of the part. Many of your metals that are resistant to general attack
have crevice corrosion problems. Stainless steels are quite susceptible to

crevice corrosion in stagnant chloride ion solutions (stagnant sea water).

Pitting Corrosion

Pitting corrosion is the very rapid, local attack that creates pits or
small holes in a metal. The remaining surface area may not exhibit much
corrosive attack. The exact cause is not known; however, two phase alloys
(dissimilar metals) often show pitting. In many metals months may pass
without any sign of pits, then, in a period of a week, holes will be found.
Again, pitting corrosion is found in stainless steels.

Intergranular Corrosion

Intergranular corrosion is the rapid attack of a metal between metal
grains or crystals; or, in the region adjacent to the grain boundary. The
attack is due to the presence of an active metal in the region. Often stain-.
less steels are somewhat blindly used to solve all corrosion problems.
Stainless steels are susceptible to intergranular corrosion if handled
improperly. Stainless steels are corrosion resistant primarily because of
a chromium oxide layer on the surface. A minimum of about 12% Cr is required
to form the oxide. Welding can often result in the formation of chromium
carbide which does not allow the chromium to form the protective oxide layer.
The stainless steel is said to be sensitized (weld decay). The corrosion
resistance can be restored, or, can be minimized by using extra low carbon
stainless steels or adding titanium to collect the carbides as TiC.
Restoration is simple, but care must be used. The austenitic stainless steels
(200 or 300 series) require a rapid cooling after heating to about 2000°F;
the ferritic stainless steels (400 series) require a slow cool after reheating
to about 1400°F for a short period of time. Reversing the treatment can result
in a sensitized stainless steel.

Selective Leaching

Selective leaching is the selective removal of one element or compound
from an alloy. This results in a weaker material. Dezincification of brass
(Cu-Zn alloys) is an example of selective leaching. The zinc rapidly disappears
leaving a spongy copper material behind.
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Erosion Corrosion

Erosion corrosion is an acceleration of the corrosion process on ametal by a mechanical attack. Turbulant flow and particles in water greatly
accelerate the erosion problem. Erosion corrosion and cavitation corrosionare closely related. The latter is the result of the collapse of bubbles
on the metal surface which causes rapid local attack. Many bronze alloys
have problems with this form of corrosion. The reversal of propellers on aship often leads to great local turbulance and rapid cavitation or erosion
corrosion.

Stress Corrosion

Stress corrosion results in cracking of a metal by the combination of a
stress, either applied or residual, and a corrosive environment. Normally,the stress along or the corrosive media alone would not cause the part to fail.The actual fracture occurs quite rapidly with little warning. "Season-cracking"of brass or "caustic embrittlement" of steel are examples of stress corrosion.There is normally a threshold value or a stress below which there is littleproblem. Normally, the residual stresses can be removed by a simple stressrelief anneal. Incidently, stainless steels are susceptible to stress corrosion.

PREVENTION OF CORROSION

The prevention or the minimization of corrosion requires a careful studyof each individual problem. The solution of one form of corrosion often leadsto another form. According to Fontana, virtually all corrosion failures resultfrom carelessness on the part of the user or poor choice of materials orconfiguration by the designer (4).

Each form of corrosion has a variety of rather specific solutions. Timedoes not permit a look at each form. A more general approach will presentideas that may be carefully studied and used for each corrosion problem.These general approaches are discussed below:

A. Use the correct material coupled with the correct handling of the
material.

Correct metal selection is very important in designing an
apparatus for use in the sea; this may involve replacing steel with
stainless steel, etc. Often, however, the solution may be to use
a thicker section of material and let it corrode. Replacement of
parts or sections is often the most economical. This is not always
the answer, but it is often overlooked. Many of your more corrosion
resistant metals have to be handled with care. Many can cause problems,
the more complicated the alloy, the more care that must he used in
welding, designing, etc., of the part. Many of your most corrosion
resistant metals will be found with the so-called exotic met1s;
tantulum, zirconium, titanium, etc. Titanium is now about
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$2.00/1h, or on a volume basis, about twice as expensive as stainless
steel. However, titanium should be carefully studied and not just
"used" in service. Some problems of stress corrosion have been
found and other problems may be found in titanium but it does look
promising.

Plastics have a great future in the sea. The main problems
with plastics are their low elastic moduli, relatively low strengths
and low tear or cutting resistance; a strong temperature dependence
on properties and in many cases, cost. A greater understanding of
plastics by engineers will create many new uses for plastics. The
plastic industry must standardize properties, such as the metals
industry has, before engineers can truly make engineering designs
with plastics. This will, hopefully, come in the future.

Inorganic materials, such as oxides, glasses, concretes are
being used. In general, they are quite corrosion resistant; however,
they are very brittle and often limited to stationary structures.

B. Cathodic protection

Cathodic protection or the use of sacrificial anodes is a very
important corrosion protection device. Basically, it allows the use
of a cheap metal (steel) which is protected by making the structure
cathodic. This can be done by the use of a D.C. source or a more
active metal connected electrically to the structure. Typical current
densities are of the order of 1-10 milliamps/sq. foot. Typical
sacrificial anodes are zinc, magnesium, and now, an aluminum-tin alloy.

Cathodic protection is not always the solution; the crevice
corrosion problem is not solved, the rapid attack in the splash zone
is not affected. Cathodic protection can also lead to other problems.
Many metals, such as steels, can be harmed by "overprotection".
The overprotection in steels allows hydrogen atoms to diffuse into
the steel making the steel brittle. If aluminum is "overprotected",
the oxide film breaks down and the aluminum is rapidly attacked.
Care must be used in applying cathodic protection.

C. Coatings

Coatings can be metallic, organic, or inorganic. The most
common coatings are metallic. Zinc (galvanizing) coatings on steel
exclude the environment when continuous over the surface, if a crack
forms where the steel is exposed, the zinc acts as a sacrificial anode
to protect the steel. Copper or tin coatings on steel must be complete.
A small exposure of the steel tends to cause the steel to protect the
more noble metal coatings.

Many possible corrosion resistant organic coatings such as plastics
have possible uses as coatings for stronger metals. However, many
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plastics allow moisture to penetrate and can cause crevice corrosion
or other problems. These should be used with care.

Many of the inorganic coatings are very corrosion resistant,
such as glass. They also tend to be brittle and break, exposing the
metal to rapid attack. Some intermetallic compounds are corrosion
resistant and show some ductility. These may find a great use in
the future, relatively little is known about them at the present time.

U. Change the environment

Changing the environment to a less corrosive media is important and
may be more important in the future. This may be nothing more than
lowering the humidity, or using primers before painting a metal surface.
The use of various types of inhibitors may be an answer. Primarily,
this method is limited to a closed system of some type.

E. Design

Correct design is basically paying attention to details. The
elimination of crevices, use welds rather than bolts where feasible,
the complete drainage of storage tanks, etc., are all marks of good
design.

The correct design and the correct use of materials can lead to
the solution of many corrosion problems. An example is the use of
high quality aluminum alloys (reactive metals) in boats. Aluminum
boats have been used for several decades on the seas with little trouble.

SUMMARY

This paper has, hopefully, given an insight to some of the corrosion
problems encountered in a marine environment and some of the possible solutions.
It is not a complete paper, but it is hoped that it will make you conscious ofthe problem and you will obtain professional help in solving corrosion problems.It may possibly stimulate an interest in corrosion which will lead to furtherstudy of the subject.
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